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Abstract
This study investigates the impact of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on stock returns of locally

headquartered firms. The sample data of the study reaches from September 1992 till March 2013 and covers

nine European cities. The investigation focuses on the behavioral angle of the impact triggered by what is

known within behavioral finance as investor sentiment. In this study, I hypothesize that UEFA Champions

League matches have an impact on local stock returns: wins lead to positive abnormal returns, and losses to

negative. Further hypotheses are (a) a sensitivity of the impact towards certain firm characteristics related to

subjective valuation and higher difficulty of arbitrage, (b) a stronger impact for more important matches, i.e.

matches at an advanced stage of the tournament, and (c) the existence of a reversal effect on subsequent

trading days, inverting abnormal returns initially generated by soccer outcomes.

Based on an extensive literature review serving as theoretical fundament, this study applies three different

econometrical approaches to test the hypotheses made. The daily stock returns for Amsterdam, Barcelona,

London, Lyonnais, Madrid, Manchester, Milan, Munich, and Porto are investigated running individual ordinary

least squares (OLS) regressions, joint time series cross sectional (TSCS) regressions, and a time series portfolio

approach. The latter constitutes of allocating stock returns of firms located in cities of winning (losing) teams

on the trading day following a Champions League match to a winner (loser) portfolio and then running time

series regressions on these portfolios.

The results for the individual and joint regressions are very inconsistent and predominantly insignificant. The

findings of the portfolio regression approach are somewhat more consistent but lack significance as well.

However, firm characteristics do seem to influence the impact of sentiment effects and hence support the

hypothesis regarding sentiment-sensitivity of certain stocks. Furthermore, important games show conditional

upon significance a stronger effect on stock returns. Finally, only few signs of a potential reversal effect could

be found, too few to draw general inferences. Overall, there are very few consistent and significant results to

discuss in the light of existing literature and previous studies, which is why a detailed analysis on the limitations

of this study and potential sources of ambiguity is conducted. Ultimately, based on the findings of this study

suggestions for future research on investor sentiment in relation to soccer outcomes are presented.
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1. Introduction
Until the second half of the 20th century, the general conviction was that scientific progress was more or less

linear. People did research, experiments, tests, elaborated on theories, found new scientific facts, etc. and it

was believed that thereby knowledge was accumulated in a linear way, i.e. continually increasing mankind’s

knowledge (Schwanitz, 2002). This understanding crumbled when Thomas Kuhn (1970) published his studies on

the history of science. He noticed that scientific processes not exclusively yield “truths” but also a great amount

of “semi-truths” or simply false facts. However, he concluded that the remedy of these wrongs is a major part

of subsequent scientific progress and hence also contributes to the establishment of new real knowledge. For

instance, the discovery of electrons as subatomic particles by J.J. Thomson in 1897 might be seen as a process

starting with Leucippus in ancient Greece and continued by Nils Bohr’s atomic model in 1913. On the other

side, the archaic belief of geocentrism by Ptolemy was simply wrong and later righted through the heliocentric

model by Copernicus, Galileo and Kepler. Kuhn (1970) furthermore elaborates on the example of Phlogiston, an

obsolete substance believed to be contained in all combustible elements between 1670 and 1770, to point out

how some scientific beliefs or discoveries do not reflect reality. Kuhn (1970) realized that scientific progress

was not a linear sequence of breakthroughs and discoveries adding on to the existing level of knowledge but

that it rather resembled a circular or spiral movement. In fact, he used a metaphor to describe the process of

progress in science and knowledge, comparing it to a series of legislative periods with fierce election campaigns

and changing governments (Schwanitz, 2002): the ruling school of thought, doctrine or “paradigm” as Kuhn

calls it (i.e. the government), rests on a broad spectrum of definitions, concepts, assumptions and constraints,

which most people or scientists strive to confirm and endorse. However, there is always a minor group of other

people or non-conformists (i.e. the opposition) looking for explanations for anomalies that cannot be

accounted for by the current paradigm. Eventually, if the opposition manages to gather enough facts,

supporters or momentum to overthrow the government, the ruling paradigm is replaced by a new one in a

scientific revolution (Kuhn, 1970). This new school then rules until it gets overthrown by yet later facts and

discoveries and the process starts from the beginning. Hence, the process of science and knowledge can be

described as a spiraled campaign between the support of the ruling paradigm and subversive activities of non-

conformists, resulting in a series of scientific revolutions enhancing the level of education, culture and

knowledge. Well-known scientific theories bred from these revolutions are among others Darwin’s theory of

evolution, Marx’s sociological theory, Einstein’s theory of relativity, or Freud’s psychoanalysis.
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This study does not have the ambition to overthrow a scientific theory or economic school, but will focus on

the discussions within the scientific field of finance and try to shed some light on the disparities between the

government of rationalists and the opposition of behaviorists.

1.1. Motivation for the Field of Behavioral Finance
In the enlightened, high-tech, rational world of ours, nearly everything can be mathematically described,

measured, calculated and evaluated. Critics claim that the effort and intention of this “information-capitalism”

is to measure, predict, and control not only decisions related to business or economics but social behavior as

well, i.e. to influence how people think about friendship, love or loyalty (Schirrmacher, 2013). Based on current

revelations about advanced and all-encompassing intelligence surveillance critics further depict all behavior of

man being monitored and controlled by machines and programs – a perfect panopticum.

This rather philosophical line of thought aside, it is still fascinating to observe that some things, even within

economic decision-making cannot be accounted for by the equations of our models or explained by so-called

rational behavior: Why do some people egoistically misuse economic power, while others use it for the benefit

of all? Why do people gamble with inconsistent patterns? Why does an individual buy insurance and lottery

tickets, the former a sign of risk-averseness and the latter of risk-seeking? There are many aspects within

economics in general and behavioral finance in specific that transcend the boundaries of fundamental rational

theories.

The acknowledgement of these inconsistencies leads companies to introduce practical behavioral applications

to be able to cope with individual behavior in a better way. Some companies introduce prediction markets to

replace ordinary sales forecasting in order to optimize their production (Chen & Krakovsky, 2010), whereas

others incorporate concepts of behavioral finance in their advisory processes or findings within neuro-

economics to better understand evaluation processes in decision making (Iyengar, 2010), e.g. neuro-marketing.

Therefore it is very interesting to elaborate on certain issues within the field of behavioral finance, especially

issues at the nexus of market phenomena and individual behavior.

How is this connected to the study at hand? This study is investigating the impact of soccer outcomes on local

stock returns, examining how the aggregate level of individual investor behavior subsequent to UEFA

Champions League matches can influence stock performance. The impact of sport results on people’s mood is

undeniable, and from every-day-experience the proposition that personal mood also affects individual

behavior or decision-making on a professional level seems evident (Wann et al., 1994; Hirt et al., 1992). On the
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other side it is a stylized fact that investors are under-diversified with regard to international investments and

have a disproportionately large share of their investment not only in domestic but even in local stocks (French

& Poterba, 1991; Huberman, 2001). Hence, Edmans et al. (2007) and Chang et al. (2012) examine the joint

impact of these peculiarities in their respective research papers. This study will follow their approaches,

examining the impact of soccer matches in Europe on the firm-level. The specific motivation of this study is to

investigate on the intricate relation between soccer results, people’s mood, local investors and local stock

returns, and thus try to add further information to the discussion within behavioral finance on the topic of

investor sentiment. It is further important to note that this study does not strive to exhibit a profitable trading

strategy, but rather seeks to research and analyze the relationship between investor behavior and stock

markets movements based on local soccer results.

1.2. Problem Statement and Research Questions
In line with the papers mentioned above, this study investigates the impact of UEFA Champions League match

outcomes on stock returns of companies headquartered in the city of the respective clubs. In its course, the

study will discuss the following research questions and hypotheses:

 Can the results of Edmans’ and Chang’s studies be replicated and confirmed?

 Are there positive effects for wins and negative effects for losses following Champions League games?

 Do firm characteristics related to subjective valuation have an impact on these effects?

 Are these effects stronger for “important” games, defined as games from the quarterfinals onwards?

 Does a reversal effect exist, inverting possible abnormal returns on subsequent days?

1.3. Contribution to Existing Research
As far as known by myself, the topic and focus of this master thesis have not been covered by any other study.

Building up on the papers by Edmans et al. (2007) and Chang et al. (2012), this study contributes to the existing

literature in following ways:

 Applying a geographical lens to Edmans et al. (2007), this study is testing implications of investor

sentiment and home bias effects within countries on the firm level.

 Paralleling Chang et al.’s (2012) paper on American Football games in the United States, it investigates

investor sentiment on a local level in Europe based on soccer results.

 The study follows the question of the combined effect of investor home bias and mood as an influential

variable regarding stock returns in Europe.
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 It investigates the existence of a potential reversal of the sport sentiment effect.

1.4. Limitations
Considering the scope of the field of behavioral finance and comparing the resources of professional scientists

and their teams, this study has been constrained most prominently by the limited time disposable to the

author. Bearing in mind the effort and time it takes to carry out such a research project, the given time frame

was limiting the breadth of the study, especially with regard to sample size and robustness checks, as will be

explained later. Another limitation was the periodically poor availability of historical data for some European

cities.

1.5. Results
Overall, the results obtained using various approaches and multiple regression models are unsatisfactorily

weak. Between UEFA Champions League matches and stock returns of locally headquartered firms mostly

insignificant relations are found, with significant results only for few cities. Important games do show

somewhat stronger results. Moreover, firm characteristics seem to have an influence on the sentiment effect.

Finally, the signs of an effect reversing the initial soccer-induced sentiment effect are too weak to allow proper

conclusions.

1.6. Outline
This study is structured as follows: section 2 will give an overview of the applied research methodology of the

entire study; section 3 will review the existing literature and theories and finally introduce the behavioral

phenomena at the core of this study and present the framework for the hypotheses. Section 4 covers data

issues and considerations and describes the way the research data was retrieved and prepared. Section 5

describes the econometrical approaches employed and section 6 reports descriptive statistics and empirical

findings. Section 7 deals with the analysis and interpretation of these results. Finally, section 8 summarizes and

concludes this study.
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2. Research Methodology
This section will briefly discuss the methodological considerations that I employed in the course of this study,

primarily based on Bryman and Bell’s (2007) work on business research methods. The approach of the research

methodology will also be concordant with the structure of the entire study.

2.1. Literature Collection
This study is inspired by two articles, Edmans, Garcia, and Norli’s (2007) Sports Sentiment and Stock Returns

and Chang, Chen, Chou, and Lin’s (2012) Local sports sentiment and returns of locally headquartered stocks: A

firm-level analysis. These two papers have been very influential and served as a guideline throughout the

process of writing. Further important sources of literature were the books by Ackert and Deaves (2010)

Behavioral finance: psychology, decision-making, and markets, Thaler (2005) Advances in Behavioral Finance,

Shiller (2006) Irrational Exuberance, and Gujarati and Porter (2009) Basic Econometrics.

2.2. Research Strategy
There are two different methods within research in

approaching new knowledge. One is the inductive

method, where actual observations are the starting

point and researchers try to find new theories to fit

these observations. The other one is the deductive

method, starting with hypothetical theories and trying

to assess and confirm these by experiments, surveys

and other tests. (Bryman & Bell, 2007)

As this study bases its hypotheses on an extensive

theoretical framework and tries to confirm these by

quantitative methods testing empirical data, this study is following the deductive research method.

2.2.1. Theory
Starting from my core sources I have worked out a detailed and thorough review of the literature, introducing

broader economic theories and highlighting characteristics of behavioral finance. I reference numerous

influential sources and present all theories and models from a neutral perspective. The theoretical framework I

am using in my hypotheses and empirical methodology is built on previous findings and supported by earlier

studies.

Theory

Hypothesis

Data
collectionFindings

Hypothesis
confirmed
or rejected

Figure 1
The deductive research approach (Bryman & Bell, 2007)
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2.2.2. Hypotheses
Some of the hypotheses made are based on previous literature, and aim at replicating and confirming these

prior results. Other hypotheses are based on continuative questions of earlier studies where other authors

have noticed further fields for future research. All hypotheses are made based on sound theoretical

foundations.

2.2.3. Data Collection
The data used in this study is collected through several databases. For data on soccer teams Soccerway, official

UEFA statistics and the clubs’ homepages were used. For soccer match results the RSSSF Archive, Soccerway,

official UEFA statistics and Wikipedia were consulted. The Orbis database by Bureau van Djik (BvD) delivered

company data, and for daily stock and market returns and annual company data between 1992 and 2013

Datastream was used.

2.2.4. Econometric Models, Testing and Findings
The empirical part of this study includes standard econometrical tests on the data sample, ordinary least

squares regressions for all sample cities individually and time series cross sectional regressions for all cities

jointly, and finally another time series approach on specifically generated win and loss portfolios. The

hypotheses are tested on all approaches and on different models in robustness checks to verify the results. The

statistical software programs used are SAS Enterprise Guide for the standard econometrical tests on the data

and Stata12 for the actual regressions.

2.2.5. Revision of Findings compared to Theory
The findings of this study are discussed and analyzed in the light of prior empirical results and framework

theories. Contributing to research literature by testing new hypotheses, this study could contribute to current

discussions or induce further research in the field of sports’ impact on stock markets through investor

sentiment. Finally, the results of this thesis should be critically evaluated against its limitations.
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3. Theory on Behavioral Finance – Literature Review
The field of behavioral finance has existed for many years but has for a long time lived a novercal existence.

However, it has gained rising interest in the last decades and has come to the public’s attention, especially in

the aftermath of the internet bubble 2000 and the global financial crisis 2008.

As mentioned in the introduction, advancements in finance as in any other science are made through the

interplay of theory and empirics. Theories are inferred from observations, and models based on these theories

are tested using data. Is the data, naturally observed like stock prices, generated in controlled lab experiments

or obtained through surveys, contradicting standard theory, new models are formulated and the cycle restarts.

According to Ackert and Deaves (2010), behavioral finance scientists are often criticized for proposing new

theories for each new finding and in that way not contributing to finding a universal model. However, how

parsimonious is human behavior in reality?

3.1. Homo est homo oeconomicus?

3.1.1. Classic Definition of Homo Economicus
John Stuart Mill in his work from 1836 and 1848 proposed the theory of man as being solely concerned with his

own wealth, only subject to two constraints, the aversion to labor (i.e. enjoyment of leisure) and the

enjoyment of luxury (Mill as in Persky, 1995).1 Other (social) factors were left out in his model. Hence, his

model of man was later called “homo economicus”, denoting a person only concerned with his or her

“economics”. According to Persky (1995), however, Mill actually stressed the necessity to incorporate the

interactions between human beings and the institutional structures surrounding them. Mill was not solely

focused on rational decision-making and saw the benefit of exploring further “omitted variables”, but realized

that economic deductions of reality needed simple and parsimonious models to be able to draw inferences and

deemed human behavior in this sense to be indeterminate (Persky, 1995).

As of today, the interpretation of the term “homo economicus” has slightly shifted following the work of e.g.

Lionel Robbins on rational choice theory and is usually associated with fully informed, purely rational decision-

making in self-interest, i.e. weighing personal costs and benefits for each decision in order to maximize

1 Actually, Mill added a third factor, procreation, which one might classify under leisure.
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individual benefit. However, there are many contrarian models to this theory, e.g. social sciences stress the

importance of intrinsic motivation and psychologists have found that people do not consistently act rationally,

as if following Bayesian rules.

Hence, the next chapter will show some deviations of human behavior from the strict rule of “homo

economicus”.

3.1.2. Examples of Deviating Human Behavior in Economic Situations
This chapter will by means of evidence from social experiments present human behavior regarding fairness,

reciprocity, reputation, trust and conformity, which is inconsistent with rational selfishness. These experiments

are based on three well-known games, namely the Ultimatum Game, Dictator Game, and Trust Game.2 First,

findings in relation to the Dictator Game show that people have an innate sense of fairness, as the giver usually

sends an amount greater than zero to the recipient. Still, the Ultimatum Game shows that the degree of

fairness increases when people feel it is necessary, or “for their own good”. The share the recipient receives is

significantly higher in the Ultimatum Game, where she can reject the offer by the giver and in that way leave

both players without any payoff. Hence, the amount given in the Ultimatum Game might not be due to

altruism, but rather due to game theory considerations, i.e. the giver evaluating how much he has to offer in

order for the recipient to accept. On the other side, this game shows how people reciprocate perceived

unfairness by seemingly irrational behavior: by rejecting the offer (how low it may be, assuming it is larger than

zero), the recipient herself is worse off.

Second, another interesting insight can be found regarding the impact of reputation and trust: letting the

players get to know each other prior to the Ultimatum Game increases the share offered to the recipient and

decreases the rejection rate. Chen and Krakovsky (2010) interpret this as a sign of trust-building which reduces

the information asymmetry between the two players. By getting to know each other, the giver can be surer

that the recipient will accept his offer, and accordingly has to pay for this increase in certainty with a

2 Games and findings based on Chen and Krakovsky (2010).
Ultimatum Game: Player A (giver) has amount Y and sends amount X(X<=Y) to player B (receiver) who has to either accept
or reject the offer, in which case both players get nothing. If B accepts, she collects X and A collects Y-X.
Dictator Game: same as Ultimatum Game, with the exception that B has to accept the offer no matter what.
Trust Game: A sends X to B, which receives X times 3. B can then decide how much to send back to A.
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“reputation premium”, i.e. a higher offer. Third, closely related to reputation is the issue of trust. In the Trust

Game, results show that the average giver trusts the recipient to return his money and therefore sends her an

amount larger than zero. Again, different levels of perceived fairness are expressed in the reciprocity of the

recipient, the original receiver sending back more money (after it has been tripled) if she perceived the original

transfer by the giver as fair.

Finally, moving from endogenous to exogenous influences, conformity to social norms and standards is strongly

affecting the way people behave. Without going into detail, experiments by e.g. Solomon Asch (1955) or

Stanley Milgram (1974) on the power of social conformity show that people neglect personal beliefs or

interests in order to conform to their peers or superiors.

While this has been a very brief summary of various experimental findings, it shows that people do not act

strictly according to rational principles maximizing personal benefits, but deviate from “optimal” behavior by

taking their social environment into consideration.

3.2. Neoclassical Economics
Neoclassical economics is the dominant paradigm within economics and essential to our conception of

business and the economy. At its core it poses three fundamental assumptions about the behavior of

individuals (Ackert & Deaves, 2010):

1) Individuals have rational preferences across possible outcomes. This includes all possible outcomes

(complete preferences) and transitivity of preferences (if A>B and B>C, then A>C).

2) Individuals are self-interested agents who in single-period settings maximize own utility. In multi-

period settings the overall utility should be maximized.

3) Individuals make independent decisions based on full and relevant information.

Based on these assumptions prices are determined in a market by the well-known process of supply and

demand through the interaction of buyers and sellers. However, this form of the model also assumes total

certainty, which is not apt to reality. First of all, total information (no uncertainty) is very rare and second, even

with total information available there are costs of acquiring, assimilating and understanding it. Hence, in order

to amend the model to reality the expected utility theory introduces probability distributions for possible

outcomes. (Ackert & Deaves, 2010)
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3.2.1. Expected Utility Theory
Developed by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern (1944), expected utility theory is a normative theory

stating how people should behave under circumstances of uncertainty (as opposed to a positive theory stating

how people actually do behave). Assuming a certain utility function, e.g. logarithmic, people strive to maximize

the level of utility subject to the probabilities of the potential events. To be precise, this theory is not dealing

with uncertainty rather than risk. The difference between the two termini is that while risk is dealing with a

defined range of possible outcomes which each have assigned probabilities, uncertainty is a state where

probabilities are not assignable to each respective outcome or where all possible outcomes are not even

known (Knight, 1921).

This leads to the question how people deal with uncertainty and risk. Studies have shown that most people are

risk-averse most of the time, i.e. they need to be compensated in order to take on risk – they require a risk

premium (Chen & Krakovsky, 2010). Moreover, risk-averse people incur costs not only to avoid the downside

effects of risk but also to decrease uncertainty itself. This is the so-called uncertainty effect and is, for instance,

the reason why people pay a premium for certain clothing brands they are familiar with. According to Chen and

Krakovsky (2010) common remedial measures to reduce risk are risk spreading (e.g. diversification among

securities), risk pooling and risk transferring (e.g. via insurance).

Expected utility theory is the paradigm in economic theory and therefore central to our understanding of

economics; however, there exist some contradictions that will be highlighted in the next chapter.

3.2.2. The Allais Paradox
Conflicts of expected utility theory usually stem from inconsistencies in human behavior with regard to its main

assumptions. For instance, the Allais paradox (here from Conlinsk, 1989) demonstrates inconsistencies in

people’s risk attitudes and thus preferences across possible outcomes (transitivity).

In Game 1 most people would choose the safe alternative A. However, in Game 2 the majority would choose

Game 1
Choice A: 100% chance of winning 1,000,000 $
Choice B: 89% chance of winning 1,000,000 $ , 10% of winning 5,000,000 $  and 1% of winning 0 $

Game 2

Choice C: 11% chance of winning 1,000,000 $
Choice D: 10% chance of winning 5,000,000 $

Figure 2: The Allais Paradox
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the riskier alternative D over C. Apparently people’s risk attitudes change with changing circumstances.

On the other hand, the “St. Petersburg paradox” demonstrates a violation in maximizing utility following the

rules of probability theory. Basically, a fair coin toss is repeated until it lands on a certain side, say heads. For

each time the coin lands on tails, however, the payout to the player is doubled (to be paid as soon as the coin

lands on heads and ends the game). Elementary mathematics returns an expected value of this game to be

infinite. However, experiments showed that the amount people were willing to pay under these circumstances

was very low, disaccording with rational expectancy theory. A review of these and other paradoxes and

inconsistencies of expected utility theory can be found in Fishburn (1988).

A common source of these inconsistencies seems to be the situational context of the questions. According to

Ackert and Deaves (2010) the decision frame, i.e. the decision-maker’s view of the problem and the string of

possible outcomes, has significant impact on people’s decisions. Among others, the presentation mode, the

individual’s perception of the question, and personal characteristics are reasons for differentiations in decision

frames.

3.3. Modern Finance
Based on assumptions of neo-classical economics and expected utility theory, modern finance has developed

several models within the areas of organizational performance, asset valuation and risk assessment, e.g. asset

pricing models and agency theory. Most famous among the asset pricing models is the capital asset pricing

model (CAPM) by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Black (1972) and probably the Fama-French three factor

model by Fama and French (1992). On the other side, agency theory deals with the relations between an owner

(principal) and a hired manager (agent) and how these relations are subject to so-called agency problems

whenever the principal’s and agent’s interests do not align (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Most important to this

study, however, is the efficient market hypothesis, which is why the following chapters will introduce and

highlight some facts about the hypothesis and ways to test it.

3.3.1. Efficient Market Hypothesis
In a nutshell, an efficient market is defined by resources being allocated to their optimal use (Malkiel & Fama,

1970). Following Malkiel and Fama (1970), prices (at time t) in efficient markets “utilize” or reflect all available

information (available at time t) and hence are a proper signal for an asset’s value. Fama (1965) defines three

different “forms” of market efficiency: (1) weak form, where prices reflect all information in historical returns,

(2) semi-strong form, where prices adjust to publicly available information, and (3) strong form, where even
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private information is incorporate in current prices. Ackert and Deaves (2010, p. 29) define efficient markets as

markets where “prices reflect all information such that the marginal benefit of acting on the information does

not exceed the marginal cost of acquiring the information.” Consequently, an investor cannot consistently beat

the market, i.e. earn excessive returns.

Market efficiency is based on three assumptions, (1) investor rationality, (2) uncorrelated errors, and (3)

unlimited arbitrage, i.e. the risk-free benefitting from price differences of substitutable securities. Of those

three only one is required to hold at a time, while all three have to be rejected in order to challenge market

efficiency. Closely related to the efficient market hypothesis is the model of random walk. The random walk

model (RWM) essentially assumes that the stock price of today equals yesterday’s stock price plus an unknown

(white noise) error term (Gujarati & Porter, 2009):= + .
Thus, although returns (which are nothing but the transformed difference between stock prices, here the error

term ) are quantifiable, i.e. measureable, they are not predictable, and consequently follow a random walk

where the best estimate and thus expected value is zero (white noise errors are assumed to have a mean of

zero). In terms of efficient markets, this unpredictability stems from the hypothesis that stock price changes

are solely based on information, and the arrival of new information is per definition unpredictable. (Ackert &

Deaves, 2010)

3.3.2. Testing Market Efficiency
A major obstacle in the testing of market efficiency is that such testing always includes two parts: the test of

efficiency itself and the choice of the model specifying the risk-adjustments for returns. Therefore any negative

result following a test on market efficiency can either be interpreted as markets not being efficient or as the

model for risk-adjusted returns being incorrect. As one never knows which is true, this refers to the so-called

joint hypothesis problem of market efficiency.

Basically, market efficiency is tested by running regressions of expected returns on observed returns subject to

a set of information available at time t. A check for weak form efficiency is testing whether the residuals follow

a white noise process (mean equals zero and constant standard deviation), i.e. no autocorrelation among the

error terms and hence the inability to predict future returns based on historical returns (Summers, 1986; Abel

& Miskin, 1983; Jones & Roley, 1983). Tests of semi-strong form efficiency add regressors drawn from the
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information set to the regression model and check whether the estimators of the coefficients equal zero, i.e.

have no impact on the regressand (Summers, 1986; Abel & Miskin, 1983; Jones & Roley, 1983). Tests of strong

form efficiency are more intricate, as they require the use of non-public information or respectively have to

compare the performance of insiders like managers of large funds to an index or common benchmark (Gordon

& Rittenberg, 1995).

Merton (1985) stresses the repeated finding that investors do not consistently outperform the market to be

evidence in favor of the efficient market hypothesis. He sees this as proof that there is no secret model or risk

factor that would enable some investors to continually attain excess returns but rather that the market truly is

efficient and its returns random. However, Summers (1986) complains that many tests of semi-strong

efficiency do not have the statistical power to prove certain types of market inefficiency and claims that the

difficulty for portfolio managers to generate excessive returns should not lead to the conclusion that all prices

and price movements are rational.

Moreover, Singal (2006) mentions three central limitations to efficient markets: first, as information generation

and acquisition are not without cost themselves, information cost causes that prices cannot always reflect all

information. Second, transaction costs or constraints (e.g. no short-selling) lead to less trading and thus limit

the possibilities for corrections of mispricings. Third, there are limits to arbitrage. Mispricings of stocks may

persist over longer periods of time; finding two substitutable assets might prove impossible; arbitrageurs

usually have limited amounts of capital at their disposal; and finally most arbitrageurs are contracted by

principals as agents and hence have to comply with the constraints formulated in their contracts.

3.4. Market Anomalies, Puzzles and Phenomena
Market anomalies are empirical findings contradicting the market efficiency hypothesis. Over the years, finance

researchers have found a multitude of these anomalies and tried to explain them. For example, Basu (1977)

finds a strong relation between price-earnings ratios and stock performance across firm characteristics and

time and attributes this to a missing risk factor. French (1980) researches the Monday or Weekend effect

(Monday stock returns are on average lower than on other weekdays) and concludes that this anomaly

contradicts both the trading time hypothesis, i.e. returns are only “generated” during trading hours and hence

returns on Mondays should on average be equal to returns on any other trading day, and the calendar time

hypothesis, which is assuming that returns are generated continuously and ergo returns on Mondays should be

three times as large on average than those on other trading days. Another anomaly, called “S&P Game”
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comprises the fact that stock prices of shares which are pronounced to be added to the S&P 500 yield

abnormal positive returns, without any further information about the company becoming public (Beneish &

Whaley, 1996). Similar to that is the Index addition effect by Barberis et al. (2005). Here the rapid increase in a

stock’s beta when added to the S&P500 is tested and found to be inconsistent with efficient expectations. The

three following chapters will present three other well-known market puzzles.

3.4.1. Small-Cap Firms Outperforming Large-Cap Firms
This puzzle states that over the past decades firms with smaller market capitalization have outperformed firms

with larger. However, since most of the excess returns seem correlated to excess returns in January (the

January effect, see Rozeff & Kinney, 1976), Roll (1983) explains this effect with tax-loss selling of investors in

December. Paper losses in December are realized by investors in order to account these losses on the income

tax statement at the end of the year. This bearish behavior depresses stock prices in the short run (December)

but enables excess returns in January when investors buy in again and stock prices follow. Fama and French

(1992) interpret this anomaly as a persistent risk factor (i.e. smaller firms are systematically riskier than larger

firms) and include it in their famous three-factor model. However, the “small-minus-big effect” has declined

over the past years which might be due to its systematical exploitation since its publication (Ackert & Deaves,

2010).

3.4.2. Value beats Growth
Parallel to small firms outperforming large firms, there is evidence that firms with high book-to-market ratios

(value firms) tend to outperform firms with low book-to-market ratios (growth firms), e.g. Fama and French

(1992). Lakonishok et al. (1994) argue that value strategies yield higher returns because they are “contrarian”

to what most “naïve” individual investors do. Features of those naïve investors are: (a) they project past

growth rates too far into the future, thereby overestimating future prospects for the company, and (b) they

think a “good company” is synonymous with a “good investment” (Lakonishok et al., 1994). For professional

investors or institutions Lakonishok et al. (1994) state, referring to agency theory, (a) that since clients view

growth stocks as good investments, institutions also allocate them to their portfolio, as value-stocks might be

more difficult to “sell” to clients, and (b) that since evaluation processes of financial managers usually are

based on short-term performance, these managers cannot afford to invest in long-term value stocks as not to

endanger their career progress. Contrary to these arguments Fama and French (1992) argue that the value

premium exists due to higher fundamental risk inherent in these stocks. However, Lakonishok et al. (1994)
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argue against the “higher return, ergo higher risk” story by referring to their findings that growth strategies are

not less risky than value strategies.

3.4.3. The Momentum Effect… and its Reversal
De Bondt and Thaler (1985) find that portfolios constructed of past losers (measured by past excess returns)

generally outperform those of past winners over the course of five years – the reversal effect. Some years later,

Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) find that within the first year of portfolio creation past winners actually

outperform losers – the momentum effect. In efficient markets, where past returns have no predictive power

over future returns there should be no such consistent patterns between those portfolios. Hence, scientists

have come up with various explanations for the initial momentum and subsequent reversal effect. Daniel et al.

(1998) base their explanation on the assumptions that investors are overconfident and subject to self-

attribution bias (more on these issues in chapter 3.5.2.) and therefore overestimate their contribution to

positive performance in bull markets. This positive feedback increases their overconfidence, leading to further

rises in stock prices, i.e. the momentum effect. However, once new information appears, the investors realize

their erroneous perceptions and adjust their portfolios by selling stocks, thereby generating the reversal effect

(Daniel et al., 1998). Moreover, Hong and Stein (1999) believe initial underreaction to news and the

subsequent overreaction to them to be the spring of momentum. In this sense, underreaction can be

interpreted as another form of overconfidence (believing too long in the correctness of one’s own

information). Again, once all overreacting investors have left the market prices are assumed to revert to

fundamental level in the long run (Hong & Stein, 1999). Common to both studies is that they both assume

market states to be of importance with regard to the amplitude of momentum. Cooper et al. (2004) test this

hypothesis and find that bear and bull markets do have significant impact on the amplitude of momentum

effects, with only bull markets yielding positive momentum returns.

These examples might suffice as an introduction to some of the various market anomalies; the list of

phenomena in financial markets is long and could be extended arbitrarily. However, let there be noticed that

there are rational explanations for these anomalies as well, mostly by calling deficiencies with regard to

appropriate risk adjustments, i.e. methodological errors in choosing the correct risk-return model, which brings

us back to the joint hypothesis problem mentioned earlier. Moving on, the next three chapters will turn the

focus from specific anomalies to more general phenomena of stock markets that are not in concordance with

efficient markets.
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3.4.4. Excess Volatility
In standard finance theory volatility, the movement of stock prices over time, is based on new information

about future dividends. As in efficient markets stock prices equal dividends over returns, new information

about dividends leads to changes in prices and hence volatility. This information seems to arrive in very

infrequent waves, resulting in volatility distributions with high kurtosis, i.e. small variance for the most part of

the day interrupted by occasional extreme spikes (Shiller, 1981). Furthermore, news about fundamental values

has impact on stock prices, e.g. news on corporate control, regulatory policy or macroeconomic conditions like

unemployment, interest rates, consumer price indices, money supply, etc (Cutler et al., 1993). All these factors

can be interpreted as economic variables influencing the stock return variance.

However, there are plenty of oddities with regard to this rational approach. Shiller (1981) claims that future

changes of cash flows or dividends are not sufficient to account for the observed variance in stock returns and

concludes that there have to be other influences besides economic variables to describe the observed excess

volatility. Moreover, there are some issues regarding volatility that cannot be explained by these economic or

rational inputs. For instance, Cutler et al. (1993) show that extreme single-day movements in prices cannot be

accounted for by major events only and suspect that so-called noise trading (see chapter 3.4.6.) is responsible

for a major part of volatility.

French and Roll (1986) find (as did others, e.g. Granger & Morgenstern (1970) or Fama (1965)) that volatility is

much higher during trading hours of the stock exchange than during closed. Testing for underlying reasons they

consider three factors: (1) there is more public news during normal business hours, (2) the major part of

variance is caused by private information and (3) volatility is caused through trading on this information.

Ultimately, they conclude that only an insignificant part of daily variance is caused by noise in course of the

process of trading and relate the differences in variances between trading and non-trading hours rather to

differences in the flow of (private) information. (French & Roll, 1986)

3.4.5. Overreaction
As mentioned above, Shiller (1981) claims that stock price movements overreact and generate excess volatility.

Kahneman and Tversky (1977) describe overreaction as a phenomenon influencing both individual decision-

making and aggregate market behavior. DeBondt and Thaler (1985) test this theory of stock price overreaction

on the price-earnings puzzle – portfolios with lower price-earnings ratio yield higher returns (Basu, 1977) – with

the hypothesis that if prices initially overreact, a mean-reversion should follow subsequently. Their results (see

above: portfolios of past winners (losers) render negative (positive) returns) confirm the existence of this
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reversal effect, mostly occurring between the second and up to fifth year after portfolio formation. However,

their study is criticized for neglecting systematic changes in equilibrium-required returns3 (Chan, 1988; Ball &

Kothari, 1989). Chopra et al. (1992) pick up on that issue in their paper on measuring abnormal performance

and find that the quantitative size of the overreaction effect strongly varies with the used methodology of

computing abnormal returns. Still, they find the overreaction-effect to persist, stronger among smaller firms

which are usually owned by individual investors and accordingly weaker among larger firms, whose stocks are

mostly held by institutions. Furthermore, they classify the overreaction effect into a short-term momentum

effect (past winners outperform in the next 1-2 years), which Carhart (1997) uses in his adaption of the Fama-

French three factor model, and a long-term reversal effect (past winners underperform over 3-5 years).

3.4.6. Noise Trading
To explain noise trading, the population of investors has to be divided into two groups, (1) the sophisticated

investors, who possess some sort of private information or knowledge, and (2) the unsophisticated naïve

investors, who trade on pseudo-signals (i.e. noise) which they think is true information, e.g. volume and price

patterns, sentiment indices or “expert” predictions. As these pseudo-signals are not based on rational facts or

information, the decisions based on these cannot be predicted and thus create their own risk – noise trader

risk. This risk is systematic, i.e. it has to be borne by all market participants, both sophisticated and

unsophisticated, and leads to mispricing in securities (Lee et al., 1991).4 Sophisticated investors can take

advantage of these mispricings by trading on them (arbitrage) and in this way over time bring stock prices back

to their fundamental (true) value. (De Long et al., 1990)

Noise trading theory actually poses explanations that challenge market efficiency on all of its three

assumptions (investor rationality, uncorrelated errors, and unlimited arbitrage). First, noise traders are by

definition not rational. Second, if noise traders were independent of one another, the noise would balance out.

However, just as people respond to news in the same way due to cognitive or social forces, noise traders react

to noise in similar patterns. If a large number of investors simultaneously and erroneously value assets in the

same way, this is called “investor sentiment” (the aggregate sum of market biases of individuals) and errors are

3 A decline in stock prices at t1 leads to higher leverage in the company, resulting in higher CAPM betas and thus leads to
higher expected returns in t2.
4 Famous examples of mispricings are eToys vs. ToysRUs in 1999, or 3Com vs. Palm in 2000 (Ackert & Deaves, 2010).
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correlated among investors and consequently among themselves (Shiller et al., 1984). Third, as mentioned in

chapter 3.3.2. on testing market efficiency there are limits to arbitrage from a noise trading angle as well. Next

to fundamental risk inherent in all risky securities, noise trader risk might lead to an aggravation of mispricings.

Furthermore and as stated above, the reversal of prices to fundamental values cannot be prognosticated as

noise trader risk might persist (DeLong et al., 1991). (Ackert & Deaves, 2010)

Reasons for this persistence of mispricings might among others be constraints on short-sales (Miller 1977) or

the “bigger idiot”-pattern, e.g. knowingly buying overpriced stocks in prospect of selling them on at a margin

(Allen et al., 1993). Moreover, arbitrageurs may only have limited funds and a finite time horizon available and

therefore be exposed to the risk of having to liquidate their investments at an unfavorable time. Hence, noise

traders might have positive expected returns – especially in the short run – and thus persist in the market and

bias stock prices continually. Efficient market theory generally claims that noise traders are only a temporary

market phenomenon, having negative returns due to misinformation (exploited by arbitrageurs) and hence

leaving the market which then reverses to fundamental value. (Long et al., 1990)

Examples of market anomalies that can be explained by noise trader risk theory are excess volatility and mean

reversion of stock market prices, the Mehra-Prescott equity premium, and the undervaluation of closed-end

mutual funds (Long et al., 1990).

3.4.6.1. Herd Behavior
Similar to the sociocultural term “Zeitgeist”, herd behavior in the market develops when people

communicating with each other a lot start thinking alike. This is based on what Shiller (2006) calls an

“information cascade” where people build judgments without actually having information, solely based on the

behavior of their fellows.5 There are various psychological explanations for this behavior: social pressure of

conformity (Asch, 1955), people rating the judgment of the majority higher than their own (Deutsch & Gerard,

1955), or the famous authority-experiments by Stanley Milgram (1974).

5 Shiller alludes here to the example of a restaurant with guests and another restaurant without any – which restaurant
would you choose?
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To sum up, several market phenomena create additional risk in financial markets which due to limits of

arbitrage persist and contribute to the (temporary) inefficiency of markets. Consequently, behavioral models

might account for these phenomena in a better way and complement existing “rational” models.

3.5. Basic Psychological Principles
The following chapters will present fundamental psychological principles underlying human decision-making in

financial context and hence behavioral finance in general. Moreover, implications of the respective principles

on individual behavior and stock markets are described.

3.5.1. Heuristics and Cognitive Biases
Heuristics are innate mental short-cuts used in order to facilitate cognitive processes and are probably

evolutionary acquirements. Reasons for the use of heuristics are various: the complexity of tasks, information

overload due to limitations of information processing capabilities (Simon, 1978), ease of process, or intuitive

subconscious actions. Heuristics are divided into two classes: Type 1 heuristics, which are reflexive and non-

cognitive (“What should I eat?”), and Type 2 heuristics, which are cognitive and more effortful (“For how much

would I sell my bike?”). Key in the context of heuristics is first and foremost the perception of the situation by

the decision maker. Well-known Type 1 heuristics are for instance false memory and hindsight bias, cognitive

dissonance, the halo effect, the recency bias, etc. On the other hand, familiarity bias, ambiguity aversion, and

the endowment effect are typical Type 2 heuristics. (Ackert & Deaves, 2010)

According to Tversky and Kahneman (1975) there are three main heuristics: (1) representativeness bias, i.e.

neglecting Bayesian rules; (2) availability bias, the biased perception of information at hand, favoring latest

information, extreme news, or simply choosing information which is easy to attain; and (3) anchoring, the

tendency to subconsciously move one’s expectations towards an anchor, i.e. an oftentimes randomly selected

number. Representativeness bias leads people to equate good companies with good investments. This means

people often erroneously process positive information about a company, e.g. Apple producing the best smart

phones, to mean that this company is also a good investment – which is not necessarily true. A more helpful

effect of representativeness is the belief in the repeated success and hence pursuit of past winners, which as is

known from momentum theory can be a profitable investment strategy. Furthermore, representativeness in

combination with availability bias is the basis of “attention grabbing” measures. Barber and Odean (2008)

investigate this attention grabbing effect on trading behavior using news reports on a stock, abnormal trading

volume, and extreme returns as proxies and find that stocks with a high level of “attention” are traded more
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often. Finally, as it is rather referring to a personal benchmark, anchoring to a certain initial expectation

followed by a slow change of opinion (due to overconfidence, see next chapter) leads to an underreaction to

news. (Ackert & Deaves, 2010)

3.5.2. Overconfidence
Overconfidence occurs when people think they know more than they actually do, and expresses itself often in

too narrow confidence intervals, i.e. an overestimation of the precision of one’s information (Fischhoff et al.,

1977). The most prominent example of overconfidence is probably Svenson’s (1981) study about American and

Swedish students, where 93% of the respondents rated themselves better and less risky car drivers than the

median.

Why does overconfidence persist? Ackert and Deaves (2010) name three main cognitive biases that assist the

existence of overconfidence: firstly, self-attribution bias, due to which people blame bad luck and unfortunate

circumstances for their failures and attribute successes to their own skills. Secondly, hindsight bias which is the

ex-post affirmation of past events (“I knew it all along!”). A third reason is confirmation bias which is the

tendency of people to look specifically for information which is confirming their beliefs and thus this

disregarding conflicting data. These cognitive biases lead to an illusion of control and excessive optimism which

is typical for overconfident people. However, not everybody is equally overconfident. Beyer and Bowden

(1997) claim that men are typically more overconfident than women, and Bhandari and Deaves (2006) find a

positive relation between the level of education and overconfidence.6

Overconfidence usually presents itself through excessive trading, especially for men (Barber & Odean, 2001)

and under-diversification. As overconfidence leads to an overly optimistic belief in one’s own knowledge and in

the correctness of one’s choice of investment, overconfident people tend to trade more frequently and invest

disproportionally much in single accounts (because they know it is going to rise). Furthermore, overconfident

people adjust their expectations slowly to new information (they underreact) which can explain parts of the

disposition effect. The disposition effect is a common pattern of investors to sell stocks with positive returns

too early and such with negative returns too late (Shefrin & Statman, 1985). The theoretical explanations for

this effect include prospect theory, mental accounting, overconfidence, regret aversion and self-control.

6 How comforting to know that banks are predominated by highly educated men.
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Without getting too much into the specifics, prospect theory states that people become risk-averse in gains

and risk-seeking in losses – always in relation to an initial reference point (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Hence,

when people see value gains (losses) in their stocks, they feel the urge to decrease (increase) the risk and sell

(hold). This is further supported by mental accounting, by which closing of an account at a gain (loss) is easy

(difficult) due to lack of self-control (existing regret aversion). Moreover, an overconfident investor would stick

to her optimistic prospect about an underperforming stock and hold it (too long). (Shefrin & Statman, 1985)

3.5.3. Emotions and Mood
Emotions and moods are according to Ackert and Deaves (2010) provoking “action tendencies”. In economic

context this can be interpreted as tendencies to make financial decisions while still under the influence of the

emotion or mood. Although one might suspect that emotions compromise decision-making, studies have

shown the contrary (Damasio, 1994): neuroscientists have found that emotions enhance decision-making in

two ways, (a) when critical, emotions push individuals to make decisions (e.g. when there are too many options

to choose from or in situations of imminent danger) and (b) emotions can help making better decisions, e.g.

when individual success of people depends on emotional intelligence (Ackert & Deaves, 2010).

An emotion is characterized as an elusive and nonpermanent feeling, rising from acute inputs and vanishing

after the source of it has dissolved, and is influencing the risk attitude of people. Pride and regret, for instance,

are two emotions that are very effective in explaining the disposition effect. While people enjoy the feeling of

pride, and hence “cash in” their paper gains too early, they try to avoid the feeling of regret, and hence hold on

to their paper losses. Similarly, emotions are useful when explaining the house money effect (gambling after

prior wins), snake-bit effect (increased risk-averseness after losses), or break-even effect (increased risk-

seeking after losses): short-term emotional rewards or punishments change the risk attitude of people also

with regard to financial decisions (Ackert & Deaves, 2010). “Mood” on the other hand is defined as a rather

long-term feeling influencing all of a person’s actions in the time of its duration (Ackert & Deaves, 2010). As will

be shown below this influence extends to financial decision-making as well. However, the question that

remains is whether these individual feelings have implications for the entire market and if they do, in what way

do they influence it?

Generally, determining the direction of the relation between an individual’s mood and risk attitude is difficult.

For instance, if a person feels sad, should this person in the course of her sadness become more risk-seeking or

risk-averse? Isen et al. (1988) state that happy people become more risk-averse as they do not want to risk
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losing their good mood. For instance, this would suggest less trading activity by the investors. On the other

hand Wright and Bower (1992) find that happy people are more optimistic and assign higher probabilities to

positive events. This would imply that being in a good mood brings investors to value the prospects of a certain

company higher or to trade more actively. Hence, average returns might be higher when investors are in a

good mood. Numerous studies have related the mood of investors to the return on stock prices, e.g. Kamstra

et al. (2000) test implications of daylight-saving days, Hirshleifer and Shumway (2003) the effect of sunshine,

Yuan et al. (2005) lunar phases, and Edmans et al. (2007) influences of international soccer matches. All find

significant excess returns related to their respective “mood variable”. What is more, the results show that

negative moods (sad, tired, or depressed) are correlated to negative abnormal returns, and that positive

returns usually follow positive moods (e.g. Hirshleifer & Shumway, 2003; Berument & Ceylan, 2012). Finally the

precondition for a market-wide impact of mood on stock prices is that the same mood prevails across large

parts of market participants, thereby influencing many investors who are consequently influenced in the same

way, e.g. collective negativity after the national soccer team’s knock-out in the World Championship (Edmans

et al., 2007).

3.6. Psychological Approaches in Behavioral Finance
While the proceeding chapters introduced some market phenomena and investor behavior based on

underlying psychological backgrounds, this chapter will focus on behavioral approaches trying to establish an

alternative to standard rational decision-making theories corresponding to efficient markets.

3.6.1. Prospect Theory
Prospect theory, developed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979), is a positive theory based on empirically

observed human behavior (as opposed to the normative expected utility theory). Based on their studies,

Figure 3: Value function and probability weighting function
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Kahneman and Tversky formulated three key aspects of human behavior: (1) individuals change their risk

attitude depending on the respective context, (2) individuals evaluate decisions based on gains and losses

relative to a certain reference point, not to absolute levels of wealth (or utility), and (3) individuals are loss

averse, i.e. a loss is felt more negative than a win of equal size is felt positive.

Instead of an expected utility function based on probabilities, prospect theory introduces a value function using

decision weights which themselves are functions of probabilities. This makes it possible to explain the “fourfold

pattern of risk attitudes”: risk aversion (seeking) for gains (losses) when probabilities are high and reciprocal

behavior when probabilities are low (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). The weighting function models human

behavior of overweighing small probabilities, displayed in steeper curves at extreme probabilities. A person

showing this kind of risk attitudes would be buying lottery tickets (risk seeking in gains for low probabilities)

and insurance (risk aversion in losses for low probabilities).

3.6.2. Framing
As mentioned earlier, the way situations are framed can be significantly important in decision-making. The way

Ackert and Deaves (2010) interpret framing is that it leads to a change in people’s reference points. Usually in

single-shot decision games, choices are segregated, i.e. decisions are taken independently one at a time. Thus,

after each decision the person moves back to her original reference point, or the reference point itself is

updated. However, under circumstances of framing, people might integrate decisions instead of segregating

them, leading them to move along their value function and decide conditional on prior outcomes. This is the

reason for many irrational or inconsistent behavioral patterns observed by scientists, e.g. the break-even effect

– increasing risk after experiencing losses – or the house money effect – increasing risk after experiencing gains

(Ackert & Deaves, 2010).

Another important aspect of framing is what Kahneman in his book “Thinking, fast and slow” (2011) describes

as the “concept of two minds”. According to Kahnemann, people think with two minds, an intuitive one, which

decides trivial matter and responds quickly, and a cognitive one, which is normally used for complicated and

intricate tasks and which takes longer time. Depending on the frame of the task, one of the two minds is

activated – with diverging results. As shown in chapter 3.5.1. on heuristics and biases this also has influence on

financial decisions.
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3.6.3. Mental Accounting
A third important approach in incorporating behavioral patterns of humans in financial context is mental

accounting. Mental accounting can be portrayed as a cognitive tool people use to simplify the oftentimes

intricate decision-making process in financial situations. It consists of three main aspects: account assignment,

closure and evaluation. Individuals assign separate accounts to different sources of cash-flow, e.g. income,

savings, expenditures, etc. Initially this is a positive way of backing up self-control (Ackert & Deaves, 2010).

However, problems might arise when account closure and evaluation become inevitable and people have to

confront themselves with outcomes they might not be happy with. First of all, this silo-structured way of

thinking brings about that losses in one account, e.g. stock portfolio, cannot be offset by gains in another

account, e.g. real estate. This raises the question when accounts should be closed exactly?  Since the fear of

losses is greater than the joy of gains (see chapter 3.6.1.) individuals might shy away from closing a negative

account and wait for a potential turnaround. On the other side, not wanting to forfeit a moment of joy, positive

accounts may be closed too early. This is exactly what is described by the disposition effect (see chapter 3.5.2.).

Furthermore, mental accounting is a prime example for the integration of (financial) decisions, the previous

path of decisions having impact on current ones. (Ackert & Deaves, 2010)

3.7. Practical Applications of Behavioral Finance

3.7.1. Active Fund Management
All these theories, models, concepts, and explanations inevitably bring up the question about the practical

application of behavioral finance. It is tempting to believe that knowing a handful of market anomalies turns

stock market investing into a piece of cake. Quite the contrary, mutual funds trying to enhance their portfolio

performance by behavioral finance concepts usually face a hard time. The straightforward approaches of

exploiting certain market phenomena are hampered by the attenuation or disappearance of some market

anomalies, e.g. small-firm, January, weekend effect (Schwert, 2003). This may be due to the fact that the

knowledge of the majority of investors (or of the largest investors) about these inconsistencies and their

adapting investment strategies leads to the dissolution of the given mispricings. Furthermore, managers are

evaluated not only on their performance relative to a broad market index like the S&P500, but rather against

their peer investors in the same investment class, e.g. small-sized growth firms (a typical Morning Star Style

Box TM classification). Wright et al. (2006) find that behavioral-classified mutual funds do outperform S&P500

index funds, but fail to deliver excess returns compared to risk-adjusted returns by Fama-French-Momentum

models, controlling for the heavy investment of these behavioral funds in value stocks. However, Wright et al.
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(2006) also find that behavioral investing is “hot” and attracts a lot of investment dollars. Still, their results

show that the finding of past patterns is one thing, but delivering future performance is a different story.

Another direction of behavioral investing focuses on bias-driven strategies, e.g. “Behavioral Equity Market

Neutral” by Fuller & Thaler Asset Management. Fundamental to these strategies is the assumption that

systematic cognitive biases of investors should prevail because human behavior is changing only slowly over

time, i.e. people repeatedly make the same mistakes or noise traders never disappear (Prof. M. Massa,

personal communication, May 18th 2013). Moreover, as bias-driven strategies usually are betting against the

“herd”, these strategies should have a low correlation to the market and serve as a good way of diversification

and produce lower portfolio risk. For instance, the Behavioral Equity Market Neutral strategy is as the name

tells, market-neutral, i.e. it has a market beta close to zero (see Fuller & Thaler Management homepage).

Potential sources of profit to these bias-driven strategies are different sources of new information e.g. earnings

or M&A announcements and accompanying limits to arbitrage. Behavioral funds bet on whether the reaction

of the market to these news will be an under- or overreaction. For instance, a major part of a stock’s volatility

appears around its earnings announcement. This is consistent with standard theory stating that stock prices are

determined by future dividends or other cash-flows to the shareholder. However, the post-earnings

announcement drift (PEAD) shows that stock prices tend to drift in the direction (positive or negative) of a prior

earnings surprise for a substantial period of time (Bernard & Thomas, 1989). Furthermore, the continued

downward process following negative earnings surprises is even stronger when the stock performance prior to

the earnings announcement has been negative as well (Frazzini, 2006). This stronger underreaction to bad

news is explained by prospect theory stating that people get risk seeking in losses when they do not segregate

their investment decisions (and vice versa for positive news). Thus, the degree of the PEAD can be predicted

based on psychological influences of prior returns. Another example is the negative correlation of M&A target

offer premiums to prior target performance due to the disposition effect. Positive prior performance of a

target’s stock price leads to relatively smaller premiums, as the cognitive barrier of shareholders to hold on to

their shares is smaller following an upturn in prices (Prof. M. Massa, personal communication, May 18th 2013).

Finally, a third class of behavioral investing is utilizing sentiment indices on news or viral information (e.g.

Bollen et al., 2011). Analyses on Google Trends, Twitter, or algorithmic web crawlers are used as automated

data input in high frequency trading and in this way it is tried to generate excess returns drawing on inferences

about latest news, investor sentiment and market fads. These are just a few examples of the many investment

strategies trying to profit from behavioral dissonances. Other practical approaches reach into areas of
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customer service or private customer consulting, where advisors try to alleviate cognitive biases or consider

certain psychological peculiarities like mental accounting specifically in order to facilitate the decision-making

of individual customers.

3.8. The Theoretical Framework of this Study
The preceding chapters have given a basic introduction to the fundamental framework of economics, swiftly

explained core theories like expected utility and efficient markets, listed various market anomalies, introduced

foundations of behavioral finance and presented behavioral approaches to financial theory. The following

chapters will highlight the behavioral aspects of this particular study and explain the theoretical considerations

made. More specifically, the next chapters will demonstrate how soccer clubs’ match results influence the

mood of their fans and describe where these fans are usually to be found geographically. Furthermore,

evidence supporting geographical congruency between fans and investors will be laid out, showing that both

are concentrated locally around the clubs and that hence, local investors are local fans. Finally, by showing that

the aggregate mood of local investors, i.e. investor sentiment, has impact on locally traded stocks which

persists due to limits to arbitrage, the theoretical frameworks come together and smooth the way for the

hypotheses: local sports sentiment influences stock returns of locally headquartered firms.

3.8.1. Influence of Soccer on Individuals
Day-to-day experience tells us that sports have influence on our mood. Who has not participated in a sports

game and felt happy after a victory or felt sad, bitter or even angry after a fluky loss? The psychological

evidence on the impact of sports on people’s mood is substantial, as is evidence on the impact of sports on

people’s assessment of themselves and their environment (e.g. Wann et al., 1994; Hirt et al., 1992; Schweitzer

et al., 1992; Schwarz et al., 1987). Wann et al. (1994) find strong positive emotions following a win of a

person’s favorite team and Hirt et al. (1992) report positive influence of wins on the self-assessment of

students. Furthermore, changes in mood due to sports outcomes are found to affect economic behavior of

individuals as well, e.g. Platow et al. (1999), Arkes et al. (1988). According to Loewenstein et al. (2001)

emotions play a key role in decision-making as they claim that the assessments of possible prospects is affected

by people’s emotional state. They argue that mood drives economic behavior, often with other outcomes than

by rational decision-making (Loewenstein et al., 2001). In the same line of thought Romer (2000) stresses the

importance of feelings in decision-making and points out the consistent neglect of this in rational models.

Consequently it is logical to assume that these behavioral influences can be evoked by soccer outcomes. What

is more, from a prospect theory-perspective it could be argued that the probability weighing function is
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depending on the individual’s emotional state and hence influences such as soccer might result in changes in

risk attitude: wins (losses) move individuals far out on their value functions, where risk attitudes changes to risk

seeking (averse).

In short, it can be inferred that wins (losses) of a person’s favorite soccer team lead to positive (negative) mood

and that this positive (negative) mood is (a) influencing the assessment of her environment including future

prospects in a positive (negative) way and (b) changes her risk attitude towards more risk-seeking (risk averse).

3.8.2. Fans of Sports Teams are Local
Relating to the studies above on impact of sports results, it is important to mention that the degree of

association and identification of the individual with the sports team is critical. If a person does not care about

the New York Yankees, a win or loss in the MLB championship will not have any impact on her. That is why the

focus henceforth will be placed on fans. In their survey Wann et al. (1996) ask sports fans in the United States

about the factors perceived by them to be most important for their identification with their favorite team.

They find that most fans perceive the team’s success to be of most importance, followed by favorite players

playing for the team and geographical proximity to the team. Following up on Wann et al.’s study, Jones (1997)

investigates the same question among soccer fans in the United Kingdom and finds that 52.5% of the

respondents chose geographical proximity to be of most importance and hence were fans of local teams.

Furthermore, 9.8% answered being fan of the club from the city they were born and 8.3% cited their favorite

team to be the family’s favorite team (Jones, 1997). These results strongly suggest that fans of soccer clubs

mostly live in the geographical area of their favorite team. Moreover, the results might be reinforced by the

fact that geographical mobility of people is not as common in Europe as in the United States.

Hunt et al. (1999) argue that constraints to the local fan “effect” might arise if a person becomes a fan because

his favorite player is playing at a local club and claim that if the player is transferred to another club the

devotion of the fan toward the club diminishes. While this is a valid argument it is assumed that most soccer

fans have a higher identification towards their team than to a specific player, especially as in soccer the team
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consists of many players and the success of the team is not as dependent of one player as in other (American)

sports, e.g. basketball or American football.7

3.8.3. Home Bias and Local Trading
Naturally enough, soccer results have impact on the mood of fans and it makes sense that these fans are

concentrated in geographical proximity of the club as well. However, how is this interrelated to investors and

stock markets? This chapter will shed light on this question by explaining what is behind the so-called home

bias puzzle.

The home bias puzzle describes the pattern of investors holding a disproportionately large share of their

portfolio in domestic equity (French & Poterba, 1991).8 Said the other way around, most corporate equity is

held by domestic investors. This bias towards domestic stocks has been reported by several studies and across

many countries (e.g. Portes & Rey, 2005; Obstfeldt & Rogoff, 2000; Tesar & Werner, 1995; Cooper & Kaplanis,

1994). The reason why this investment pattern is puzzling is that it poses a suboptimal investment strategy,

lacking international diversification, i.e. missing the opportunity to benefit from low correlation among

international stock markets. Although this correlation is slowly increasing with globalization and in times of

excess volatility like the recent financial crisis (Longin & Solnik, 1995, 2001), it still contributes significantly to

lower overall portfolio risk.

According to French and Poterba (1991) reasons for overweighing domestic equity can be divided into two

categories: (1) rational factors and (2) investor behavior. The latter might be composed by several different

reasons: first, comfort-seeking of people favoring stocks they are more familiar with – due to familiarity bias

(Huberman, 2001). Second, home bias might base on relative optimism of investors about the domestic market

(Kilka & Weber, 2000; Strong & Xu, 2003). If investors are truly more optimistic about their domestic market

than foreign markets, then holding domestic stocks would be consistent behavior. However, this relative

optimism would have to be extremely high to justify the share of domestic assets held by domestic investors as

French and Poterba (1991) demonstrate. Furthermore, Strong and Xu (2003) argue that relative optimism

7 For instance, the Indianapolis Colts (NFL) ended 2-14 without Peyton Manning in 2011/12, or the Cleveland Cavaliers
(NBA) who have not qualified for the play-offs since the transfer of Lebron James to Miami in 2010.
8 The home bias puzzle is not constricted to stocks; similarities are found for bonds (Ferreira & Miguel, 2011), but also for
home institutions (McQueen & Stenkrona, 2012), trade (Wolf, 2000) and regular consumer goods (Balta & Delgado, 2009).
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might just as well be an ex-post justification of the initially inconsistent choice of domestic investments.

Opposite to relative optimism but arguing in the same direction, Guiso et al. (2009) show that lower levels of

trust lead to less investment in a respective (foreign) country. Finally, Shiller et al. (1991) argue that different

groups of investors have systematically diverging expectations about returns and since the estimation of ex-

ante returns is difficult for each investor, they each might pursue their own idiosyncratic investment rules

instead of following optimal diversification strategies.

Rational factors for overinvestment in domestic securities might accrue if international investment is

considered less attractive, due to (1) institutional barriers or (2) informational disadvantages (French &

Poterba, 1991). The former comprise potential tax burdens on foreign income, cross-border investment

constraints or transaction costs. In our globalized world they are not deemed realistic (Tesar & Werner, 1995).

The latter include the perception of risk in equity markets. Investors might perceive foreign investments as

extra risky as they might have less knowledge or information about the stocks and general economic

development. This psychological explanation is supported by Tversky and Heath’s (1991) finding that people

perceive unfamiliar gambles riskier than familiar gambles with identical odds. On the other side, improved

monitoring capabilities and access to private information might be rational factors for investors to prefer

domestic stocks – especially for small and highly levered firms (Ivkovic & Weisbrenner, 2005). Finally, another

rational reason for investing locally might be hedging local demand for locally produced and consumed goods

(Oehler et al. 2008).

Although home bias in Europe has shown diminishing tendencies over the past years, it is still prevailing (Balta

& Delgado, 2009; Schoenmaker & Bosch, 2008).  The diminution can be attributed to several factors, including

(a) the decline of cross-border transaction

costs or investment restrictions, (b)

market integration policies in the

European Union (e.g. the launch of the

Single Market Programme (SMP) by the

EU in the 1980s), (c) the introduction of

the Euro currency in the European

Monetary Union (EMU), and (d) the

uprising of multinational enterprises,

Figure 4: Development of equity home bias in EU15
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which through their global business provide an opportunity of international diversification within themselves

(Balta & Delgado, 2009; Berrill & Kearney, 2010).

Moreover, home bias is not restricted to country level but also discovered on a local level within a country

(Grinblatt & Keloharju, 2001; Hubermann 2001; Coval & Moskowitz, 1999, 2001). Interestingly, in bi-cultural

and bi-lingual Finland Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) find that the preference for familiar stocks extends to

culture and language, e.g. Swedish-speaking investors prefer stocks of companies that have Swedish CEOs and

present their annual reports in Swedish. What is more, this “local bias” is found to be positively correlated to

small firm size, high leverage, and low tradability of outputs (Coval & Moskowitz, 1999, 2001). Coval and

Moskowitz (2001) explain their findings with informational advantages of local investors with regard to

monitoring capabilities and private information, especially for the aforementioned class of stocks, e.g. due to

low media coverage of small firms (Bhushan, 1989). This explanation is underpinned by findings that foreign

investors are underinvested in small stocks (Kang & Stulz, 1997; Dahlquist & Robertsson, 2001). Additionally,

local investors seem able to pick local stocks that outperform and avoid local stocks that underperform (Coval

& Moskowitz, 2001). The results by Coval and Moskowitz (2001) for professional investors are confirmed by

Ivkovic and Weisbrenner (2005) for retail investors; they actually find even stronger evidence for local bias.

Furthermore, Loughran and Schultz (2004) provide evidence that trading is strongly related to local proximity

as well, i.e. a substantial part of a stock’s trading volume is generated predominantly close to where the firm is

located. Similarly, Jacobs and Weber (2012) test the effects of differences in regional holidays in Germany on

trading patterns and find confirmatively that volume is lower for stocks of firms headquartered in holiday

regions. Finally, stressing the importance of local bias versus domestic bias, Baltzer et al. (2013) present

evidence that local bias is not necessarily restricted by national borders, but also accounts for a large portion of

international investments of individuals. They find that people living in regional proximity to another country

are disproportionately invested in stocks within their region of that country, thereby emphasizing the

significance of local informational advantages (Baltzer et al., 2013).

Summarizing, these findings demonstrate that investors and traders to a great extent live in close proximity of

the companies they invest in and trade. Combined with the knowledge of the previous chapters it can be

inferred that the group of local investors is party congruent with the group of local fans and hence this leads to

the conclusion that investors are affected by local sports outcomes.
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3.8.4. Impact of Soccer on Stock Markets
Investor sentiment, as defined in chapter 3.4.6., is the aggregate sum of individual biases in the market and can

lead to mispricings. Consequently, individual affections or mood can trigger these individual biases as argued in

chapter 3.5.3., and hence be the cause of investor sentiment. This mood-triggered investor sentiment can stem

from numerous reasons, e.g. weather conditions (Chang et al. 2008; Hirshleifer & Shumway, 2003; Saunders,

1993), daylight (Kamstra et al., 2000, 2003) or temperature (Cao & Wei, 2005). Most importantly to this study,

recent papers show that investor sentiment also originates from sports, e.g. American football (Chang et al.,

2012) and soccer (Edmans et al., 2007).

Revising evidence for the impact of soccer on stock markets, Ashton et al. (2003) list a “feelgood” factor

influencing prospects about the future as potential reason for stock market reaction to national soccer matches

of England but do not differentiate between this behavioral variable and economic variables in their

regressions. Next, Palomino et al. (2009) show that stock returns of soccer clubs are, next to economic factors,

at least partly influenced by investor sentiment. Finally, the findings of Berument and Ceylan (2012) and

Edmans et al. (2007) show significant excess returns correlated to investor sentiment caused by soccer

matches. Both papers find negative excess returns correlated to losses, while Berument and Ceylan also find

positive excess returns in relation to wins. The effect is found to be more pronounced for elimination games,

where a loss automatically ends the tournament for the respective team (Edmans et al., 2007). This finding is

supported by Chang et al. (2012) for NFL games. Interestingly, Edmans et al. (2007) find signs of a reversal of

the initial sentiment effect on the second trading day after a soccer match. This might be a further indication

that the original excess returns are due to mood effects, which after a given amount of time attenuate and are

hence reverted. Investors would “come to their senses” after the mood swing following a given soccer match

on the subsequent day and return to their old valuations.

To sum up, the literature and research on mood-triggered investor sentiment is extensive and the previous

findings on soccer show a clear relation between soccer match outcomes and stock returns. Hence, it is

assumed that wins lead to positive excess returns and losses to negative, with bigger effects for important

games and “sentiment-sensitive” firms. Furthermore, it is assumed that this effect might be reversed on

subsequent days, when the mood of investors has changed again.

3.8.5. Investor Sentiment facilitated by Limits to Arbitrage
The preceding chapters have established the relationship between local soccer results and local stock

performance due to investor sentiment. Essentially this impact is noise and prevails in the market due to limits
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of arbitrage mentioned in chapter 3.3.2. and 3.4.6. Hence, the investor sentiment effect should be stronger for

stocks which are more difficult to arbitrage or whose valuation per se is very subjective. These restrictions

prohibit investors from exploiting sentiment-induced mispricing and in that way from bringing prices back to

fundamental value and hence, stocks can exhibit abnormal returns over some periods of time (Shleifer &

Vishny, 1997). Baker and Wurgler (2006) investigate the effects of investor sentiment on stock returns and find

that the propensity to speculate is an important factor for a sentiment-sensitive stock. They find firm

characteristics like young firm age, no dividends, high volatility, and low book-to-market ratio to correlate with

higher propensity to speculate. Furthermore they argue that arbitrage tends to be riskier for certain stocks that

show similar characteristics: young firm age, small market capitalization, high growth, or financially distressed

stocks. These stocks are not only risker to speculate on due to higher idiosyncratic risk, but also more costly to

trade, they sometimes have short-selling constraints, and due to low liquidity they are more difficult to

arbitrage. (Baker & Wurgler, 2006)

Edmans et al. (2007) investigate on this sensitivity and find that certain firm characteristics related to size

(small market capitalization) and book-to-market ratio (low and high ratios), in concordance to Baker and

Wurgler’s (2006) hypotheses, are more sensitive to investor sentiment. For the small market capitalization and

low book-to-market ratio, this is confirmed by Chang et al. (2012). Overall, it is therefore inferred that limits to

arbitrage make mispricings due to investor sports sentiment prevail, and it is expected that the impact of

sentiment will be stronger for these sentiment-sensitive stocks.

3.8.6. Summary of Theoretical Framework

Concluding, the last chapters have presented detailed information on the influence of soccer on people’s mood

and behavior, how this influence is aggregated across the market into what is called investor sentiment and

how this sentiment affects stock markets in general and certain classes of stocks in specific. Furthermore, they

highlighted facts on the puzzle of disproportionate investment in domestic securities and interrelated local

investors to local fans.

Soccer Win Positive
mood of fans

Positive
mood of
investors

Optimism
about future

prospects

Higher net
demand for

stocks

Higher
returns

Figure 5: Process of sport-induced investor sentiment
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3.9. Hypotheses
Reviewing the entire third section, a solid theoretical framework has been laid out based on which the four

hypotheses evolving around the research question, whether outcomes of UEFA Champions League matches

have impact on stock returns of locally headquartered companies, can be formulated. They are elucidated by

sub-hypotheses that describe more specifically how the hypotheses will be tested. Previous studies have not

tested these specific hypotheses but similar ones, e.g. for national soccer teams or American football teams,

and found results concordant with the hypotheses.

TABLE 1
This table presents the hypotheses and corresponding sub-hypotheses to be tested in the course of this study.

Hypothesis

1 There is an impact of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local stock returns
through investor sentiment.

1a Losses of local teams in UEFA Champions League games lead to negative abnormal returns for
locally headquartered stocks, while wins lead to positive abnormal returns.

2 The degree of the sentiment effect is sensitive to certain firm characteristics.

2a So-called sentiment sensitive firms (here: low book-to-market ratio and small market value)
are more influenced than non-sentiment-sensitive (here: high book-to-market ratio and big
market value) and hence show more significant results.

3 The sentiment effect is stronger for important games.

3a The absolute value of regression estimates is larger for tests on important games than for
overall tests.

4 Contrary to the initial sentiment effect, there exists a reversal effect on the subsequent
trading days, i.e. an effect inverting the abnormal return following a Champions League
match.

4a The dummy variables tracking the four days subsequent to an initial sentiment effect are
tested jointly for difference to zero. They are hypothesized to be significantly different from
zero and to have the opposite sign of the initial sports sentiment effect.
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4. Data Methodology
Following the review of behavioral finance theory in section 3, this section will discuss the theoretical

considerations with regard to the study and describe the process of data collection.

4.1. Theoretical Considerations

4.1.1. Why Soccer?
According to Edmans et al. (2007) soccer has particularly attractive properties to measure the effects of

investor sentiment as it is the most popular and thus most influential sport in the world: TV viewing figures,

media coverage, merchandise sales, soccer teams’ revenues, spectator figures in the stadiums, players’ status

as pop stars9, etc. Especially in Africa, Europe and Latin America soccer is indisputably the number one sport.

Focusing on Europe, the UEFA Champions League is the most important tournament on club level; the clash of

the best and most successful European teams is tremendously popular among fans and gains wide attention in

the media. Figure 6 shows Google Trends analytics on web searches in the United Kingdom from 2004 till 2013

(blue: football, red: basketball, yellow: tennis, green: fitness). Obviously, soccer is by far the most frequently

searched term among these sports keywords.

In their paper Edmans et al. (2007) propose three main assumptions in order to relate mood to stock returns:

(1) the variable influencing individuals’ moods, here results of soccer clubs in continental matches, has to do so

9 David Beckham or Cristiano Ronaldo come to mind.

Figure 6: Google Trends: Soccer (keyword “football”) is the most frequently searched sport.
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in a substantial and unambiguous way, (2) the impact of this variable has to affect the mood of a large part of

the population in order to be likely to impact a sufficient number of investors, and (3) the major part of people

within a country has to be influenced by the effect of the variable in the same way. Recollecting the chapters of

section 3 Champions League soccer matches satisfy the first requirement – wins are positive, losses are

negative influences. As for the second, the line of argument is following: clubs participating in the UEFA

Champions League are successful clubs with large fan bases, especially in their geographical proximity (Jones,

1997; Wann et al,. 1996). Hence, the clubs’ results will affect the mood of many people in their region. Finally,

the third criterion is expected to stick analogously on a local level. However, this third aspect might cause some

problems as fans of local rivals might have reverse reactions and therefore blur results.10

4.1.2. Which Countries, Cities or Clubs?
When considering which soccer clubs to choose it is important to ensure that (a) there are enough

observations for each selected club and (b) there is a sufficiently large fan base for the club chosen, i.e. the

respective club should be known to be very popular and have many supporters. The former is econometrically

crucial; the latter facilitates the association between sport outcome and mood of fans and investors.

One option is picking the most popular team in every country; however, in some countries it might prove

difficult picking the single most popular club or getting reliable data on clubs’ popularity, whereas in other

countries the team with the largest fan base might not be internationally successful. Hence, the official UEFA

Champions League ranking list 1992/93 – 2012 is used to choose the clubs for the sample. Ranked by points

this leads to a sample of the most successful clubs which have consequently played the most matches – well

above 100 matches for each top ten club – and thus offer the largest sample of observations. Furthermore,

successful clubs tend to have more fans, i.e. people associating themselves with the team, due to their superior

players (Brandes et al., 2008) and their success – induced by the so-called “basking in reflected glory-effect”

(Bizman and Yinon, 2002; Cialdini et al., 1976) – , and have thus a higher probability of influencing supporters

and investors. According to popular internet sports homepages the majority of clubs competing in the

10 For instance, there are famous rivalries between AC and Internazionale Milan, Celtic and Glasgow Rangers, or
Galatasaray and Fenerbahce Istanbul, where losses of one side are frenetically celebrated by fans of the other.
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Champions League on a regular basis are among the clubs with the most fans (see homepages of football-

marketing.com and sportsuntapped.com).

4.1.3. Time Horizon of Study
Given the aim of this study to investigate the impact of Champions League matches the choice to focus on the

time period from September 1992 till March 2013 is made for following reasons: first, the season 1992/93

marked a significant change in the mode of the Champions League (besides the renaming from “European

Champion Clubs’ Cup” to “Champions League”). Additionally to the traditional knockout games a group stage

was introduced, both increasing the number of participating teams and the number of games played per team.

Hence, the attractiveness of the tournament increased, enabling more fans to see their favorite team playing in

the most important European club soccer tournament. Furthermore, from an econometrical perspective this

change of mode leads to an increase of observations (matches) within a given sample period. Second, the

market data available on Datastream for some countries, e.g. Spain and Portugal, is very poor for the time prior

to 1992. Third, all English teams were banned from European tournaments for five years from 1985 to 1990

following the Heysel Stadium disaster11. This blind spot is avoided by choosing to start the time frame in 1992.

4.1.4. Types of Games
Edmans et al. (2007), Chang et al. (2012) and Brown and Hartzell (2001) report that elimination or playoff

games in soccer World Cup, NFL and NBA, respectively, have a stronger impact on stock returns than regular

games. Hence, a distinction is made between regular and important games. Important games are defined as all

games from the quarter finals and onwards.

4.1.5. Daily Data
The underlying assumption to this study is that the sports sentiment effect materializes within the first trading

day subsequent to a UEFA Champions League game. Hence, the choice of using daily data is straightforward.

Additionally this enables the investigation of the existence of a potential reversal effect on the days following

11 On May 29th 1985, 39 fans of Juventus Turin were killed and 600 injured before the 1985 European Cup final between
Juventus Turin and FC Liverpool at the Heysel Stadium in Brussels, Belgium. Liverpool supporters had breached security
fences and charged the Juventus fans occupying the other section against a concrete retaining wall. 14 Liverpool fans were
convicted of involuntary manslaughter and all English teams were banned from European tournaments, originally for an
indefinite amount of time, later lifted in 1990.
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the initial testing date. Still, there are some issues with regard to daily data of small firm stocks which are

infrequently traded. According to Morse (1984) returns of infrequently traded shares are subject to bias due to

higher bid-ask spreads by dealers or end-of-day portfolio adjustments by financial managers. Hence there

might be some bias among the returns for small infrequently traded stocks. To control for this potential bias,

robustness checks will be conducted with regression models including leads and lags of market returns,

thereby controlling for infrequent trading.

4.2. Data Collection
This chapter will focus on how the research data is acquired, the first step being to collect a relevant sample of

soccer clubs.

4.2.1. Sample Collection by UEFA Statistics
This first step is made by referencing official UEFA statistics, the Champions League ranking 1992/93-2012.

Here, the top fifteen soccer clubs, ranked by points obtained in official UEFA Champions League matches, are

chosen as fundamental sample: Manchester United FC, FC Barcelona, Real Madrid CF, FC Bayern Munich, AC

Milan, Arsenal London FC, Juventus Turin, Chelsea London FC, FC Porto, FC Internazionale Milano, Olympique

Lyonnais, Valencia CF, Liverpool FC, AFC Ajax, and Borussia Dortmund.

4.2.2. Data Download
The second step is finding the official location of the respective clubs, i.e. their official ZIP code. By means of

Soccerway, one of the largest online soccer databases, the ZIP code of each of the fifteen clubs in the sample is

obtained and cross-checked by comparing it to the club’s address on its homepage. This information is

subsequently used to download data.

4.2.2.1. Database: Orbis
The third step is adjusting the ZIP codes of each club. As the aim is to examine stock price movements of

companies headquartered in the same city as the respective club, the exact ZIP codes of the soccer clubs are

customized in order to incorporate the greater geographical or metropolitan area surrounding each club (see

Edmans et al., 2007). This is done by intensive research on each country’s postal code system. Next, the

customized ZIP codes are used to download a list of companies for each soccer club. This is facilitated by the

company research database Orbis by Bureau van Dijk (BvD). The search strategy is designed as follows: From all

active and inactive companies, the currently and formerly publicly listed companies are filtered. The

incorporation of currently inactive or delisted companies helps eliminating the otherwise prevailing
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survivorship bias. Then companies are collected by the customized ZIP codes for each country, filtering

companies that have their headquarters within the respective ZIP code area, i.e. have ZIP codes starting with

the same digits or letters. This leaves a sample of 1,245 companies, for which data on country, city, postal

code, ISIN number, and industry sector is downloaded. Figure 7 shows the search strategy with results from the

Orbis database.

4.2.2.2. Database: Datastream
Subsequently the ISIN numbers of each company for each respective club obtained via Orbis are used to

download data from the Datastream database, comprising daily stock returns and market capitalization (in

millions in domestic currency) as well as annual data on book-to-market ratio and market capitalization for

each company. Furthermore, daily data on market returns and “risk-free” interest rates are downloaded from

Datastream for each specific country. For the market returns, Datastream’s Total Return Indices (TOTMK) for

each country are chosen and as for the interest rate, three-months domestic interest rates are downloaded

(e.g. for Germany: Germany EU-Mark 3M (ECWGM3M)). In order to control for potential industry-sector bias, a

value-weighted index return for each city-sample’s main industry sector is obtained, e.g. if the majority of firms

from the Munich-sample is located within the banking sector (information on company sector was acquired via

Orbis) a banking-index return for Germany is downloaded). Finally, as data on the Fama-French factors for

European countries could only be found on a monthly basis, US-data are used as a proxy and are downloaded

from Ken French’s online data library. The time frame for all data and thus the entire study stretches from

September 1st, 1992 till March 31st, 2013 (with exception of annual data, which is generated at the end of each

year and is hence not available for 2013).

Figure 7: Orbis search strategy and results.
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4.2.2.3. Database: RSSSF Archive
The historical results for all Champions League matches in the sample are found online in the Rec.Sport.Soccer

Statistics Foundation (RSSSF) Archive, and cross-checked between the official UEFA Champions League

homepage, and Wikipedia.12

4.2.2.4. Data Limitations
The databases Orbis and Datastream are not completely congruent. Numerous companies found by Orbis could

not be retrieved in Datastream via their ISIN number. This was especially the case for many smaller companies

whose data could not be acquired. Hence, there might exist some sample bias in the sense that larger

companies are overrepresented compared to real distribution in the population. However, as smaller

companies are assumed to be more sentiment-sensitive, any findings of significance might consequently serve

as stronger evidence for the existence of sentiment effects.

4.2.3. Data Editing
Before the actual editing starts, the fundamental sample is reduced to nine clubs (see Appendix 1). This is

primarily due to issues regarding data availability on companies, as some cities do not have a sufficiently large

amount of companies throughout the sample period within their defined ZIP code boundaries (the minimum

was set to ten companies); data availability on stock returns (even if companies were found, there were no

daily stock returns available); and potential issues of having two teams from the same city in the sample where

reverse emotions might affect results, here London – Arsenal and Chelsea – and Milan – AC and Internazionale

(see chapter 4.1.1.). Arsenal and Internazionale are dropped from the sample simply due to the fact that they

have been less successful in the UEFA Champions League. What is more, studies testing for sentiment

influences are often vulnerable to direct or indirect economic influences.13 Therefore, in order to decrease the

potential effect of direct economic influences of soccer games (see Brown and Hartzell, 2001), stocks of official

club sponsors are deleted from the sample for each club, as are stocks of the clubs themselves.

Following, the downloaded data is edited in Excel. This includes the computation of equally and value-weighted

returns for the city-portfolios, weighted by the companies’ market capitalization. Furthermore, equal (value)-

12 URLs can be found in References under Web-links.
13 For instance Shumway and Hirshleifer (2003) acknowledge that their sunshine effect might partly be influenced by
economic factors such as agricultural or weather-related stocks outperforming in good weather.
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return premiums, i.e. returns less the risk-free rate, and sector excess returns, i.e. index sector returns less risk-

free rates, are calculated. After having edited the market data needed for the regressions, the event data are

being added. These data comprise a specific number for each club, the day of the Champions League match,

dummies whether the match was played from the quarter finals and onwards (defined as “important games”),

and obviously for wins and losses. This turned out to be a very arduous and time-consuming task as every

single match observation had to be manually entered – for altogether 1,419 matches (731 wins, 350 draws and

338 losses).

Moreover, dummies for each trading day are created to control for weekday-specific returns (e.g.

Monday/Weekend effect), and for the four trading days following the first trading day after a match (the day

being tested). The latter are flagged to control for potential reversal effects, as indicated by Edmans et al.

(2007, footnote 11). Ultimately, to account for non-weekend holidays, days with price movements of only

three stocks or less within a city-sample are identified as holidays and removed from the sample; and dummies

for the next three trading days are created to test for potential holiday-effects (see Edmans et al. 2007).

Finally, the edited data is imported into the statistical software programs to run the econometrical tests and

regressions.
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5. Econometric Methodology
This section will in detail present the econometric methodology of this study. As will be shown in the

subsequent chapters, the methodology contains three econometric approaches: (1) ordinary least squares

(OLS) regressions on each city portfolio individually, (2) time series cross sectional (TSCS)14 regressions on all

city portfolios jointly, and (3) time series regressions on combined win and loss portfolios. Before presenting

the different approaches, however, chapter 1 will introduce this section by swiftly testing the standard

assumptions of the Gaussian linear regression model.

5.1. Basic Econometrical Considerations

5.1.1. Standard Assumptions in Linear Regressions
According to Gujarati and Porter (2009) the Gauss-Markov theorem states that complying with the

assumptions of the classic linear regression model (CLRM) yields BLUE estimators, i.e. best (efficient in the

sense of least variance), linear, and unbiased (the expected value equals the true value). This is desirable as

conclusions drawn from regression results will be of greater accuracy.

These assumptions include the following:

1) The relationship described in the regression model is linear in the parameters.

2) The values of the independent variables are independent of the error term, the covariance between

independent variables and errors equals zero.

3) The expected value of the error term equals zero.

4) Constant variance of the error term, i.e. homoscedasticity.

5) No serial correlation between the error terms.

6) The number of observations must be larger than the number of parameters to be estimated.

7) Variability in the value of each independent variable, i.e. the variance of each independent variable

must be greater than zero.

Adding the assumption of normality (on the basis of the central limit theorem for large samples) leads to the

classical normal linear regression model (CNLRM):

14 This term is in style of Betz and Katz (2004), from the discussion regarding nomenclature of panel data versus TSCS.
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8) The error term follows the normal distribution. (Gujarati and Porter, 2009)

5.1.2. Standard Econometrical Tests
Without going into detail, this chapter will briefly present the results of standard econometrical tests run on

each time series per city to check the assumptions of the CNLRM. The tests were run on SAS Enterprise Guide,

each test is briefly introduced in Appendix 2 and outputs are presented in Appendix 3.

If the characteristics of a time series (e.g. its mean, variance, or covariance) are constant over time, the time

series is said to be stationary. On the other side, if the time series is non-stationary its characteristics might

change over time which negatively affects our standard assumptions. Hence, the first test will be on

stationarity which is carried out by the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test. As expected the times series are

all stationary (time series of stock returns usually are the stationary counterpart to non-stationary time series

of stock prices). Second, the data are checked for signs of serial correlation: the Breusch-Godfrey or LM-Test

detects serial correlation up to the tenth lag for most cities of the sample. Hence, it is assumed that serial

correlation does exist and will be dealt with in the next chapter. Third, the homoscedasticity assumption is

tested by means of the White test. The results are mixed, the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity clearly

rejected for some city time series and accepted for others. Overall, it will be assumed that heteroskedasticity

prevails and remedial measures will be taken. Finally, the normality assumption tested by the Jarque-Bera test

is rejected for each city time series, which is not surprising seeing that heteroskedasticity and serial correlation

prevail. Summarizing, it has to be concluded that regression standard errors would be time-variant or

inconsistent, and therefore have to be dealt with in order to obtain robust standard errors generating unbiased

regression results.

5.1.2.1. Robust Standard Errors
In order to handle issues with heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation of the error term, standard errors

according to Newey and West (1987) are used in individual regressions. Their approach bases on a

heteroskedasticity and serial correlation consistent covariance matrix and is the common standard to apply in

econometrical studies. The actual command in Stata (“newey [model] , force lag(n)”) requires a specific lag

length for the serial correlation which is determined following Newey and West’s (1994) approach of automatic
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lag selection for Bartlett kernels (used to estimate Newey-West standard errors).15 Using an average T of 5,200,

their method yields a lag length of ten lags.

In the TSCS regressions panel corrected standard errors (PCSE) by Katz and Beck (1995) are employed,

controlling for heteroskedasticity and contemporaneous correlations across cross-sections. Although the PCSE

method by Katz and Beck (1995) originally does not deal with autocorrelation it is amendable to it (Katz & Beck,

2004), and the Stata command used (“xtpcse [model] , correlation(psar1)”) controls for first-order serial

correlation by running Prais-Winsten regressions with an autoregressive coefficient specific to each panel

(“panel-specific auto regression”).

The rejected Jarque-Bera test implies that the sample data are not normally distributed. Possible remedial

measures would involve transformations of the model or removal of outliers from the sample. However, as

each city-sample contains more than 5,000 observations the samples at hand are very large and hence

asymptotically comply with the requirements for using the standard tests as they are (Gujarati & Porter, 2009).

5.1.3. Hypothesis Testing
All hypotheses will be tested by means of standard tests on whether or not a coefficient is statistically different

from zero or not (composite hypotheses). This applies to the beta-coefficients of the individual and TSCS

regressions as well as for the alpha-coefficient in the portfolio approach. Coefficients of OLS regressions will be

tested on t-distributions, of TSCS regressions on a z-distribution, and the joint significance of the reversal

dummies will be tested by an F-Test.

5.2. Continuous Regression: Individual Ordinary Least Squares
The basic econometrical approach are ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions run for each club, linking

returns to two economic variables – market return and sector return – and two “mood” variables – win and

loss dummies (Edmans et al., 2007; Hirshleifer & Shumway, 2003; Saunders, 1993). Moreover, dummies for

weekdays and days following non-weekend holidays are added (Edmans et al., 2007; Thaler, 1987b). Differing

from Chang et al. (2012) and Edmans et al. (2007), who use a two-stage procedure, the tests are run in one

15 ℎ = 4 ∗ 2/9
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regression only, i.e. the win and loss dummies are included in the first-stage model. The standard model used

in these regressions is:

(1) − = + , ∗ − + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗+ , ∗ + ,
where is the daily equally (value)-weighted average return per club i, the intercept, − the market

risk premium, i.e. market return less risk-free rate, and Sector excess the excess return of the industry index

less risk-free rate. Dt = {D1t, D2t, D3t, D4t} are dummy variables for each weekday from Monday through

Thursday, Qit = {Q1t, Q2t, Q3t, Q4t} are dummies for the three days following a non-weekend holiday (for each city

respectively), d1 and d2 dummies for wins and losses of the respective club, and the residual term. These OLS

regressions are run using the Newey and West (1987) method for standard errors which correct for

heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation..

5.3. TSCS Regression: Increasing the Statistical Power
According to Gujarati and Porter (2009), using TSCS data over simple time series or cross-sectional data brings

several advantages, for instance “more informative data, more variability, less collinearity among variables,

more degrees of freedom and more efficiency” (Baltagi (1995) as cited in Gujarati and Porter, 2009: p. 592).

Other benefits range from testing change dynamics to studying complex models (Gujarati and Porter, 2009).

Similar to Hirshleifer and Shumway (2003), the individual regressions per city in this study are pooled in a TSCS

regression to increase the statistical power of the estimates. The regression run on Stata is a Prais-Winsten

regression, controlling for autocorrelation by transformation of the regression model without losing the first

observation of each time series, and thereby leading to more efficiency (Gujarati & Porter, 2009). As the time

series of each city are not plenary due to different non-trading holidays the data will represent an unbalanced

panel, each cross-section having a different number of observations. The regression model will be the same as

with the individual OLS regressions, model (1).

5.4. Time Series of Win and Loss Portfolios
One of the main drawbacks of the continuous time-series approach is the potential time-clustering of

observations. Time spans without any games like from June till August are followed by periods with games

every week. Hence, an alteration to verify the results is to conduct an approach similar to an event study, as

done by Chang et al. (2012) and Edmans et al. (2007). This approach investigates a time series of win and loss

portfolios, constructed for all wins and losses throughout the sample. On the trading day following a
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Champions League match, the returns of the respective city-portfolios of teams that played are allocated to

portfolios depending on whether the team won or lost. Portfolio returns less an international risk-free rate16

are then regressed on model (2), dropping win and loss dummies from model (1). Furthermore, since these

portfolios contain returns averaged across different countries, the city-specific sector returns and holiday

dummies are dropped. As are the day-of-the-week dummies, because they showed high signs of

multicollinearity. Finally, as under the null it is assumed that the mean of the time series is zero, it is tested

whether the intercept is significantly different from zero in order to determine whether or not abnormal

returns exist. A benefit of this approach is its ability to identify sudden changes in stock returns (Edmans et al.,

2007). However, due to its focus on events only, the number of observations is reduced significantly, which

reduces statistical power.

The model used is:(2) − _ = + ∗ _ − _ + ,
where is the daily equally-weighted Win (Loss) portfolio return across all clubs that played the day

before, r_internationalf is the international risk-free rate and r_internationalm is the international market

return. As in the individual regression approach, robust standard errors are applied by Newey and West (1987),

however in this case only with one lag, as the time series is not continuous.

5.5. Further Testing of Hypotheses
This chapter will highlight the considerations made in relation to the testing of hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 and

about the applied robustness checks.

5.5.1. Testing the Role of Firm Characteristics
Inspired by the findings of Chang et al. (2012) and Edmans et al. (2007) this research is testing the influence of

specific firm characteristics on the relationship between soccer results and stock performance. At the end of

each year, companies in each city-portfolio are ranked by book-to-market ratio and market capitalization and

16 “International”: since the portfolios are constructed by averaging returns across different European cities, a European
market return and risk-free rate was used in the regressions instead of country-specific returns (downloaded as described
in 4.2.2.2. in Datastream).
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divided into quintiles, respectively. The top and bottom quintiles are then assigned to separate portfolios,

overall creating four portfolios. The low book-to-market ratio and small market capitalization portfolios are

considered sentiment-sensitive, as these firm characteristics are prone to investor sentiment (Baker & Wurgler,

2006). On the other hand high book-to-market ratio and large market capitalization are considered not

sentiment-sensitive. Actually, Baker and Wurgler (2006) classify very high book-to-market ratios as signs for

financially distressed companies in the sentiment-sensitive category because they are difficult to arbitrage.

They explain this by a U-shaped pattern between book-to-market ratio and sentiment-sensitivity, with “stable”

stocks in the medium range showing least sensitivity (Baker & Wurgler, 2006). However, I still use this

classification here because Baker and Wurgler (2006) only find insignificant results for book-to-market ratios

and furthermore Chang et al. (2012) apply the same classification strategy. These four categories are being

tested running OLS regressions on individual city-portfolios, TSCS regressions and by time series regressions on

their win and loss portfolios. The individual and TSCS regressions will be run with model (3), the portfolio

approach time series with model (2).

5.5.2. Important Games
From the quarterfinals and onwards, every match outcome could be decisive with regard to knock-out or

advancement in the tournament. Earlier studies have shown that the perceived importance of sports matches

has significant impact on the sentiment effect, i.e. the further advanced a match is in a championship the

stronger the impact on stock returns (Chang et al., 2012; Edmans et al., 2007). Hence, dummies for games in

quarterfinals and later are added to the initial model (1).(1 ) − = + , ∗ − + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗+ , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗ + ,
where the familiar variables are the same as above, and Imp Win and Imp Loss are dummy variables equaling

one for wins (losses) in important games and zero otherwise.

5.5.3. Testing for Reversal Effects
In their footnote eleven Edmans et al. (2007) mention the detection of a market reversal after the initial

market response to international soccer matches. This effect might base on investors “coming to their senses”

after being under the influence of a specific sports-induced mood, and reverting some of their valuations or

trades. Hence, dummies for the four trading days subsequent to the initially tested trading day are added to

test for possible reversal effects within this four-day window. The four dummies are then tested jointly by an F-
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Test whether or not they are different from zero. In case they are significantly different, it will be checked

whether the sign of the coefficients is the opposite of the initial hypothesized effect, thereby reversing it.

5.5.4. Robustness Checks
To further test the results and verify the findings robustness checks are run on two different models adding

further economic variables to the standard model (1).

First, leads and lags of the market return are added as well as lags of the dependent variable. The leads and

lags of the market return are added to adjust for the fact that some of the stocks in the city-portfolio are rather

illiquid. The lags of the city-portfolio returns are added to account for parts of the serial correlation as detected

in the preliminary tests in chapter 5.1.2.(3) , − , = + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + ,∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ ,+ , ∗ + , ∗ + ∗ , + ∗ , + , ,
where rit is the daily return on the respective city-portfolio i on date t, rpm is the market risk premium (rpm

equals market return less risk-free rate rf), Sector excess is the excess return of a value-weighted index

containing the dominant industry of city i (Sector excess equals the sector index return less risk-free rate). As

above, Dt are weekday dummies and Qt are non-weekend holiday dummies, and the win and loss dummies are

also the same. Due to the lead and lags this model will not be applied to the time series portfolio approach,

where there are only event-date data available.

Second, in line with Chang et al. (2012) the classic Fama-French factors and French’s momentum factor are

included in model (4):(4) , − , = + , ∗ , − , + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗+ , ∗ + , ∗ + ∗ , + ∗ , + , ,
where the known variables are as stated above, SMB is the small-firm portfolio return minus the big-firm

portfolio return, HML is the high book-to-market ratio portfolio return minus the low book-to-market ratio

portfolio return, and  MOM is the past winner portfolio return minus the past loser portfolio return. These risk

factors are as stated in chapter 4.2.2.2. based on US-data and hence the same for each city.
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6. Empirical Findings
This section will present all empirical results from tests, regressions and models run in the course of this study.

6.1. Descriptive Statistics
As described above, the sample contains data from September 1st, 1992 to March 31st, 2013 and follows 21

Champions League seasons. As can be seen in Panel A of Table 2 almost all games are played on Tuesdays and

Wednesdays evenings, the typical “Champions League nights”. The four matches played on Saturday represent

the finals of the past four years, being played on Saturday nights to increase viewer attention and popularity.

The Monday evening game is an exception, as are the Thursday games. Important games, defined as games

from the quarterfinals and onwards, represent less than a fifth of the sample, as the major part of games are

being played in the group stages. The typical Champions League season stretches from September to May,

interrupted by a winter break in January. Panel B of Table 2 shows the distribution of games per decade, the

bulk obviously being played in the 2000s. The four years from 2010 to 2013 account for such a big share of the

sample because the mode of the Champions League has evolved over the years since its initiation in 1992,

allowing more teams to participate and hence bringing forth more games per season.

Next, Table 3 presents summary statistics on all cities tested in this study. For almost every city, the mean

(equally and value weighted) return of all trading days is significantly different from zero (see t-statistics). The

TABLE 2
This table presents the distribution of UEFA Champions League matches in the sample from
September 1, 1992 to March 31, 2013. Important games are all games from the quarterfinals and
onwards in the tournament.

Panel A. Number of games per day of the week.
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Total

All games 1 548 849 4 0 4 0 1406
All important games 0 85 160 0 0 4 0 249

Panel B. Game distribution per decade.
Year Number of games Percent of sample
1992-1999 308 21.91%
2000-2009 836 59.46%
2010-2013 262 18.63%
Total 1406 100.00%
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t-statistics for returns on days following wins and losses for the cities’ soccer clubs are consistently smaller and

only significant at a 10% level in few cases. As can be seen from the Equal rows, many equally-weighted city-

portfolios have a very high mean returns compared to the value-weighted city-portfolios, indicating a large

number of small-cap, very volatile stocks in the portfolios.

TABLE 3
This table presents summary statistics for daily stock returns for each city within this sample, chosen by the
official Champions League Ranking List 1992-2013. N refers to the number of observations per city-portfolio;
Mean and SD are the mean daily return and standard deviation (both in percent) of equally-weighted and
value-weighted city-portfolios, respectively, on the next trading day following a Champions League game.

Equal Value
Amsterdam N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5290 0.443336 10.19697 3.162206 5290 0.074967 1.24548 4.377842
All games 103 0.002809 1.137659 0.025058 103 -0.10005 1.315381 -0.77197
All wins 40 -0.21071 1.124877 -1.18473 40 -0.25497 1.293156 -1.24701
All losses 35 0.310243 1.040938 1.763237 35 0.211342 1.28767 0.970992

Equal Value
Barcelona N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5222 0.05526 1.213693 3.290187 5192 0.083175 2.159026 2.775877
All games 190 -0.08284 1.071622 -1.06554 190 -0.06397 1.641021 -0.53731
All wins 111 -0.0696 1.034226 -0.70897 111 -0.02088 1.651796 -0.13321
All losses 33 -0.10151 0.896302 -0.65057 33 -0.22413 1.8158 -0.70906

Equal Value
Chelsea N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5201 0.293997 5.817433 3.644642 5201 0.061339 1.337057 3.308471
All games 124 0.200997 1.159689 1.930008 124 0.156891 1.343628 1.300255
All wins 64 0.220569 1.033445 1.707448 64 0.275186 1.262071 1.744342
All losses 26 0.171212 0.94362 0.925177 26 -0.22959 1.043968 -1.12138

Equal Value
Lyonnais N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5223 0.126609 1.100594 8.313765 5223 0.067421 0.971665 5.014618
All games 112 0.173431 1.169404 1.569537 112 0.028022 0.978864 0.30296
All wins 55 0.260594 1.232586 1.567936 55 0.005994 1.096078 0.040553
All losses 31 -0.02241 1.036562 -0.12035 31 0.115133 0.857953 0.747166

Equal Value
Madrid N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5213 0.070612 0.996624 5.115506 5189 0.06278 1.016362 4.449501
All games 182 -0.10502 1.075431 -1.31742 182 -0.04086 1.174882 -0.46914
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Table 3 (continued)
All wins 102 -0.08183 1.022144 -0.80855 102 -0.02986 1.096326 -0.27507
All losses 42 -0.06182 1.326958 -0.30195 42 -0.05532 1.46534 -0.24467

Equal Value
Manchester N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5135 0.210196 11.69431 1.288014 5135 0.059104 0.687802 6.157814
All games 197 0.006293 2.174143 0.040624 197 -0.03941 0.442577 -1.24994
All wins 110 0.188332 1.692993 1.166716 110 0.037897 0.366966 1.083128
All losses 38 -0.16887 1.881527 -0.55325 38 -0.03241 0.380874 -0.5245

Equal Value
Milan N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5218 0.029807 1.169294 1.841416 5218 0.060227 1.272946 3.417675
All games 169 0.097321 1.015083 1.24638 169 0.205068 1.054498 2.528106
All wins 83 0.077733 0.98739 0.717226 83 0.142583 0.952941 1.36314
All losses 41 0.149182 1.004504 0.950945 41 0.31594 1.07135 1.888276

Equal Value
Munich N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5213 0.2199 3.182628 4.988652 5213 0.051444 1.279442 2.90305
All games 176 0.065607 1.730888 0.502848 176 0.028162 1.341092 0.278592
All wins 93 0.190349 2.005184 0.915459 93 0.056569 1.339362 0.407308
All losses 41 0.107506 1.021135 0.674127 41 0.092246 1.015458 0.581669

Equal Value
Porto N Mean SD t-stat N Mean SD t-stat
All trading days 5178 0.190845 3.039835 4.517652 5178 0.033922 1.111429 2.196248
All games 153 0.011478 1.69826 0.083601 153 -0.00237 1.123785 -0.02606
All wins 64 0.182685 1.906437 0.766602 64 -0.00488 0.932578 -0.04185
All losses 49 -0.04225 1.592698 -0.18571 49 0.01564 1.419669 0.077116

6.2. Impact of Soccer Outcomes on Local Daily Stock Returns

6.2.1. OLS Regressions per City
In order to test for effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local stock returns, OLS regressions

on each city are run. The results per city can be seen in Table 4. Table 5 presents the same coefficients of the

same regressions run on value-weighted returns.

As can be seen from Table 4, only two estimates are statistically significant. Both are for the win dummy

coefficients of Amsterdam and Madrid and the 5% and 10% confidence level, respectively. For both the win

coefficient is negative. Confirming theoretic considerations, all estimates for the loss dummy coefficient are
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TABLE 4
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: one-stage OLS approach.
The analysis investigates effects of soccer match outcomes on daily stock returns for a sample of firms
determined via Orbis and downloaded from Datastream from September 1, 1992 through March 31, 2013. The
table reports the one-stage ordinary least squares coefficients resulting from model (1):

(1) − = + , ∗ − + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗ +, ∗ + , ∗ +
The subscript i indicates the city, the subscript t indicates the date; r is the daily stock return of the city-
portfolio, rm is the Database value-weighted market index total return (TOTMK) per country, rf is the risk-free
rate per country, Sector excess is the excess return of the main industry value-weighted index per city. D are
four dummy variables for each weekday Monday through Thursday, Q are dummy variables for the three
trading days following a non-weekend holiday and ( ) are dummy variables equaling one if the club
won (lost) the game and zero otherwise.
N is the number of observations per city and F-Value the joint F-statistic. The numbers in parentheses are t-
statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard errors following the Newey and West
(1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Results for equally-weighted city portfolios:

Club Win Loss N F-Value
Amsterdam -0.3771** -0.3319 5290 27.84

(-2.47) (-1.19)
Barcelona -0.0967 0.0066 5222 72.08

(-1.26) (0.05)
Chelsea -0.3280 -0.2840 5201 40.40

(-1.46) (-1.23)
Lyonnais 0.2224 -0.0953 5223 48.72

(1.61) (-0.68)
Madrid -0.1237* -0.0235 5213 113.83

(-1.81) (-0.18)
Manchester -0.1949 -0.5863 5135 28.94

(-0.49) (-1.19)
Milan -0.0078 -0.0735 5218 514.60

(-0.14) (-1.04)
Munich -0.0414 -0.1547 5213 34.75

(-0.21) (-1.10)
Porto 0.0355 -0.2255 5179 58.08

(0.16) (-1.33)
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negative (except Barcelona), however none are significant. The win dummy coefficients show varying signs

across city samples. In Table 5 for value-weighted returns there are three significant estimates: negative for the

Amsterdam win coefficient at the 5% confidence level and negative for Chelsea and Manchester loss

coefficients at the 10% and 5% level. Five out of nine win coefficients are positive while four out of nine loss

coefficients are negative, i.e. inconsistent results for both match dummy coefficients across all cities.

6.2.2. TSCS Impact of Soccer Outcomes on Local Daily Stock Returns
Next, instead of individual OLS regressions for each city, TSCS regressions for the entire sample are run. The

result of this TSCS regression can be seen in Table 6. The estimated coefficients for the win and loss dummy

variables are both negative and insignificant.

TABLE 5
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: one-stage OLS approach.
Results for value-weighted city portfolios:

Club Win Loss N F-Value
Amsterdam -0.1553** 0.0573 5290 204.69

(-2.36) (1.14)
Barcelona -0.1553 -0.1764 5192 96.19

(-0.92) (-0.69)
Chelsea 0.1264 -0.2322* 5201 408.64

(1.56) (-1.84)
Lyonnais 0.0416 0.0908 5223 187.48

(0.51) (0.87)
Madrid -0.0851 -0.0128 5189 140.19

(-1.10) (-0.09)
Manchester -0.0409 -0.1265* 5135 23.24

(-1.12) (-1.95)
Milan 0.0332 0.0418 5218 383.96

(0.52) (0.60)
Munich 0.0453 0.0445 5213 314.75

(0.54) (0.68)
Porto 0.0468 0.0303 5179 113.04

(0.50) (0.34)
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TABLE 6
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: Time series cross sectional
regression.
The model used in this regression is the standard model (1). To control for autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity
and contemporaneous correlation across cross-sections, panel-corrected standard errors following Katz and
Beck (1995) are used.
The numbers presented are the regression coefficients for Win and Loss Dummies, the total number of
observations N, the number of cross-sections Groups, and the coefficient of determination R².

Win Loss N Groups R²
-0.1438 -0.2177 46,894 9 1.76%
(-0.66) (-0.69)

6.2.3. Time Series Regressions on Win & Loss Portfolios
In line with Chang et al. (2012) and Edmans et al. (2007), win and loss portfolios are constructed for each game

day with at least one win or loss, respectively. The results shown in Table 7 display a significant positive alpha

for the win portfolio and negative insignificant alphas for the loss portfolio. As can be seen in the table, this

approach reduces the number of observations from over 48,000 to 402.

TABLE 7
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: time series regression alphas
approach.
Shown in this table are the time series regression alphas (in %) of win and loss portfolios constructed on the
next trading day following a Champions League match for the clubs of the sample.
From September 1, 1992 till March 31, 2013 returns on city-portfolios of clubs which won (lost) a Champions
League game are filtered into a win (loss) portfolio on the following trading day. The abnormal return is
measured by the alpha in the following regression:(2) − _ = + ∗ _ − _ + ,
where rPF is the equally weighted portfolio return on the trading day following a Champions League game, rm is
the Database value-weighted market index total return (TOTMK), and rf is the risk-free rate. The international
highlights the fact that these market returns and risk-free rates are not country-specific returns but for the
European market.
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.

Alpha
t-stat

Win Portfolio
0.0856*
(1.69)

N
407

F-Value
102.52

Loss Portfolio
-0.0102
(-0.17)

N
264

F-Value
60.30
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6.3. Testing the Role of Firm Characteristics
Next the regressions are run controlling for certain firm characteristics, i.e. low book-to-market ratio versus

high book-to-market ratio and small market capitalization versus large market capitalization. Stocks of the

TABLE 8
Individual city-regressions segmented by firm characteristics.
The time frame for these regressions is September, 1992 till December, 2012. At the end of each year
the top and bottom quintiles of firms ranked by book-to-market ratio and market capitalization are
allocated into respective portfolios and equally-weighted average returns are computed. The model
used in the regressions is model (3). For each category the estimates for win and loss coefficients are
displayed. F reports the value of the F-statistic, while N reports the number of observations. Robust
standard errors following Newey and West (1987) are reported in parentheses; ***,**, and * represent
significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Low B/M High B/M Small MV Big MV
Win Loss Win Loss Win Loss Win Loss

Amsterdam -0.1811
(-0.38)

-0.4146
(-1.14)

-0.0181
(-0.13)

-.2150
(-1.63)

-0.1682
(-0.42)

0.1750
(0.27)

-0.0541
(-0.71)

0.1256
(1.31)

F = 36.54 N=5179 F=139.37 N=5176 F =1.97 N=5180 F=599.93 N=5173
Barcelona -0.2165

(-0.65)
-0.0550
(-0.10)

-0.3306
(1.64)

-0.1054
(-0.35)

-0.0223
(-0.06)

-0.2026
(-0.38)

-0.0715
(-0.55)

-0.0665
(-0.33)

F = 15.67 N=4673 F =27.80 N=4982 F =10.73 N=4438 F=118.13 N=5016
Chelsea 0.8509***

(2.71)
0.7272*
(1.70)

-0.1977
(-1.33)

0.1269
(0.50)

0.4796
(0.48)

0.3850
(0.28)

-0.0446
(-0.49)

-0.2220
(-1.52)

F = 30.35 N=5072 F =86.21 N=5076 F =7.50 N=4962 F=200.72 N=5076
Lyonnais 0.4057*

(1.65)
-0.0619
(-0.19)

0.2540
(1.43)

0.1838
(0.56)

0.6884*
(1.89)

-.947**
(-2.34)

0.1357
(1.09)

0.1672
(1.15)

F = 14.90 N=5100 F =37.72 N=5105 F =7.95 N=5067 F=120.99 N=5107
Madrid -0.2044

(-1.08)
-0.3901
(-1.49)

-0.0195
(-0.15)

-0.1064
(-0.51)

-0.0904
(-0.36)

0.1209
(0.39)

0.0027
(0.02)

0.0166
(0.10)

F=45.81 N=4998 F =83.87 N=4997 F =44.22 N=4954 F=126.15 N=5016

Manchester 0.4300
(0.50)

-1.0307
(-0.48)

-1.9180
(-1.05)

-2.3692
(-1.40)

2.6310
(1.39)

-1.6784
(-0.62)

0.0934
(0.76)

-0.1470
(-0.72)

F = 4.65 N=4162 F =33.64 N=4653 F =4.19 N=3335 F =28.55 N=4822
Milan 0.0689

(0.51)
0.1515
(0.81)

-.1528**
(-2.17)

-0.0724
(-0.87)

-0.0539
(-0.36)

0.1311
(0.47)

-0.0651
(-1.40)

0.0631
(1.23)

F = 130.45 N=5101 F=217.90 N=5103 F =58.72 N=5103 F=680.58 N=5102
Munich 0.4742

(0.55)
0.2267
(0.49)

-0.4241*
(-1.82)

-0.0565
(-0.12)

-0.9965
(-0.90)

-0.8826
(-1.13)

0.0938
(1.10)

-.1428*
(-1.94)

F = 5.36 N=5066 F =14.79 N=5048 F =3.38 N=5027 F=204.86 N=5074
Porto -0.0746

(-0.24)
-0.1743
(-0.35)

0.1480
(0.66)

0.1232
(0.65)

0.1588
(0.35)

-0.8866
(-1.44)

0.0415
(0.24)

0.1487
(0.90)

F = 150.63 N=4723 F=217.02 N=4871 F=217.61 N=4423 F=329.66 N=4895
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former of the classifications are shown to be more sensitive to investor sentiment than the latter (Chang et al.,

2012; Baker & Wurgler, 2006) and will therefore be tested compared to their non-sensitive counterparts.

6.3.1. Individual City-Regressions on Firm Characteristics
The results for the city-regressions based on specific firm characteristics are presented in Table 8. For the low

book-to-market ratio firms, three estimates are significant: a positive win and negative loss estimate for

Chelsea at the 1% and 10% confidence level, respectively, and a positive win at 10% for Lyonnais. All other

estimates are insignificant and vary across cities. For the high book-to-market ratio class, the win estimate for

Milan is significantly negative at the 5% confidence level, while Munich’s is at the 10% level. In the small

market value column only Lyonnais’ estimates are significant, 10%-significant positive for wins and 5%-

significant negative for losses. Finally, for the big market value stocks only Munich’s loss coefficient is

significant; negative at the 10% confidence level.

6.3.2. TSCS Regressions based on Firm Characteristics
The results in Table 9 are displaying the win (loss) coefficients for the four categories of TSCS regressions,

respectively. All win coefficients except for the high book-to-market ratio class are positive, and all loss

coefficients are negative. However, all coefficients are insignificant.

TABLE 9
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: TSCS regression
approach segmented by firm characteristics.
Shown in this table are the beta coefficients of TSCS regressions on the returns of the next trading day
following a UEFA Champions League match for the clubs of the sample. The model used in the
regressions is Model (3).
The numbers in parentheses are z-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation and
contemporaneous correlation across cross-sections by using panel corrected standard errors following
Katz and Beck (1995). ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Coefficient Low B/M High B/M Small MV Big MV
Win 0.1709

(0.95)
-0.2963
(-0.35)

0.2147
(0.35)

0.0242
(0.59)

Loss -0.1296
(-0.53)

-0.3152
(-0.30)

-0.4502
(-0.50)

-0.0102
(-0.18)

6.3.3. Time Series on Win and Loss Portfolios based on Firm Characteristics
Finally, Table 10 presents results from the portfolio approach based on the four stock classifications available.

As in the TSCS regressions of Table 9, all win alphas are positive except for the high book-to-market value one.
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However, using this portfolio approach yields statistically significant results for the win coefficients of small 

market value stocks at the 10% level. As for the loss portfolio alphas none of the estimates are significant, 

although all except the alpha for big market value firms have a negative sign.  

TABLE 10 

Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: time series regression 

alphas approach segmented by firm characteristics. 

Shown in this table are the time series regression alphas (in %) of win and loss portfolios constructed on 

the next trading day following a Champions League match for the clubs of the sample.  

From September 1, 1992 till December 31, 2012 returns on city-portfolios of clubs which won (lost) a 

Champions League game are filtered into a win (loss) portfolio on the following trading day. The 

abnormal return is measured by the alpha in the following regression: 

 

�2�	���� 	−	 �	
������
�����	� 	= � +	�� ∗ ��	
������
����	�	� − �	
������
����	�	�� +	���				. 

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in 

standard errors following the Newey and West (1987) method; ***,**, and * represent significance at 

1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

 
Coefficient Low B/M High B/M Small MV Big MV 

Win 

 

0.2006 

(1.20) 

-0.0623 

(-0.92) 

0.4194* 

(1.85) 

0.0482 

(0.95) 

Loss 

 

-0.1043 

(-0.34) 

-0.1497 

(-1.40) 

-0.2768 

(-0.81) 

0.0011 

(0.02) 

 

6.4. Important Games 

6.4.1. OLS Regressions including Important Game Dummies 

In line with the approach of Chang et al. (2012) and Edmans et al. (2007), dummy variables for important wins 

and losses are added to the regressions. Again, these new variables are first tested on individual OLS 

regressions on each city. As presented in Table 11, there are again very few significant results. The win 

coefficients for Amsterdam and Madrid are both significant at the 5% confidence level. However, their sign is 

negative. The other significant results are generated by Lyon and Madrid for the Important Win variable (both 

positive) and by Amsterdam for the Important Loss variable (negative).  

6.4.2. TSCS Regressions including Important Game Dummies 

After adding the dummy variables for important games to the individual OLS regressions, the dummies are 

included in the TSCS regressions. Table 12 presents the results of this regression: negative signs for both 

standard match outcome coefficients and positive signs for both important games coefficients, all insignificant. 
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TABLE 11
Impact of important Champions League games on local stock performance.
The individual OLS regressions are run using model (1b) and estimates for the four game variables are
presented as well as number of observations (N) and the F-statistic (F-Value).
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

Club Win Loss Important win Important loss N F-Value
Amsterdam -0.4410** -0.4666 0.4356 0.9463** 5290 24.87

(-2.40) (-1.48) (1.53) (2.12)
Barcelona -0.0987 -0.0521 0.0127 0.1939 5222 61.24

(-1.17) (-0.29) (0.07) (0.86)
Chelsea -0.3310 -0.1900 0.0159 -0.2726 5201 34.50

(-1.41) (-0.71) (0.07) (-0.79)
Lyon 0.2078 -0.1017 0.8024*** 0.0397 5223 283.07

(1.49) (-0.63) (5.73) (0.14)
Madrid -0.1650** -0.0858 0.2349* 0.2387 5213 96.65

(-2.10) (-0.54) (1.83) (0.92)
Manchester -0.2963 -0.5034 0.5316 -0.3169 5135 24.53

(-0.69) (-1.00) (1.39) (-0.37)
Milan 0.0102 -0.0399 -0.1006 -0.1964 5218 436.14

(0.16) (-0.50) (-0.74) (-1.37)
Munich -0.0475 -0.1746 0.0295 0.0824 5213 29.53

(-0.20) (-1.02) (0.10) (0.28)
Porto 0.0737 -0.2816 -0.8037 0.6963 5179 49.42

(0.32) (-1.62) (-1.04) (1.28)

TABLE 12
Effects of important UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: TSCS regression.
The model used in this regression is the standard model (1b).
To control for autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and contemporaneous correlation across cross-sections,
panel-corrected standard errors following Katz and Beck (1995) are used. The numbers in parentheses are z-
statistics.

Win Loss Important Win Important Loss N Groups R²
-0.1556 -0.2266 0.0747 0.0422 46,894 9 1,76%
(-0.66) (-0.64) (0.12) (0.05)
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6.4.3. Time Series on Portfolios of Important Wins and Losses
As can be seen in Table 13 time series regressions run on win and loss portfolios based solely on important

games yield positive alpha for the win portfolio and negative alpha for the loss portfolio. However, both alphas

are insignificant.

TABLE 13
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: time series regression alphas
approach.
Everything else being equal, here only returns of days after important games are allocated to the win and loss
portfolios.(2) − = + ∗ − + .
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.

Alpha
t-stat

Important Win PF
0.0657
(0.76)

N
91

F-Value
38.39

Important Loss PF
-0.0513
(-0.37)

N
64

F-Value
11.31

6.5. Testing for Potential Reversal Effects
Finally, following up on Edmans et al.’s (2007) findings on signs of a reverse effect in the days subsequent to

the trading day initially tested for impacts of soccer match outcomes, this reversal effect is tested in several

regressions. The reversal tests are only run on data that have delivered significant results in concordance with

the hypothesized soccer sentiment effect in the first place. The same regressions are then run again, including

four dummy variables for the four days following that initial testing date and testing their joint significance.

As can be seen in Table 14, of all fifteen regressions only three yielded significant F-tests on joint significance of

the four tracking dummy variables. Of those three, two showed a reversal of the initial soccer sentiment effect,

e.g. a significantly positive effect in the four days following a significantly negative return due to a loss of the

city’s local soccer team in the Champions League.

6.6. Robustness Checks
In addition to standard model (1), two alternative models are tested in the course of the robustness checks.

Model (3) includes leads and lags of the market return and lags of the city-portfolio return, whereas model (4)

uses the Fama-French three factor model plus a momentum factor (see chapter 5.5.4.).
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TABLE 14
Reversal effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns.
Tested are regressions for which significant effects with the expected sign (positive for wins and negative for
losses) could be found in the original regressions. For this, four dummy variables tracking the four trading days
following a loss or win are added to the regressions. These dummy variables are tested for joint significance.
The first column specifies which regression is being tested; the second states the initial soccer sentiment effect.
The results from an F-Test whether or not the four dummies following the initial trading day are jointly
different from zero are displayed in column three (significance if smaller than 0.10). Where there are significant
results in column three it is checked whether a reversal effect is at hand, showing the opposite sign as the
initial effect stated in the fourth column.

Type of regression / City Initial effect Prob > F Reversal effect?
OLS on city-portfolios, equally-weighted
Lyonnais Win, positive 0.1495
OLS on city-portfolios, value-weighted
Chelsea Loss, negative 0.0848* Yes
Manchester Loss, negative 0.5293
OLS on important games, per city
Lyonnais Win, positive 0.2775
Madrid Loss, negative 0.0705* No
Firms: low B/M
Chelsea Win, positive 0.7589
Madrid Win, positive 0.7893
Firms: high B/M
Amsterdam Loss, negative 0.2233
Firms: small MV
Lyonnais Win, positive 0.4127
Lyonnais Loss, negative 0.3862
Firms: big MV
Munich Loss, negative 0.3525
Firms: low B/M – important games
Milan Loss, negative 0.1512
Firms: small MV – important games
Lyonnais Win, positive 0.0559* Yes
Milan Loss, negative 0.6090
Porto Loss, negative 0.1834
Firms: big MB – important games
Munich Win, positive 0.1465
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TABLE 15
Individual OLS regressions run in the one-stage approach on model (3).(3) − = + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + ,∗ + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ , + , ∗ + , ∗+ ∗ + ∗ +
The variables are the same as notated above, with lead and lags of market risk premium, rpm, and city-
portfolio return, r.
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.

Club beta Win beta Loss N F-Value
Amsterdam -0.3745** -0.3405 5252 48.39

(-2.17) (-1.25)
Barcelona -0.0935 -0.0002 5114 50.81

(-1.20) (-0.00)
Chelsea -0.3164 -0.3256 5137 35.87

(-1.33) (-1.41)
Lyonnais 0.0983 -0.0161 5168 56.62

(0.69) (-0.12)
Madrid -0.1307* -0.0239 5105 81.44

(-1.94) (-0.19)
Manchester -0.1998 -0.6825 5018 30.28

(-0.50) (-1.39)
Milan 0.0075 -0.0068 5164 412.89

(0.13) (-0.11)
Munich -0.0573 -0.0421 5135 46.80

(-0.29) (-0.29)
Porto 0.0460 -0.2472 5034 67.27

(0.21) (-1.43)

6.6.1. Individual OLS Regressions with Alternative Models
The results for the OLS regressions using model (3) are shown in Table 15. Evidently the results are very similar

to the ones generated by model (1).

The results for the OLS regressions using model (4) are shown in Table 16.
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Again, the results are very similar to the ones from model (1) and (3). Let it be added that the robustness

checks with alternative models on value-weighted city-portfolios yield analog results as well. Hence, these

results are added in the Appendix 4.

TABLE 16
Individual OLS regressions run in the one-stage approach on model (4).

(4) − = + , ∗ − + , ∗ + , ∗ + , ∗ + 5, ∗ + 6, ∗ +∗ + ∗ + .
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.

Club beta Win beta Loss N F-Value
Amsterdam -0.4592*** -0.3799 5157 18.29

(-2.52) (-1.25)
Barcelona -0.1146 -0.0677 5080 58.87

(-1.30) (-0.53)
Chelsea -0.3321 -0.1640 5087 42.03

(-1.43) (-0.67)
Lyonnais 0.2337 -0.0853 5090 38.85

(1.62) (-0.33)
Madrid -0.1178* -0.0279 5076 83.44

(-1.81) (-0.23)
Manchester -0.2309 -0.7067 5024 18.43

(-0.54) (-1.20)
Milan -0.0260 -0.0308 5081 374.10

(-0.44) (-0.42)
Munich -0.0381 -0.0959 5085 25.78

(-0.19) (-0.64)
Porto 0.1321 -0.2514 5046 50.66

(0.58) (-1.44)

6.6.2. TSCS Regressions on Alternative Models
Similar to the preceding chapter, this chapter is presenting the results from panel regressions on the two

alternative models. Table 17 shows negative signs (insignificant) for both coefficients stemming from model (3),

and hence repeats the results of model (1).
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TABLE 17
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: TSCS regression.
The model used in this regression is the alternative model (3), including lags and leads of market return and
dependent variable. To control for autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and contemporaneous correlation
across cross-sections, panel-corrected standard errors following Katz and Beck (1995) were used.

beta Win beta Loss N Groups R²
-0.1406 -0.2177 46,127 9 1.89%
(-0.63) (-0.67)

The same holds for panel regressions on model (4) displayed in Table 18. Both coefficients are negative and

insignificant.

TABLE 18
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: TSCS regression.
The model used in this regression is the alternative model (4), using the Fama-French risk factors and a
momentum factor by Ken French. To control for autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity and contemporaneous
correlation across cross-sections, panel-corrected standard errors following Katz and Beck (1995) were used.

beta Win beta Loss N Groups R²
-0.1508 -0.2214 45,726 9 1,69%
(-0.67) (-0.69)

As for the individual regression results, the value-weighted returns generate numbers very similar to the ones

presented and are therefore not included in the paper, but can be reviewed in Appendix 4.

6.6.3. Time Series Portfolios with Alternative Models
As Table 19 shows, for the win and loss portfolios robustness checks were conducted using model (5). Here

Fama-French factors and a momentum factor are added to the standard model (2) which thus is similar to

model (4). An adaption of model (3) is not feasible, as the portfolio approach only considers the one day

following a match and therefore cannot cope with leads and lags.

The results presented in Table 19 confirm the ones generated by model (2) in Table 7, a significantly positive

alpha for the win portfolio and negative, but insignificant, alpha for the loss portfolio.
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(5) − = + ∗ − + ∗ + ∗ + ∗+ ,

TABLE 19
Effects of UEFA Champions League match outcomes on local daily stock returns: time series regression alphas
approach.
The model is an alternative to model (4), adjusted for European market returns and risk free rate:

The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in standard
errors following the Newey and West (1987) method. ***,**, and * represent significance levels at 1%, 5%, and
10% levels, respectively.

Alpha
t-stat

Win Portfolio
0.1032**

(1.98)

N
386

F-Value
26.51

Loss Portfolio
-0.0028
(-0.05)

N
254

F-Value
14.73
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7. Discussion of Findings
This section will comprise an analysis of the various findings, following the order of the hypotheses made. Next,

limitations of this study are discussed before the results are summarized in the final chapter.

7.1. Findings per Hypothesis

7.1.1. Hypothesis 1: Impact of Champions League Games on Local Stocks
The first hypothesis claims an impact of outcomes of UEFA Champions League games on stock performance of

locally headquartered firms. To begin with the results from the individual one-stage OLS regressions on equally-

weighted returns are considered. First of all, only two of eighteen estimates are significant, which are all

negative win coefficients. Those two results contradict the hypothesis that wins in Champions League matches

have positive impact on investor mood and in that way lead to positive excess returns. This is a clear negative

sign for the hypothesis. Second, for all estimates of the loss variable (except Barcelona) the signs are negative.

Even though this is in line with the hypothesis, no real conclusions can be inferred due to the insignificance of

the estimators. Third, the signs of the win variable are inconsistent and allow no further inferences. These

conclusions with regard to the individual city-regressions are supported by the results on the alternative

models (3) and (4).

Slight differences occur when running the same regressions with value-weighted returns. For model (1) the

formerly consistently negative loss coefficients now show five positive signs, of which none are significantly

different from zero. Significant results are a negative win coefficient for Amsterdam at the 5% level, which is

contradicting the stated hypothesis, but also two negative loss coefficients (Chelsea and Manchester) at the

10% level. These two results support the hypothesis of negative effects of losses in Champions League matches

on local stocks. Models (3) and (4) repeat these results.

Moving on to the TSCS regressions, the results for the standard model and robustness checks show no

significant results and consistently negative signs for win and loss dummies. As before, no real inference can be

drawn from insignificant estimates, however, the consistently negative signs for the loss variable coincide with

results from the individual city-regressions.

The time series portfolio approach yielded some interesting results. For the win portfolio a 5%-significant

positive alpha was found which was supported by model (5). For the loss portfolio the alpha is negative but

insignificant. This significant positive result for the win portfolio is a clear sign in favor of Hypothesis 1. The

reason for the contradicting findings for the OLS/TSCS regressions and the portfolio time series regressions may
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be found in the different approaches. Ideally, the data should yield identical results independent of the model

or approach, however, with real-life data, such alterations can cause different outcomes.

Summarizing, the overall results show too many insignificant estimates to allow any stringent conclusions.

Signs of consistency with regard to negative coefficients for the loss variable point in favor of the hypothesis

but cannot be generalized. For the win variable, the few significant results are contradicting each other. Some

OLS win estimates were significantly negative, while the win portfolio alphas were significantly positive. Hence,

the null hypothesis of no impact of UEFA Champions League games on local stocks has to be accepted.

7.1.2. Hypothesis 2: Influence of Firm Characteristics on Sentiment Effect
The second hypothesis focuses on the critical influence of firm characteristics on the effect of Champions

League outcomes on local stock returns. First, the individual city-regressions segmented by firm characteristics

show several interesting results. For the sentiment-sensitive segments (low B/M and small MV) three

significantly positive win betas are found (Chelsea, 1%, and Lyonnais, 10%, for low B/M and Lyonnais, 10%, for

small MV), as well as one negative loss estimate (Lyonnais, 5%, for small MV). Moreover, one significantly

positive loss coefficient (10% confidence level) is returned for low B/M companies in Chelsea. On the other

side, the sentiment-insensitive class of stocks yields only one significant result of expected sign, a negative loss

coefficient for big market value companies in Munich. For the high B/M class the only significant findings are

win estimates for Milan and Munich of negative sign, at 5% and 10% levels of confidence, respectively. This is a

sign in favor of the second hypothesis: the sentiment-sensitive stocks yield results that better support the

expectations from the hypotheses.

Second, the results of the TSCS regressions (one for each stock classification) yield no significant returns. The

signs of the sentiment-sensitive coefficients are all in line with hypothesis one, whereas the high B/M class

shows a negative win coefficient.

Third, when the stock classification is applied to the win and loss portfolio approach, the signs of the

sentiment-sensitive classes again turn out to be in line with the expectations. Moreover, the small MV win

portfolio shows a significantly positive alpha at the 5% confidence level. For the non-sentiment-sensitive

categories (high book-to-market and big market cap) the results were inconsistent. Again, this is a slight

indication in favor of hypothesis two.
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By and large, the findings especially from the individual OLS regressions support hypothesis two. Investor

sentiment effects have a stronger impact on stocks with sentiment-sensitive characteristics, here firms with a

low book-to-market ratio and small market capitalization. As chapter 3.8.5. argues, these stocks are more

sensitive to sentiment due to subjective valuations and higher difficulty to arbitrage. The results found for the

sentiment-sensitive segments were all confirming with hypothesis one whereas the insensitive segments

showed mixed results. Overall, the null hypothesis can be rejected – firm characteristics do affect the degree of

the sentiment effect.

7.1.3. Hypothesis 3: Stronger Effect for Important Games
Based on previous findings hypothesis three argues that the investor sentiment effect induced by soccer games

is stronger for games of greater importance (Chang et al., 2012; Edmans et al., 2007). The individual city-

regressions yield only three significant results for important games, among which, however, there are two

positive win coefficients. Moreover, the significantly negative win coefficient of Madrid turned significantly

positive for important wins. There are more significant results showing the expected sign for important games

than on regressions on all games. Furthermore, the absolute values of the estimates in those cases (Lyon win,

Madrid win) are larger for estimates of important games. This is an indication in favor of hypothesis three.

For the TSCS regressions on important games the results show no significant estimates. Both win and loss

coefficients have positive signs far from any significance level. Hence, no inferences can be drawn.

The portfolio approach yielded weaker results for important games than for all games. While the signs are still

consistent with hypothesis one and the results from the all-games-portfolios, there are no significant results.

This might also be due to the steep decrease in observations following the filtering procedure for important

games. Of the 407 win observations returning a significantly positive alpha only 97 remained with this selection

criterion.

Concluding, the evidence regarding the hypothesis on important games is not compelling, but indications of

stronger effects for the individual significant results are present. Although the overall results are predominantly

insignificant again, the estimates which are significant and can be compared between the regressions on

important games and the original regressions lead to the conclusion that the hypothesis of stronger effects for

important games is conditionally accepted.
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7.1.4. Hypothesis 4: Reversal Effect
The last hypothesis stated the existence of a reversal effect subsequent to the initial sports sentiment effect. Of

the fifteen initially significant results that were tested in the course of the investigation on the reversal effect,

only three regressions yielded significant results for the four-day tracking dummies: Chelsea on the value-

weighted city-regression, Madrid for its equally-weighted city-regression on important games, and Lyonnais

with small market value firms and important games. For all other tests the four variables are not significant. Of

those three significant results again, two actually show the correct sign and allow the inference of the existence

of a reversal effect. To sum up, there are two indicators of a reversal effect counterworking the initial

sentiment effect; however, the evidence is too weak to confirm its existence.

7.2. Limitations of this Study
All in all, the bulk of findings are statistically very weak and are hence only of limited suitability with regard to

drawing conclusions. Due to this the discussion of limitations will not deal with potential alternative

explanations for the sentiment effect, e.g. economic factors, but focus on potential reasons for the

insignificance and inconsistency of results.

7.2.1. Limitations to the Methodology
From a statistical or econometrical point of view, there are some obvious facts that might contribute to

blurring the results. First, the sample size of companies per city might be too small. While the average city

sample contains about 60 companies, the minimum is set to ten companies per city which might be too low.

Furthermore, daily company data for the first years of the time frame (early 1990s) is of low quality. Thus in

some cases the city-portfolio returns might have been distorted by idiosyncratic risk and hence might not have

been sufficiently robust. This issue is also related to the choice of the respective ZIP code used to find

companies within the Orbis database. Chang et al. (2012) use the first three digits of the United States ZIP code

for their study and control their results by using only the first two digits as well. Coval and Moskowitz (2001)

use the distance of 100 kilometers to define which stocks are considered local. This study has used a much

smaller scale. A further indication might be that a substantial part of significant results stem from Lyonnais. The

geographical area covered by ZIP numbers for this city-portfolio was the largest in the study. Hence, the initial

choice of ZIP codes used as company filters might have to be altered thus expanding the geographical scope of

the study.

Second, the sample of soccer clubs might be expanded, allowing more city-portfolios to be tested. This would

increase the power of the TSCS regressions and may lead to more robust results. Third, the time horizon for the
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study might be too short and might be extended further back in time. Alterations with regard to these three

factors would increase the sample size and the amount of overall observations and thereby the statistical

power of the tests as well. However, as put forward in section 4, all these criteria were chosen for a reason

after thorough consideration, mainly due to data availability constraints.

Finally, as mentioned in chapter 4.2.2.4. on data limitations, the differences between the Orbis and Datastream

databases might have produced a sample bias towards larger companies by missing smaller companies . As the

results on firm characteristics show, these larger companies are evidently less influenced by sentiment effects

and thus might restrain more significant results.

7.2.2. Limitations to the Theoretical Framework
Taking into consideration only the results of this particular study, one might be inclined to deny the existence

of an effect of soccer results on locally headquartered stocks at all, the few significant findings mere product of

proficient data mining or simply statistical artifacts. However, there are some aspects that might further

contribute to skewed results.

First, it might be the case that the reason for poor results does not lay within soccer itself, as Edmans et al.

(2007) demonstrate significant excess returns following national soccer matches, but rather in the Champions

League format. National teams competing for the World Championship – carried out only every fourth year –

perhaps induce more emotional connections to fans, e.g. patriotism over winning the most important soccer

trophy in the world. As for the mode of the tournament, playing first and second leg, the importance of a single

game is arguably less than that of a classic knock-out game like in the world cup. On the other side domestic

championships, where a team has to prove itself over the course of an entire year and has to outperform

historic domestic rivals might be of more importance and emotional interest to fans than international club

matches (see Berument & Ceylan, 2012).

Second, there might be an issue regarding the connection between local fans and local investors. Although

soccer is the most popular and even considered a “national sport” in every country in the sample, a

demographic breakdown of soccer fans and equity investors might show differences in social groups. Another

aspect might be that local fans of (local) rivals might react diametrically to results and in that way cancel out

aggregate sentiment effects.
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A third set of reasons might be the

degree of home bias. As Balta and

Delgado (2009) report, the level of home

bias is decreasing in Europe, especially in

the further economically developed

countries and member states of the

European Union, and might be too weak

to be detectable with the methodology

applied in this research. As Figure 8

shows, France, United Kingdom, Italy and

Germany have a home bias level of less

than 80%, Italy and Germany even

ranging below the EU15 average.

Moreover, Oehler et al. (2008) describe a

shift within the European Union from home country bias to EU-bias as markets become more integrated. This is

consistent with Fidora et al. (2006) who argue exchange rate volatility risk to be one of the main drivers of

home bias, which would be attenuated by the European Monetary Union (EMU). Additionally, Flavin (2004)

reports a shift from geographical to industrial bias across EMU and non-EMU countries. Summarizing, the

home bias level in the countries of interest might have become too low to generate statistically significant

results in this study.

Finally, the existing ambiguity in the effect of soccer outcomes on mood might have negative side effects,

especially in case of smaller samples like the one at hand (geographically or company-wise). While the overall

effect should be univocal, i.e. wins trigger positive emotions and mood while losses trigger negative, there are

further effects emerging as well, e.g. effects on health, level of aggression, crimes and suicides (Edmans et al.,

2007). These might distort the original state of emotion across investors. Additionally, ambiguity with regard to

the sign of the effect of mood on risk attitude might cause problems: while the affect infusion model (AIM)

states that positive mood should favor risk-seeking behavior (Wright & Bower, 1992), the mood-maintenance

hypothesis (MMH) argues that positive mood leads to rather risk-averseness (Isen et al., 1988). Moreover,

there is an ambiguity with regard to wins: while Cialdini et al. (1976) argue that wins should have larger

emotional impact on fans due to the basking in reflected glory (BIRG) effect, Edmans et al. (2007) claim that
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wins should have less impact since most fans expect positive results from their team and hence will take a

victory as given. An (unexpected) loss on the other hand might trigger a stronger negative reaction.

Summarizing, all these contradicting influences might contribute to washing-out the relation between sport

and mood and ultimately stock performance, especially in a confined sample like this.

7.3. Analytical Summary
All in all, the statistical findings are disappointing in the sense that very few significant results are discovered.

This restricts the preceding analysis to a debate predominantly on potential reasons underlying the absence of

significant results in lieu of a discussion of actual findings arguing pro or contra the hypotheses. Nevertheless

there are some conclusions to be drawn from the investigations: first, although often not significant, the

prevalently negative signs for the loss estimates (for regular games, important games, different firm

characteristics, or portfolio regression approaches) indicate that losses do have some negative effect on local

stock prices. Second, the positive results for hypothesis two on firm characteristics confirm Edmans et al.

(2007) and Chang et al. (2012) and support the findings of Baker and Wurgler (2006) with regard to firms with

small market capitalization or low book-to-market ratio. It does seem like there exists a connection between

these firm characteristics mainly associated with subjective valuation and higher idiosyncratic risk and the

sentiment effect of investors. Third, a relation between the degree of sentiment effect and the importance of

games could be established conditionally, keeping the predominant insignificance of results in mind. Again, this

is in line with findings by Edmans et al. (2007) and Chang et al. (2012). Finally, the reversal effect is

hypothesized to be a logical implication of the theoretical considerations made in the course of the other

hypotheses. If sentiment effects triggered by soccer outcomes have impact on stock performance on local

level, what happens when this effect vanishes, i.e. when investor mood changes due to new emotional

stimulations? While Edmans et al. (2007) find a weak indication for this effect, this study only finds two signs of

reverse stock movements. Unfortunately, the prevalent insignificance of results does not allow for general

inferences.

Summarizing, this analysis concludes by acknowledging that it has not been able to prove the existence of local

sentiment effects induced by UEFA Champions League games on a broad scale, but also by emphasizing the

findings for sentiment effects in relation to firm characteristics of sentiment-sensitive stocks and the relative

impact of important games.
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8. Conclusion
This study does not aim at changing the ruling paradigm of efficient markets or unveiling the hidden secrets

underlying market anomalies, but rather tries to emphasize the importance of acknowledging the fact that

irrationality in stock markets persists. In the process of writing this study I became aware of how many

different psychological factors are influencing human decision-making in every action and what multitude of

different drivers affect human behavior. Although counting myself as a rational person and in economic sense

“believing” in efficient markets, I think the fact that people do act irrationally from time to time and let their

mood and emotions take control over their decisions (consciously or unconsciously) has to be appreciated.

That is part of what defines man as a human being and as long as man is involved in the process of demand and

supply on which the markets are based there will be traces of irrationality in the markets: John Stuart Mill was

right when he proposed the addition of social factors to the model of homo economicus. In this sense, Lo’s

(2004) adaptive markets hypothesis can be seen as a compromise trying to combine efficient market theory

with concepts of behavioral finance. In his approach “irrational” behavior is considered an evolutionary

adaption of market participants to changes in the (efficient) markets (Lo, 2004).

Furthermore, this study lays a focus on examining behavioral finance in general and investigating the

implications of individual investors’ moods aggregated into investor sentiment on local stock markets in Europe

in specific. Starting off from a broad perspective, introducing economic and financial frameworks fundamental

to the understanding of the implications of behavioral finance, the study then dives into the theories at heart

of behavioral finance and highlights psychological insights in relation to behavioral finance and stock markets.

Considering the central research question of this study, whether UEFA Champions League match outcomes

have impact on stock returns of locally headquartered firms, a thorough analysis of the frameworks and

findings underlying the hypotheses follows, which interrelates theories from different areas within behavioral

finance. Methodologically this study is following the style of Edmans et al. (2007) and Chang et al. (2012), and

applies three econometric approaches to investigate its hypotheses. Individual OLS, joint TSCS, and time series

regressions on win and loss portfolios are run to determine the effect hypothesized to exist in relation between

Champions League soccer matches and local stock returns. After testing the various approaches, models, and

robustness checks, the overall findings return too few significant results to allow general inferences. Due to this

lack of significant results, only the relative hypotheses comparing results between sentiment-sensitive stocks

and sentiment-insensitive stocks and results between all games and important games are accepted.
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Despite the predominance of insignificant statistical results, this study has contributed to existing literature by

providing further evidence on sentiment-sensitivity with regard to firm characteristics and event importance.

Furthermore, this study could serve as a reference point for future research in this field: (a) by circumventing

the limitations constraining this study other researches might be able to obtain more significant results, and (b)

the subsequent suggestions might be used as a starting point for future research.

8.1. Suggestions for Future Research
As described in the discussions of section 6 this study is constrained by some limitations that might be

mitigated in future researches. Furthermore, the process of investigation brought forward several new aspects

that might be considered and could yield other interesting results, as outlined in the following chapters.

8.1.1. Increasing the Sample Size
In order to obtain more robust results the sample size of the study could be increased. As mentioned in chapter

7.2.1. the geographical area used to find local companies could be expanded, as could the time frame of the

entire study. The latter might also enable future research to test for potential structural breaks, e.g. with the

implementation of the new Champions League format and the ratification Maastricht Treaty in 1992, or the

introduction of the Euro currency in 2002 (combination of Champions League games and drivers of home bias).

8.1.2. Testing other Soccer Formats
Instead of UEFA Champions League games, future research could focus on domestic championships, especially

in countries with a higher level of home bias. Considering Figure 8 potential candidates would be the national

championships in Poland, Hungary or Greece. Naturally, this suggestion assumes that the necessary data is

available at hand. Another possibility would be testing potential effects arising from specific rivalries between

clubs that are not located in the same city, e.g. Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Real Madrid and Barcelona,

Juventus Turin and Milan, etc. Finally, future research could focus on home games, as general attention might

be higher and public celebration or grief might be more infectious on mood and hence lead to stronger results.
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11. Appendix

Appendix 1: List of Clubs

Club / City Club acronym in
regressions

ZIP
Code

ZIP Codes Used Stocks deleted from
sample

Ajax Amsterdam 1 1101 10xxx – 11xxx ABN Amro, Ajax
Amsterdam

Barcelona CF 2 08028 080xx Caixa Bank

Chelsea London
FC

3 SW6-
1HS

SW1 – SW20 -

Olympique
Lyonnais

4 69007 69xxx, 42xxx, 71xxx,
01xxx, 38xxx

-

Real Madrid 5 28036 2802x – 2803x -

Manchester
United

6 M16-
0RA

M1 – M50 Manchester United

AC Milan 7 20121 20xxx Mediaset, Intesa,
Sanpaolo

FC Bayern
Munich

8 81547 80xxx – 81xxx Siemens

FC Porto 9 4350-
415

40xx – 49xx Corticeira Amorin
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Appendix 2: Description of Econometrical Tests
The descriptions of the applied tests are all based on Gujarati and Porter (2009) and held fairly simple.
For more detailed information, please consult the original references as indicated in the respective
footnotes.

T-Test
The t-test is a standard test of significance and an alternative approach to hypothesis testing using
confidence intervals.
The test statistic is defined as: = −( ) = −√
where is the estimated value of the variable i, its mean and ( ) the standard error of the
estimated variable. The standard error is again defined as standard deviation of i over the square
root of number of observations, N.
If the t-statistic exceeds its critical value the null hypothesis is rejected. (Gujarati & Porter, 2009)

Jarque-Bera Test of Normality1

The Jarque-Bera test is checking the normality assumption of the CNLRM by testing skewness and
kurtosis of the sample data and controls whether the data asymptotically follow a chi-square
distribution with two degrees of freedom.
The test statistic is defined as: = ∙ ²6 + ( − 3)²24
where N is the number of observations, S the sample skewness and K the sample kurtosis. Under the
null hypothesis of normal distribution, S is close to zero and K close to three, equaling a test statistic
of zero.
The skewness S (lack of symmetry of data) is defined as:= ( − )³³
The kurtosis K (tallness or flatness of data) is defined as:= ( − )[ ( − )²]²
(Gujarati & Porter, 2009)

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test2

The White test is testing the CLRM assumption that the errors have a constant variance, i.e. a test of
homoscedasticity. Its procedure assumes that the error variance is functionally dependent on the
regressors.
Step 1: Estimate the regression model and obtain the residuals, ̂ .
1 Jarque, C. M., & Bera, A. K. (1987). A test for normality of observations and regression residuals. International
Statistical Review/Revue Internationale de Statistique, 163-172.
2 White, H. (1980). A heteroskedasticity-consistent covariance matrix estimator and a direct test for
heteroskedasticity. Econometrica: Journal of the Econometric Society, 817-838.
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Step 2: Run an auxiliary regression with ̂ as regressand. The regressors are composed of the
independent variables from the regression model, plus their squares and cross products, as well as an
intercept.
Step 3: With the R² obtained from the auxiliary regression, the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity is
tested by following: ∙ ²~
Under the null, the number of observations N times the obtained R² asymptotically follow a chi-
square distribution. The degrees of freedom are defined by the number of independent variables in
the auxiliary regression, not including the constant.
Step 4: If the test statistic exceeds the critical value, the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity is
rejected.

The White test has the advantage over the Goldfeldt-Quandt test that is does not require to order the
observations along the correct X variable. Another argument in its favor is that it is not sensitive to
the normality assumption, like the Breusch-Pagan-Godrey test. (Gujarati & Porter, 2009)

The Breusch-Godfrey Test of Autocorrelation3,4

The Breusch-Godfrey test can be applied in large samples to detect signs of serial correlation among
the error terms. It is superior to the Durbin-Watson d test in the sense that it does not assume the
regressors to be non-stochastic, which is difficult to sustain in time series data. The test assumes that
the error term follows an autoregressive model of pth-order:= + +⋯+ +
The null hypothesis states that all coefficients are equal to zero, i.e. no serial correlation. The
number of cannot be determined a priori but has to be tested in different regressions, e.g. using
the Akaike or Schwarz information criteria.
Testing procedure:
Step 1: Estimate regression model and obtain residuals, ̂ .
Step 2: Run an auxiliary regression on ̂ with the original independent variables and p lagged values
of ̂ as regressors. Obtain the R².
Step 3: For large sample sizes, ( − ) ∙ ~
which means that the product of observations less autoregressive order times R² follows a chi-square
distribution with p degrees of freedom. If this value is larger than the critical value, the null
hypothesis of no serial correlation is rejected. (Gujarati & Porter, 2009)

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test5

The augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) is a so-called unit root test of stationarity. As opposed to the
Dickey-Fuller test (DF), the ADF is used in cases where the error terms are correlated and hence
lagged values of the dependent variable ∆ are added. Apart from that, the principle is the same.

3 Godfrey, L. G. (1978). Testing against general autoregressive and moving average error models when the
regressors include lagged dependent variables. Econometrica: Journal of the Econometric Society, 1293-1301.
4 Breusch, T. S. (1978). TESTING FOR AUTOCORRELATION IN DYNAMIC LINEAR MODELS*. Australian Economic
Papers, 17(31), 334-355.
5 Said, S. E., & Dickey, D. A. (1984). Testing for unit roots in autoregressive-moving average models of unknown
order. Biometrika, 71(3), 599-607.
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The DF test aims at detecting nonstationary stochastic processes and bases on the random walk
model that the regressand is dependent on its own lagged value, e.g. = + . If equals
one, i.e. if a unit root is present, the model becomes nonstationary. On the other side, if is smaller
than one the time series is stationary (if >1 the time series would be explosive). Since cannot be
tested directly by OLS regression the regression model is transformed to first-difference:− = ∆ = +
where = ( − 1). Then the null hypothesis of = 0 (ergo = 1) is tested, i.e. the presence of
nonstationarity. As is nonstationary with = 1, however, ∆ = becomes only dependent on
the error term, which is white noise (zero mean and constant return) per assumption. Hence the first
difference ∆ is stationary. Furthermore, the actual testing procedure requires a decision regarding
the nature of the unit root process underlying the data, alternatively (a) random walk (used in this
demonstration), (b) random walk with drift, or (c) random walk with drift and deterministic trend.
As mentioned above the ADF is a slightly altered version of the DF, including lagged values of the
dependent variable in the testing procedure:∆ = ∆ +
Again, it is tested whether = 0. If is significantly different from zero (negative, as has to be
smaller than 1) the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected and the time series data assumed to be
stationary.
(Gujarati & Porter, 2009)
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Appendix 3: Results of Econometrical Tests

City: Amsterdam

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -5271.77 0.0001 -72.48 <.0001

1 -4795.48 0.0001 -48.96 <.0001
2 -4742.69 0.0001 -40.45 <.0001
3 -4705.07 0.0001 -35.27 <.0001
4 -4528.46 0.0001 -31.46 <.0001
5 -4491.84 0.0001 -28.82 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -5281.33 0.0001 -72.61 <.0001 2635.85 0.0010
1 -4820.80 0.0001 -49.08 <.0001 1204.52 0.0010
2 -4790.41 0.0001 -40.59 <.0001 823.58 0.0010
3 -4781.87 0.0001 -35.41 <.0001 627.07 0.0010
4 -4635.42 0.0001 -31.62 <.0001 499.88 0.0010
5 -4638.29 0.0001 -28.99 <.0001 420.25 0.0010

Trend 0 -5285.99 0.0001 -72.66 <.0001 2640.00 0.0010
1 -4833.19 0.0001 -49.14 <.0001 1207.38 0.0010
2 -4813.98 0.0001 -40.65 <.0001 826.21 0.0010
3 -4820.19 0.0001 -35.48 <.0001 629.57 0.0010
4 -4689.30 0.0001 -31.69 <.0001 502.27 0.0010
5 -4713.01 0.0001 -29.07 <.0001 422.59 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 0.0044 0.9470
AR(2) 10.9024 0.0043
AR(3) 10.9114 0.0122
AR(4) 10.9161 0.0275
AR(5) 10.9367 0.0526
AR(6) 10.9509 0.0899
AR(7) 11.1906 0.1305
AR(8) 11.1907 0.1911
AR(9) 11.2348 0.2600
AR(10) 11.3486 0.3310

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test

Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 1.47 5 0.9169Cross of all vars

Jarque-Bera test of normality

Miscellaneous Statistics
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Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 687233563 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Barcelona

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -4943.18 0.0001 -68.50 <.0001

1 -4593.26 0.0001 -47.91 <.0001
2 -4124.07 0.0001 -38.45 <.0001
3 -3780.27 0.0001 -33.12 <.0001
4 -3613.66 0.0001 -29.77 <.0001
5 -3634.44 0.0001 -27.54 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -4949.47 0.0001 -68.58 <.0001 2351.54 0.0010
1 -4609.34 0.0001 -47.99 <.0001 1151.69 0.0010
2 -4149.68 0.0001 -38.53 <.0001 742.17 0.0010
3 -3815.19 0.0001 -33.20 <.0001 551.20 0.0010
4 -3660.13 0.0001 -29.85 <.0001 445.65 0.0010
5 -3697.89 0.0001 -27.64 <.0001 381.92 0.0010

Trend 0 -4951.92 0.0001 -68.60 <.0001 2353.31 0.0010
1 -4615.59 0.0001 -48.02 <.0001 1153.05 0.0010
2 -4159.46 0.0001 -38.56 <.0001 743.25 0.0010
3 -3828.33 0.0001 -33.23 <.0001 552.15 0.0010
4 -3677.72 0.0001 -29.89 <.0001 446.58 0.0010
5 -3722.17 0.0001 -27.67 <.0001 382.88 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 6.1055 0.0135
AR(2) 20.7805 <.0001
AR(3) 30.9455 <.0001
AR(4) 30.9700 <.0001
AR(5) 31.9170 <.0001
AR(6) 32.2595 <.0001
AR(7) 32.8236 <.0001
AR(8) 33.4977 <.0001
AR(9) 34.7933 <.0001
AR(10) 35.0814 0.0001

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test

Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 9.30 5 0.0978Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 311755.995 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Chelsea

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -5121.48 0.0001 -71.02 <.0001

1 -5016.46 0.0001 -50.07 <.0001
2 -4805.69 0.0001 -40.53 <.0001
3 -4674.50 0.0001 -35.06 <.0001
4 -4596.32 0.0001 -31.41 <.0001
5 -4583.63 0.0001 -28.78 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -5133.46 0.0001 -71.18 <.0001 2533.35 0.0010
1 -5050.91 0.0001 -50.24 <.0001 1262.00 0.0010
2 -4869.52 0.0001 -40.70 <.0001 828.42 0.0010
3 -4775.19 0.0001 -35.26 <.0001 621.55 0.0010
4 -4742.06 0.0001 -31.62 <.0001 499.85 0.0010
5 -4786.69 0.0001 -29.00 <.0001 420.38 0.0010

Trend 0 -5133.66 0.0001 -71.18 <.0001 2533.05 0.0010
1 -5051.49 0.0001 -50.24 <.0001 1261.90 0.0010
2 -4870.62 0.0001 -40.70 <.0001 828.39 0.0010
3 -4776.91 0.0001 -35.26 <.0001 621.54 0.0010
4 -4744.59 0.0001 -31.62 <.0001 499.87 0.0010
5 -4790.19 0.0001 -29.00 <.0001 420.40 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 0.1055 0.7454
AR(2) 0.7473 0.6882
AR(3) 0.8525 0.8369
AR(4) 1.0011 0.9096
AR(5) 1.0012 0.9625
AR(6) 1.0613 0.9832
AR(7) 1.1001 0.9930
AR(8) 1.1026 0.9975
AR(9) 1.1280 0.9991
AR(10) 1.3397 0.9994

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity

Heteroscedasticity Test
Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables

equal_premium White's Test 5.98 5 0.3082Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 491685693 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Lyonnais

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -4221.73 0.0001 -59.52 <.0001

1 -3437.20 0.0001 -41.45 <.0001
2 -2869.48 0.0001 -33.54 <.0001
3 -2646.09 0.0001 -29.62 <.0001
4 -2459.53 0.0001 -26.83 <.0001
5 -2361.75 0.0001 -24.88 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -4269.22 0.0001 -60.08 <.0001 1804.60 0.0010
1 -3524.79 0.0001 -41.97 <.0001 880.70 0.0010
2 -2984.34 0.0001 -34.05 <.0001 579.76 0.0010
3 -2794.57 0.0001 -30.15 <.0001 454.56 0.0010
4 -2641.09 0.0001 -27.39 <.0001 374.99 0.0010
5 -2583.59 0.0001 -25.46 <.0001 324.14 0.0010

Trend 0 -4269.73 0.0001 -60.08 <.0001 1804.63 0.0010
1 -3525.71 0.0001 -41.97 <.0001 880.76 0.0010
2 -2985.58 0.0001 -34.05 <.0001 579.84 0.0010
3 -2796.23 0.0001 -30.15 <.0001 454.65 0.0010
4 -2643.03 0.0001 -27.39 <.0001 375.07 0.0010
5 -2586.01 0.0001 -25.46 <.0001 324.22 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 78.1902 <.0001
AR(2) 110.0486 <.0001
AR(3) 122.9334 <.0001
AR(4) 124.4299 <.0001
AR(5) 125.6913 <.0001
AR(6) 125.7992 <.0001
AR(7) 127.9158 <.0001
AR(8) 134.4042 <.0001
AR(9) 134.4852 <.0001
AR(10) 144.2480 <.0001

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test

Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 83.52 5 <.0001Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 446454.722 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Madrid

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -4592.92 0.0001 -64.09 <.0001

1 -4480.35 0.0001 -47.33 <.0001
2 -4267.17 0.0001 -38.96 <.0001
3 -3780.47 0.0001 -33.10 <.0001
4 -3499.56 0.0001 -29.55 <.0001
5 -4392.27 0.0001 -28.58 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -4608.79 0.0001 -64.28 <.0001 2065.86 0.0010
1 -4520.29 0.0001 -47.53 <.0001 1129.59 0.0010
2 -4335.76 0.0001 -39.18 <.0001 767.44 0.0010
3 -3871.76 0.0001 -33.32 <.0001 555.23 0.0010
4 -3614.12 0.0001 -29.78 <.0001 443.48 0.0010
5 -4622.03 0.0001 -28.85 <.0001 416.08 0.0010

Trend 0 -4615.48 0.0001 -64.35 <.0001 2070.74 0.0010
1 -4537.29 0.0001 -47.62 <.0001 1133.62 0.0010
2 -4364.35 0.0001 -39.26 <.0001 770.72 0.0010
3 -3910.49 0.0001 -33.41 <.0001 558.25 0.0010
4 -3662.36 0.0001 -29.87 <.0001 446.18 0.0010
5 -4723.08 0.0001 -28.96 <.0001 419.24 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 37.2260 <.0001
AR(2) 41.2480 <.0001
AR(3) 46.8133 <.0001
AR(4) 47.0063 <.0001
AR(5) 51.8421 <.0001
AR(6) 54.1279 <.0001
AR(7) 55.8413 <.0001
AR(8) 56.8193 <.0001
AR(9) 57.3938 <.0001
AR(10) 57.7581 <.0001

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test

Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 124.4 5 <.0001Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 12846.0847 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Manchester

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -5088.46 0.0001 -71.01 <.0001

1 -5020.11 0.0001 -50.09 <.0001
2 -4923.35 0.0001 -40.78 <.0001
3 -4924.56 0.0001 -35.43 <.0001
4 -4937.45 0.0001 -31.77 <.0001
5 -4840.67 0.0001 -28.94 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -5089.92 0.0001 -71.03 <.0001 2522.32 0.0010
1 -5024.35 0.0001 -50.11 <.0001 1255.36 0.0010
2 -4931.51 0.0001 -40.79 <.0001 832.11 0.0010
3 -4938.07 0.0001 -35.45 <.0001 628.48 0.0010
4 -4957.74 0.0001 -31.79 <.0001 505.39 0.0010
5 -4868.20 0.0001 -28.96 <.0001 419.38 0.0010

Trend 0 -5090.77 0.0001 -71.03 <.0001 2522.66 0.0010
1 -5026.83 0.0001 -50.11 <.0001 1255.73 0.0010
2 -4936.28 0.0001 -40.80 <.0001 832.49 0.0010
3 -4945.94 0.0001 -35.46 <.0001 628.86 0.0010
4 -4969.51 0.0001 -31.80 <.0001 505.77 0.0010
5 -4883.99 0.0001 -28.97 <.0001 419.75 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 0.2616 0.6090
AR(2) 0.4466 0.7999
AR(3) 0.6029 0.8958
AR(4) 0.6032 0.9627
AR(5) 0.6138 0.9874
AR(6) 0.6385 0.9957
AR(7) 0.6432 0.9987
AR(8) 0.7518 0.9994
AR(9) 0.7691 0.9998
AR(10) 0.7923 0.9999

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity

Heteroscedasticity Test
Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 0.21 5 0.9990Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 5096556724 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Milan

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -4289.76 0.0001 -60.36 <.0001

1 -3854.10 0.0001 -43.93 <.0001
2 -3540.78 0.0001 -36.38 <.0001
3 -2959.03 0.0001 -30.75 <.0001
4 -3002.78 0.0001 -28.39 <.0001
5 -2656.62 0.0001 -25.64 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -4290.74 0.0001 -60.37 <.0001 1822.29 0.0010
1 -3856.25 0.0001 -43.94 <.0001 965.42 0.0010
2 -3544.16 0.0001 -36.39 <.0001 661.99 0.0010
3 -2963.09 0.0001 -30.76 <.0001 473.15 0.0010
4 -3008.47 0.0001 -28.41 <.0001 403.43 0.0010
5 -2662.72 0.0001 -25.66 <.0001 329.11 0.0010

Trend 0 -4296.78 0.0001 -60.44 <.0001 1826.37 0.0010
1 -3869.20 0.0001 -44.01 <.0001 968.61 0.0010
2 -3564.38 0.0001 -36.46 <.0001 664.81 0.0010
3 -2986.97 0.0001 -30.84 <.0001 475.64 0.0010
4 -3041.84 0.0001 -28.49 <.0001 405.88 0.0010
5 -2698.73 0.0001 -25.74 <.0001 331.34 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 43.4792 <.0001
AR(2) 73.7995 <.0001
AR(3) 79.6928 <.0001
AR(4) 88.5755 <.0001
AR(5) 96.9794 <.0001
AR(6) 98.0641 <.0001
AR(7) 101.2489 <.0001
AR(8) 103.2370 <.0001
AR(9) 108.9341 <.0001
AR(10) 108.9602 <.0001

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test

Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 11.89 5 0.0363Cross of all vars
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Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 2500663.71 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Munich

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -5010.31 0.0001 -69.45 <.0001

1 -5012.98 0.0001 -50.06 <.0001
2 -4890.32 0.0001 -40.78 <.0001
3 -4231.27 0.0001 -34.15 <.0001
4 -4358.49 0.0001 -31.07 <.0001
5 -4192.58 0.0001 -28.32 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -5032.31 0.0001 -69.73 <.0001 2431.42 0.0010
1 -5076.37 0.0001 -50.37 <.0001 1268.39 0.0010
2 -5011.68 0.0001 -41.12 <.0001 845.36 0.0010
3 -4391.78 0.0001 -34.50 <.0001 595.11 0.0010
4 -4607.33 0.0001 -31.44 <.0001 494.39 0.0010
5 -4518.72 0.0001 -28.72 <.0001 412.36 0.0010

Trend 0 -5050.30 0.0001 -69.97 <.0001 2447.78 0.0010
1 -5128.91 0.0001 -50.62 <.0001 1281.22 0.0010
2 -5114.60 0.0001 -41.40 <.0001 856.79 0.0010
3 -4531.44 0.0001 -34.79 <.0001 605.08 0.0010
4 -4831.00 0.0001 -31.76 <.0001 504.27 0.0010
5 -4823.33 0.0001 -29.05 <.0001 421.96 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 1.7940 0.1804
AR(2) 2.4952 0.2872
AR(3) 2.5117 0.4732
AR(4) 6.4250 0.1696
AR(5) 7.0779 0.2149
AR(6) 7.2629 0.2972
AR(7) 7.3790 0.3905
AR(8) 9.0217 0.3405
AR(9) 9.1384 0.4246
AR(10) 10.2603 0.4180

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test
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Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 1.34 5 0.9304Cross of all vars

Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 1063165228 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

City: Porto

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests

Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > F
Zero Mean 0 -5048.11 0.0001 -70.17 <.0001

1 -4813.36 0.0001 -49.05 <.0001
2 -4700.99 0.0001 -40.19 <.0001
3 -3895.14 0.0001 -33.32 <.0001
4 -3942.72 0.0001 -30.31 <.0001
5 -3902.59 0.0001 -27.89 <.0001

Single Mean 0 -5065.45 0.0001 -70.40 <.0001 2477.89 0.0010
1 -4861.04 0.0001 -49.28 <.0001 1214.45 0.0010
2 -4790.78 0.0001 -40.45 <.0001 818.05 0.0010
3 -4005.30 0.0001 -33.58 <.0001 563.84 0.0010
4 -4104.67 0.0001 -30.59 <.0001 467.96 0.0010
5 -4120.12 0.0001 -28.18 <.0001 397.10 0.0010

Trend 0 -5065.46 0.0001 -70.39 <.0001 2477.42 0.0010
1 -4861.05 0.0001 -49.28 <.0001 1214.22 0.0010
2 -4790.80 0.0001 -40.44 <.0001 817.89 0.0010
3 -4005.33 0.0001 -33.58 <.0001 563.74 0.0010
4 -4104.69 0.0001 -30.59 <.0001 467.87 0.0010
5 -4120.12 0.0001 -28.18 <.0001 397.02 0.0010

Breusch-Godfrey test of autocorrelation
Godfrey's Serial Correlation

Test
Alternative LM Pr > LM
AR(1) 0.1375 0.7108
AR(2) 0.8322 0.6596
AR(3) 0.9279 0.8187
AR(4) 9.4157 0.0515
AR(5) 9.5312 0.0897
AR(6) 9.5397 0.1454
AR(7) 10.0956 0.1832
AR(8) 10.3145 0.2436
AR(9) 13.2913 0.1499
AR(10) 14.0868 0.1691

White’s Test for heteroskedasticity
Heteroscedasticity Test
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Equation Test Statistic DF Pr > ChiSqVariables
equal_premium White's Test 0.20 5 0.9991Cross of all vars

Jarque-Bera test of normality
Miscellaneous Statistics

Statistic Value Prob Label
Normal Test 95916411.8 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq



F( 11, 5210) = 72.08
Prob > F = 0.0000

Appendix 4: Regression results: OLS and TSCS Regressions, Equal- and Value-
Weighted

4 . // Individual regressions per city: equally weighted return
5 . tsset club date

panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 28mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

6 . // Model 1
7 . by club: newey equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2

> q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5290
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5278) = 27.84

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5295478 .0845255 6.26 0.000 .3638428 .6952527
sector_exc~s .2968807 .0684781 4.34 0.000 .1626353 .4311262

win -.3771433 .1527525 -2.47 0.014 -.6766015 -.0776852
loss -.3318726 .2789124 -1.19 0.234 -.8786563 .2149111
mon .4834573 .2630756 1.84 0.066 -.0322796 .9991943
tue .0213979 .0624658 0.34 0.732 -.1010608 .1438567
wed 1.23918 .6533756 1.90 0.058 -.0417069 2.520066
thu .0745005 .0467223 1.59 0.111 -.0170945 .1660956
q1 -.3874811 .2053227 -1.89 0.059 -.7899985 .0150363
q2 -.2318831 .1832202 -1.27 0.206 -.5910706 .1273043
q3 -.5011727 .2999421 -1.67 0.095 -1.089183 .0868379

_cons .0559366 .027682 2.02 0.043 .0016684 .1102048

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5222
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .2016752 .0193719 10.41 0.000 .1636981 .2396523
sector_exc~s .2190636 .0169724 12.91 0.000 .1857907 .2523366

win -.0966658 .076698 -1.26 0.208 -.2470261 .0536944
loss .0065806 .132387 0.05 0.960 -.2529534 .2661147
mon .0705332 .0434814 1.62 0.105 -.0147086 .1557749
tue -.0394322 .0432146 -0.91 0.362 -.124151 .0452866
wed -.024328 .0461702 -0.53 0.598 -.1148409 .066185
thu -.0792669 .0432931 -1.83 0.067 -.1641395 .0056057
q1 .1031561 .1190961 0.87 0.386 -.1303222 .3366345
q2 .0833514 .1011048 0.82 0.410 -.1148565 .2815593
q3 -.1235377 .0884528 -1.40 0.163 -.2969422 .0498668

_cons .045971 .0317034 1.45 0.147 -.016181 .108123

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5201
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5189) = 40.40

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8732478 .1068582 8.17 0.000 .6637606 1.082735
sector_exc~s .1002975 .0367516 2.73 0.006 .0282488 .1723462

win -.3280096 .2248051 -1.46 0.145 -.7687223 .112703
loss -.2840211 .231375 -1.23 0.220 -.7376136 .1695714
mon .1411941 .1939375 0.73 0.467 -.2390051 .5213933
tue -.2332818 .0621501 -3.75 0.000 -.3551221 -.1114414
wed .1049631 .1703709 0.62 0.538 -.2290356 .4389618
thu .3882725 .3289982 1.18 0.238 -.2567026 1.033248
q1 .3423681 .125441 2.73 0.006 .0964508 .5882854
q2 -.1550065 .1415666 -1.09 0.274 -.4325366 .1225236
q3 .1362344 .2504727 0.54 0.587 -.3547976 .6272665

_cons .1672389 .0304623 5.49 0.000 .10752 .2269577

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5223
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5211) = 48.72

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1289139 .0287566 4.48 0.000 .0725388 .185289
sector_exc~s .2778818 .0269014 10.33 0.000 .2251438 .3306197

win .2223512 .1378801 1.61 0.107 -.0479515 .492654
loss -.0953007 .1410204 -0.68 0.499 -.3717599 .1811584
mon -.0830651 .0449722 -1.85 0.065 -.1712295 .0050994
tue -.1479147 .0418118 -3.54 0.000 -.2298833 -.0659461
wed -.1418097 .0419381 -3.38 0.001 -.224026 -.0595934
thu -.099446 .0429108 -2.32 0.021 -.1835691 -.0153229
q1 .1133778 .1154386 0.98 0.326 -.1129302 .3396859
q2 .1078234 .1072553 1.01 0.315 -.1024418 .3180887
q3 .140966 .0718071 1.96 0.050 .0001939 .281738

_cons .1836422 .0306473 5.99 0.000 .1235607 .2437238

-> club = 5



Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5201) = 113.83

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7521388 .0292854 25.68 0.000 .6947272 .8095505
sector_exc~s -.1891412 .0196478 -9.63 0.000 -.2276591 -.1506232

win -.1237103 .0684362 -1.81 0.071 -.2578741 .0104534
loss -.0234547 .1295873 -0.18 0.856 -.2775004 .2305909
mon .0483974 .0305784 1.58 0.114 -.0115492 .108344
tue .0149649 .0314343 0.48 0.634 -.0466595 .0765894
wed .0010839 .0311665 0.03 0.972 -.0600154 .0621833
thu .0071652 .0323043 0.22 0.824 -.0561648 .0704953
q1 .0244219 .1097112 0.22 0.824 -.1906582 .239502
q2 .08252 .0803056 1.03 0.304 -.0749128 .2399527
q3 -.0368477 .0622852 -0.59 0.554 -.1589529 .0852576

_cons .0259183 .0227788 1.14 0.255 -.0187377 .0705743

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5123) = 28.94

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .3203904 .0679238 4.72 0.000 .1872307 .45355
sector_exc~s .1733564 .0522988 3.31 0.001 .0708285 .2758844

win -.1948593 .3961621 -0.49 0.623 -.9715064 .5817877
loss -.5863245 .4938207 -1.19 0.235 -1.554424 .381775
mon -.1627618 .0807196 -2.02 0.044 -.3210066 -.004517
tue -.4584712 .0784382 -5.84 0.000 -.6122437 -.3046987
wed .4787758 .8492321 0.56 0.573 -1.186082 2.143634
thu -.0988904 .0808784 -1.22 0.221 -.2574465 .0596657
q1 .4025192 .1294722 3.11 0.002 .1486984 .6563401
q2 -.5473746 .4303443 -1.27 0.203 -1.391033 .296284
q3 .1991681 .1493314 1.33 0.182 -.0935852 .4919215

_cons .2333394 .0614841 3.80 0.000 .1128043 .3538745

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5218
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5206) = 514.60

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .484595 .0151242 32.04 0.000 .4549451 .5142449
sector_exc~s .250132 .016805 14.88 0.000 .2171871 .283077

win -.0078106 .0560876 -0.14 0.889 -.1177659 .1021447
loss -.0734621 .0708564 -1.04 0.300 -.2123705 .0654462
mon .0224859 .0289072 0.78 0.437 -.0341843 .0791562
tue -.0405341 .0245788 -1.65 0.099 -.0887189 .0076506
wed -.0127253 .0228471 -0.56 0.578 -.0575152 .0320647
thu -.0006192 .0230379 -0.03 0.979 -.0457832 .0445447
q1 .0516656 .0578469 0.89 0.372 -.0617386 .1650698
q2 .0638751 .0503652 1.27 0.205 -.0348619 .1626121
q3 .171729 .0446086 3.85 0.000 .0842774 .2591806

_cons -.0036902 .0173884 -0.21 0.832 -.0377787 .0303984



-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5201) = 34.75

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5677641 .1177564 4.82 0.000 .336912 .7986161
sector_exc~s .0119026 .1101775 0.11 0.914 -.2040917 .2278969

win -.0414199 .1961449 -0.21 0.833 -.4259463 .3431066
loss -.1547091 .1412277 -1.10 0.273 -.4315748 .1221566
mon -.0319621 .0520056 -0.61 0.539 -.133915 .0699908
tue -.0604202 .0596475 -1.01 0.311 -.1773543 .0565139
wed .2093895 .2030095 1.03 0.302 -.1885945 .6073736
thu -.0126745 .0469949 -0.27 0.787 -.1048042 .0794552
q1 -.0301393 .2294042 -0.13 0.895 -.4798678 .4195893
q2 .1866635 .3663015 0.51 0.610 -.5314412 .9047683
q3 .3053839 .2575928 1.19 0.236 -.1996063 .8103741

_cons .1608743 .0319661 5.03 0.000 .0982074 .2235412

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5179
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5167) = 58.08

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7646435 .0476983 16.03 0.000 .6711346 .8581524
sector_exc~s .1409376 .0407651 3.46 0.001 .0610207 .2208544

win .0355202 .2218698 0.16 0.873 -.3994386 .4704789
loss -.2254694 .1696837 -1.33 0.184 -.5581214 .1071825
mon -.1120374 .0887763 -1.26 0.207 -.2860765 .0620017
tue -.112297 .090281 -1.24 0.214 -.289286 .064692
wed .0782533 .1660207 0.47 0.637 -.2472177 .4037242
thu .0274746 .10869 0.25 0.800 -.1856039 .2405531
q1 .1326085 .2024432 0.66 0.512 -.2642658 .5294827
q2 .074009 .1338865 0.55 0.580 -.1884652 .3364832
q3 -.018233 .1338427 -0.14 0.892 -.2806214 .2441554

_cons .1779772 .0692963 2.57 0.010 .0421272 .3138272

8 . // Model 3
9 . by club: newey equal_premium lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_

> equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5252
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5234) = 48.39

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0438358 .0444284 0.99 0.324 -.0432623 .130934
rpm .5422087 .0838652 6.47 0.000 .3777978 .7066196

lag_rpm .0596636 .071291 0.84 0.403 -.0800965 .1994237
lag2_rpm -.0281192 .0568457 -0.49 0.621 -.1395605 .0833222

sector_exc~s .2800106 .081453 3.44 0.001 .1203286 .4396925
lag_equal .0010014 .0032869 0.30 0.761 -.0054422 .007445
lag2_equal .0456711 .047651 0.96 0.338 -.0477448 .139087
lag3_equal .0009816 .0018449 0.53 0.595 -.0026351 .0045983



win -.3744771 .1729263 -2.17 0.030 -.7134848 -.0354693
loss -.3404504 .2727292 -1.25 0.212 -.8751134 .1942127
mon .5451696 .3023766 1.80 0.071 -.0476147 1.137954
tue .0772736 .0852337 0.91 0.365 -.08982 .2443671
wed 1.274635 .6722636 1.90 0.058 -.0432821 2.592552
thu .1324618 .0744874 1.78 0.075 -.0135646 .2784883
q1 -.3033539 .187183 -1.62 0.105 -.6703106 .0636029
q2 -.2916357 .1861791 -1.57 0.117 -.6566244 .073353
q3 -.488155 .2889035 -1.69 0.091 -1.054526 .0782164

_cons -.0083203 .0660733 -0.13 0.900 -.1378516 .1212109

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5114
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5096) = 50.81

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0000652 .0103544 0.01 0.995 -.0202339 .0203643
rpm .203824 .0193014 10.56 0.000 .1659848 .2416631

lag_rpm .0281715 .0138509 2.03 0.042 .0010177 .0553253
lag2_rpm -.0010004 .0132151 -0.08 0.940 -.0269077 .0249069

sector_exc~s .2140541 .0168989 12.67 0.000 .180925 .2471832
lag_equal .0254071 .0240347 1.06 0.291 -.0217113 .0725255
lag2_equal .0504487 .0212967 2.37 0.018 .008698 .0921994
lag3_equal .0425549 .0165795 2.57 0.010 .0100519 .0750578

win -.0935277 .0780948 -1.20 0.231 -.246627 .0595717
loss -.0001835 .1261261 -0.00 0.999 -.247445 .2470779
mon .0777297 .0439133 1.77 0.077 -.0083592 .1638186
tue -.0341599 .0444247 -0.77 0.442 -.1212514 .0529315
wed -.0272279 .0488719 -0.56 0.577 -.1230378 .068582
thu -.0768414 .0440608 -1.74 0.081 -.1632194 .0095367
q1 .3699057 .2765545 1.34 0.181 -.1722599 .9120713
q2 .1180395 .1153473 1.02 0.306 -.1080908 .3441697
q3 -.1472401 .0920468 -1.60 0.110 -.3276914 .0332112

_cons .0367089 .0312135 1.18 0.240 -.024483 .0979007

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5137
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5119) = 35.87

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .047066 .0663603 0.71 0.478 -.0830286 .1771606
rpm .9031628 .1091666 8.27 0.000 .6891496 1.117176

lag_rpm .1928004 .0652485 2.95 0.003 .0648854 .3207154
lag2_rpm .1353815 .0456398 2.97 0.003 .045908 .224855

sector_exc~s .0725584 .0371279 1.95 0.051 -.0002281 .145345
lag_equal .0038071 .0034785 1.09 0.274 -.0030123 .0106265
lag2_equal .0106799 .0036983 2.89 0.004 .0034297 .0179301
lag3_equal .0136975 .0073643 1.86 0.063 -.0007396 .0281347

win -.3164407 .2380555 -1.33 0.184 -.7831313 .1502499
loss -.3255586 .231129 -1.41 0.159 -.7786702 .127553
mon .1205586 .1963691 0.61 0.539 -.2644087 .5055259
tue -.2345265 .0596109 -3.93 0.000 -.3513893 -.1176637
wed .1024179 .1702835 0.60 0.548 -.2314105 .4362463
thu .3939667 .329107 1.20 0.231 -.2512237 1.039157
q1 .1603395 .1268531 1.26 0.206 -.0883468 .4090258
q2 -.2099686 .1564753 -1.34 0.180 -.516727 .0967898
q3 .072349 .2600003 0.28 0.781 -.4373628 .5820608

_cons .1576327 .0292169 5.40 0.000 .1003551 .2149103
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F( 17, 5000) = 30.28
Prob > F = 0.0000

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5168
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5150) = 56.62

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0076195 .0129869 -0.59 0.557 -.0330793 .0178402
rpm .1735737 .029012 5.98 0.000 .1166978 .2304495

lag_rpm .109521 .0126779 8.64 0.000 .0846669 .1343751
lag2_rpm .0511436 .0176889 2.89 0.004 .0164657 .0858214

sector_exc~s .2262354 .0259721 8.71 0.000 .1753191 .2771518
lag_equal .0804708 .0142838 5.63 0.000 .0524684 .1084732
lag2_equal .0759812 .0131664 5.77 0.000 .0501695 .1017928
lag3_equal .0895524 .0148745 6.02 0.000 .0603921 .1187126

win .0982567 .1427746 0.69 0.491 -.1816422 .3781557
loss -.0161358 .1312819 -0.12 0.902 -.273504 .2412324
mon -.0981756 .0463398 -2.12 0.034 -.1890213 -.0073299
tue -.1651055 .0433624 -3.81 0.000 -.2501143 -.0800967
wed -.1527793 .0436306 -3.50 0.000 -.2383139 -.0672447
thu -.0927194 .0441205 -2.10 0.036 -.1792143 -.0062246
q1 .0375564 .2450247 0.15 0.878 -.4427961 .5179089
q2 .0667212 .0967884 0.69 0.491 -.1230251 .2564675
q3 .0480668 .0704824 0.68 0.495 -.0901085 .1862421

_cons .1611941 .0298063 5.41 0.000 .102761 .2196271

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5105
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5087) = 81.44

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .015587 .0071349 2.18 0.029 .0015995 .0295746
rpm .7467196 .02898 25.77 0.000 .6899064 .8035328

lag_rpm .0254377 .0130624 1.95 0.052 -.0001702 .0510455
lag2_rpm .0179417 .0122008 1.47 0.141 -.0059772 .0418605

sector_exc~s -.1853461 .0193899 -9.56 0.000 -.2233586 -.1473337
lag_equal .0495719 .0223575 2.22 0.027 .0057417 .0934022
lag2_equal .0205444 .0214482 0.96 0.338 -.0215033 .0625921
lag3_equal .0273778 .0145313 1.88 0.060 -.0011099 .0558655

win -.1307141 .0673853 -1.94 0.052 -.2628182 .00139
loss -.0238808 .1279446 -0.19 0.852 -.2747073 .2269458
mon .0453652 .0295989 1.53 0.125 -.0126614 .1033918
tue .0120697 .0309217 0.39 0.696 -.0485502 .0726896
wed .0001401 .0310809 0.00 0.996 -.0607919 .061072
thu .0019005 .0325638 0.06 0.953 -.0619385 .0657396
q1 .2595683 .288654 0.90 0.369 -.3063178 .8254545
q2 .0456608 .0879287 0.52 0.604 -.1267172 .2180389
q3 -.0406931 .0653772 -0.62 0.534 -.1688605 .0874743

_cons .0207658 .0213888 0.97 0.332 -.0211655 .0626971

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5018
maximum lag: 10
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F( 17, 5117) = 46.80
Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .1504017 .1210991 1.24 0.214 -.0870056 .387809
rpm .3620794 .0712037 5.09 0.000 .2224889 .5016699

lag_rpm .3661927 .0874748 4.19 0.000 .1947037 .5376817
lag2_rpm .1209771 .0288993 4.19 0.000 .0643219 .1776324

sector_exc~s .1356425 .0552997 2.45 0.014 .0272307 .2440542
lag_equal .0065573 .0039646 1.65 0.098 -.0012151 .0143297
lag2_equal .005451 .0018868 2.89 0.004 .001752 .00915
lag3_equal .0063648 .0019165 3.32 0.001 .0026075 .010122

win -.1997575 .3977879 -0.50 0.616 -.9795963 .5800813
loss -.6824749 .4911974 -1.39 0.165 -1.645437 .2804873
mon -.1823746 .08034 -2.27 0.023 -.3398763 -.024873
tue -.4815628 .0783149 -6.15 0.000 -.6350943 -.3280314
wed .4894615 .8594235 0.57 0.569 -1.195385 2.174308
thu -.0889021 .0804635 -1.10 0.269 -.2466458 .0688416
q1 .0287876 .2133721 0.13 0.893 -.3895153 .4470906
q2 -.6006781 .4767484 -1.26 0.208 -1.535314 .3339578
q3 .144172 .1517447 0.95 0.342 -.1533142 .4416583

_cons .2252987 .0593884 3.79 0.000 .1088713 .341726

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5164
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5146) = 412.89

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0030511 .0071643 0.43 0.670 -.0109941 .0170962
rpm .5095668 .0148077 34.41 0.000 .4805375 .5385962

lag_rpm .0788222 .012659 6.23 0.000 .0540051 .1036393
lag2_rpm -.0059641 .0144286 -0.41 0.679 -.0342502 .0223221

sector_exc~s .2181978 .0162147 13.46 0.000 .18641 .2499855
lag_equal .0402435 .0148943 2.70 0.007 .0110443 .0694426
lag2_equal .0629029 .0189315 3.32 0.001 .025789 .1000168
lag3_equal .0352448 .0090135 3.91 0.000 .0175744 .0529151

win .007454 .0556915 0.13 0.894 -.1017249 .1166329
loss -.0067957 .0611826 -0.11 0.912 -.1267395 .1131481
mon .0194285 .0283906 0.68 0.494 -.0362292 .0750861
tue -.0411485 .0244837 -1.68 0.093 -.0891469 .0068499
wed -.0183744 .0228808 -0.80 0.422 -.0632306 .0264817
thu -.005013 .0226496 -0.22 0.825 -.0494159 .03939
q1 -.0101427 .098576 -0.10 0.918 -.2033936 .1831081
q2 .012208 .0559699 0.22 0.827 -.0975167 .1219327
q3 .1247245 .043895 2.84 0.005 .0386716 .2107774

_cons -.0035096 .0160595 -0.22 0.827 -.034993 .0279739

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0273429 .0260692 1.05 0.294 -.0237639 .0784497
rpm .5742722 .1099563 5.22 0.000 .3587107 .7898337

lag_rpm .1446735 .0231814 6.24 0.000 .0992281 .1901189
lag2_rpm .0912776 .0630215 1.45 0.148 -.0322714 .2148267

sector_exc~s -.0007584 .1022126 -0.01 0.994 -.2011388 .199622
lag_equal .0172791 .0073973 2.34 0.020 .0027771 .031781
lag2_equal -.0115273 .0073011 -1.58 0.114 -.0258406 .002786
lag3_equal .0040174 .0091151 0.44 0.659 -.0138521 .0218868

win -.0572921 .1955846 -0.29 0.770 -.4407216 .3261374
loss -.0421434 .1465005 -0.29 0.774 -.3293471 .2450603
mon -.0374714 .0528314 -0.71 0.478 -.1410435 .0661008
tue -.0863339 .0586671 -1.47 0.141 -.2013466 .0286787
wed .1985554 .202567 0.98 0.327 -.1985625 .5956733
thu -.0312693 .0479762 -0.65 0.515 -.1253231 .0627846
q1 -.1642281 .3039493 -0.54 0.589 -.7600988 .4316426
q2 .1653641 .4221363 0.39 0.695 -.6622037 .9929318
q3 .2434981 .2696881 0.90 0.367 -.2852059 .7722021

_cons .1665763 .032164 5.18 0.000 .103521 .2296316

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5034
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5016) = 67.27

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0123862 .0252619 0.49 0.624 -.0371381 .0619105
rpm .7613544 .0491228 15.50 0.000 .6650521 .8576566

lag_rpm .0491283 .0285663 1.72 0.086 -.0068741 .1051307
lag2_rpm .0875409 .0394213 2.22 0.026 .010258 .1648239

sector_exc~s .1437307 .0412085 3.49 0.000 .0629439 .2245174
lag_equal .0015284 .0085436 0.18 0.858 -.0152209 .0182776
lag2_equal .0113359 .0065984 1.72 0.086 -.0015998 .0242716
lag3_equal .0091012 .0097379 0.93 0.350 -.0099894 .0281919

win .0459611 .2210822 0.21 0.835 -.3874565 .4793788
loss -.2471999 .1723239 -1.43 0.151 -.5850301 .0906302
mon -.1500793 .0873665 -1.72 0.086 -.3213558 .0211971
tue -.1231134 .0939739 -1.31 0.190 -.3073433 .0611166
wed .0804073 .1733902 0.46 0.643 -.2595133 .4203278
thu .0210418 .1105703 0.19 0.849 -.1957244 .237808
q1 1.144731 .0857713 13.35 0.000 .9765815 1.31288
q2 -.0145633 .1339729 -0.11 0.913 -.2772086 .2480821
q3 -.0098717 .1408178 -0.07 0.944 -.2859362 .2661927

_cons .183742 .0706042 2.60 0.009 .0453269 .3221571

10 . // Model 4
11 . by club: newey equal_premium rpm smb hml mom win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2

> q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5157
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5143) = 18.29

Prob > F = 0.0000
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Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7389863 .0809509 9.13 0.000 .5802882 .8976845
smb .0122226 .3664714 0.03 0.973 -.7062173 .7306625
hml .2646493 .1371105 1.93 0.054 -.0041457 .5334443
mom -.0692982 .0992917 -0.70 0.485 -.2639521 .1253557
win -.4591607 .182133 -2.52 0.012 -.8162188 -.1021026

loss -.3799442 .3039927 -1.25 0.211 -.9758993 .2160109
mon .3097063 .1940157 1.60 0.110 -.0706471 .6900597
tue .005766 .0645472 0.09 0.929 -.1207741 .132306
wed 1.241169 .6522087 1.90 0.057 -.0374376 2.519775
thu .067067 .0486338 1.38 0.168 -.0282759 .1624099
q1 -.3088474 .2060619 -1.50 0.134 -.7128163 .0951216
q2 -.1661633 .175523 -0.95 0.344 -.510263 .1779363
q3 -.4918749 .3061508 -1.61 0.108 -1.092061 .1083109

_cons .0700807 .0354901 1.97 0.048 .0005051 .1396564

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5080
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5066) = 58.87

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .3925123 .0158099 24.83 0.000 .3615181 .4235066
smb .0635736 .0294941 2.16 0.031 .0057524 .1213947
hml -.0738644 .0283569 -2.60 0.009 -.1294562 -.0182726
mom -.0610788 .0185572 -3.29 0.001 -.0974589 -.0246988
win -.1145757 .0880571 -1.30 0.193 -.2872057 .0580544

loss -.0677188 .1272138 -0.53 0.595 -.3171128 .1816753
mon .0386364 .0467132 0.83 0.408 -.0529416 .1302143
tue -.0415695 .04487 -0.93 0.354 -.1295341 .0463952
wed -.0478578 .0484121 -0.99 0.323 -.1427664 .0470509
thu -.1006548 .0453662 -2.22 0.027 -.1895921 -.0117175
q1 .1079758 .1313403 0.82 0.411 -.1495079 .3654596
q2 .0921514 .1096047 0.84 0.401 -.1227212 .3070239
q3 -.1346874 .0942732 -1.43 0.153 -.3195036 .0501288

_cons .0626852 .0328807 1.91 0.057 -.0017752 .1271456

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5087
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5073) = 42.03

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .9350196 .0964492 9.69 0.000 .7459375 1.124102
smb -.1153155 .1361868 -0.85 0.397 -.3823003 .1516694
hml -.0260118 .1177431 -0.22 0.825 -.2568391 .2048155
mom -.1454449 .1640052 -0.89 0.375 -.4669658 .1760761
win -.3320801 .232718 -1.43 0.154 -.7883078 .1241476

loss -.1640096 .2464866 -0.67 0.506 -.6472297 .3192106
mon .1523057 .2262069 0.67 0.501 -.2911574 .5957688
tue -.2368993 .0614133 -3.86 0.000 -.3572959 -.1165027
wed .1060677 .170995 0.62 0.535 -.2291562 .4412917
thu .3936333 .3336112 1.18 0.238 -.2603886 1.047655
q1 .3263232 .1263654 2.58 0.010 .0785924 .574054
q2 -.1546137 .1443533 -1.07 0.284 -.4376085 .1283811
q3 .1333771 .2521373 0.53 0.597 -.3609209 .6276751

_cons .1797411 .0317724 5.66 0.000 .1174535 .2420287
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F( 13, 5010) = 18.43
Prob > F = 0.0000

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5090
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5076) = 38.85

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .3432052 .0208052 16.50 0.000 .3024179 .3839924
smb .1556943 .0359135 4.34 0.000 .0852883 .2261002
hml .0724887 .0253786 2.86 0.004 .0227357 .1222417
mom .0092438 .0192005 0.48 0.630 -.0283975 .0468851
win .2336778 .1442858 1.62 0.105 -.0491846 .5165401

loss -.0502861 .1516508 -0.33 0.740 -.3475871 .247015
mon -.0852912 .0481933 -1.77 0.077 -.1797708 .0091884
tue -.1591531 .0420139 -3.79 0.000 -.2415184 -.0767877
wed -.1362202 .0424893 -3.21 0.001 -.2195175 -.0529229
thu -.0942931 .043543 -2.17 0.030 -.1796561 -.00893
q1 .1303029 .1173841 1.11 0.267 -.0998206 .3604264
q2 .1056211 .1115699 0.95 0.344 -.113104 .3243462
q3 .1588018 .0727698 2.18 0.029 .0161416 .301462

_cons .1869776 .0311973 5.99 0.000 .1258175 .2481377

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5076
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5062) = 83.44

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5191958 .0169629 30.61 0.000 .4859412 .5524504
smb .020425 .0230274 0.89 0.375 -.0247187 .0655688
hml -.0710826 .0204161 -3.48 0.001 -.1111071 -.0310581
mom .0385044 .013405 2.87 0.004 .0122247 .0647841
win -.1177523 .0651286 -1.81 0.071 -.2454326 .0099279

loss -.0279415 .121871 -0.23 0.819 -.2668613 .2109784
mon .0455597 .0320312 1.42 0.155 -.0172352 .1083547
tue .020864 .0317962 0.66 0.512 -.0414704 .0831984
wed .0048616 .0314828 0.15 0.877 -.0568583 .0665815
thu -.0008725 .0326488 -0.03 0.979 -.0648782 .0631332
q1 .0184436 .1128114 0.16 0.870 -.2027156 .2396028
q2 .0813376 .0823672 0.99 0.323 -.0801378 .242813
q3 -.0357147 .0623783 -0.57 0.567 -.1580031 .0865737

_cons .0238286 .0230291 1.03 0.301 -.0213185 .0689756

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5024
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .4741818 .0601088 7.89 0.000 .3563423 .5920213
smb -.1078617 .2624669 -0.41 0.681 -.6224118 .4066884
hml .3352302 .3684593 0.91 0.363 -.3871112 1.057572
mom .1538846 .1692476 0.91 0.363 -.1779147 .4856838
win -.2308807 .4263117 -0.54 0.588 -1.066638 .6048767

loss -.7066782 .5871433 -1.20 0.229 -1.857736 .4443795
mon -.1882416 .096474 -1.95 0.051 -.3773729 .0008896
tue -.4723466 .0798502 -5.92 0.000 -.6288879 -.3158053
wed .5171769 .8539643 0.61 0.545 -1.156967 2.191321
thu -.0584639 .0927596 -0.63 0.529 -.2403132 .1233855
q1 .4551358 .1329871 3.42 0.001 .1944228 .7158488
q2 -.5502757 .4159015 -1.32 0.186 -1.365625 .2650732
q3 .2310216 .1477569 1.56 0.118 -.0586465 .5206897

_cons .2228674 .0610478 3.65 0.000 .103187 .3425479

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5081
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5067) = 374.10

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .6983453 .0104985 66.52 0.000 .6777636 .7189269
smb .0533366 .0171373 3.11 0.002 .0197401 .0869332
hml -.0082488 .0178842 -0.46 0.645 -.0433096 .0268121
mom -.0012426 .0136688 -0.09 0.928 -.0280393 .025554
win -.026005 .0587147 -0.44 0.658 -.1411112 .0891012

loss -.0307834 .0725884 -0.42 0.672 -.173088 .1115212
mon .018091 .0319695 0.57 0.571 -.0445831 .0807651
tue -.0587 .0257693 -2.28 0.023 -.1092189 -.0081811
wed -.0219473 .0242428 -0.91 0.365 -.0694737 .0255791
thu -.0105594 .0239218 -0.44 0.659 -.0574566 .0363377
q1 .0742796 .0599585 1.24 0.215 -.0432651 .1918242
q2 .055146 .0524334 1.05 0.293 -.0476461 .157938
q3 .1747332 .0491986 3.55 0.000 .0782827 .2711838

_cons .0087949 .0183206 0.48 0.631 -.0271214 .0447113

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5085
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5071) = 25.78

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .550415 .0468976 11.74 0.000 .4584755 .6423545
smb .2233933 .1088338 2.05 0.040 .0100321 .4367545
hml -.3033866 .1334118 -2.27 0.023 -.5649314 -.0418418
mom -.0642248 .1086908 -0.59 0.555 -.2773056 .1488561
win -.0380503 .1988886 -0.19 0.848 -.4279578 .3518573

loss -.0958678 .1487399 -0.64 0.519 -.3874624 .1957267
mon -.008333 .0535843 -0.16 0.876 -.1133814 .0967155
tue -.0424145 .0606339 -0.70 0.484 -.1612831 .0764541
wed .2142946 .2046043 1.05 0.295 -.1868183 .6154075
thu -.0223803 .0493681 -0.45 0.650 -.119163 .0744025
q1 -.0237862 .2327854 -0.10 0.919 -.4801462 .4325738
q2 .1723455 .345683 0.50 0.618 -.5053426 .8500335
q3 .3181182 .261365 1.22 0.224 -.1942701 .8305065

_cons .1562238 .0334296 4.67 0.000 .0906873 .2217603
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F( 11, 5180) = 96.19
Prob > F = 0.0000

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5046
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5032) = 50.66

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8565995 .0399894 21.42 0.000 .7782028 .9349962
smb -.0082969 .0684025 -0.12 0.903 -.1423956 .1258019
hml .0703048 .0506552 1.39 0.165 -.0290014 .169611
mom -.0667297 .0379922 -1.76 0.079 -.141211 .0077515
win .1320785 .2295762 0.58 0.565 -.3179908 .5821478

loss -.251363 .1749008 -1.44 0.151 -.5942448 .0915188
mon -.1204984 .0914502 -1.32 0.188 -.2997805 .0587838
tue -.128124 .091169 -1.41 0.160 -.3068549 .050607
wed .0648943 .1659609 0.39 0.696 -.2604614 .39025
thu .0277762 .1111495 0.25 0.803 -.1901252 .2456777
q1 .1211397 .2020285 0.60 0.549 -.2749242 .5172037
q2 .0850617 .1367196 0.62 0.534 -.1829682 .3530916
q3 -.0416568 .1344182 -0.31 0.757 -.305175 .2218613

_cons .1891011 .0707166 2.67 0.008 .0504658 .3277365

12 .
13 .
14 . // Individual regressions per city: value weighted return
15 . // Model 1
16 . by club: newey value_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q

> 2 q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5290
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5278) = 204.69

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .775747 .0214901 36.10 0.000 .7336176 .8178765
sector_exc~s .1058492 .0114859 9.22 0.000 .0833321 .1283662

win -.1553515 .0658269 -2.36 0.018 -.2843993 -.0263036
loss .057336 .0503175 1.14 0.255 -.0413071 .155979
mon .0016545 .0203716 0.08 0.935 -.0382823 .0415912
tue .0024669 .0198374 0.12 0.901 -.0364226 .0413565
wed .0527294 .0333783 1.58 0.114 -.0127059 .1181647
thu .0166398 .0202462 0.82 0.411 -.0230511 .0563308
q1 -.0024656 .0546303 -0.05 0.964 -.1095635 .1046322
q2 .0507938 .0462908 1.10 0.273 -.0399552 .1415429
q3 -.0471871 .0464788 -1.02 0.310 -.1383048 .0439305

_cons .0221721 .0140992 1.57 0.116 -.0054682 .0498124

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5192
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .2933631 .0306969 9.56 0.000 .2331842 .353542
sector_exc~s .2756975 .0258033 10.68 0.000 .2251121 .3262828

win -.1552728 .1696352 -0.92 0.360 -.4878294 .1772838
loss -.1763878 .2545277 -0.69 0.488 -.6753694 .3225939
mon .0067226 .0562909 0.12 0.905 -.1036314 .1170766
tue -.07238 .0529005 -1.37 0.171 -.1760872 .0313273
wed .0481543 .0961102 0.50 0.616 -.1402622 .2365708
thu .0132432 .1006308 0.13 0.895 -.1840356 .2105219
q1 .3064044 .1972752 1.55 0.120 -.0803383 .693147
q2 -.0271871 .1311209 -0.21 0.836 -.2842395 .2298652
q3 -.0229979 .1118935 -0.21 0.837 -.2423563 .1963606

_cons .0542299 .0383984 1.41 0.158 -.0210472 .1295071

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5201
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5189) = 408.64

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm 1.060919 .0171281 61.94 0.000 1.02734 1.094497
sector_exc~s -.0646065 .0138588 -4.66 0.000 -.0917756 -.0374375

win .126445 .0812817 1.56 0.120 -.0329013 .2857914
loss -.2321527 .1261943 -1.84 0.066 -.4795467 .0152413
mon .0451225 .0282811 1.60 0.111 -.0103204 .1005653
tue -.0203614 .0314855 -0.65 0.518 -.0820862 .0413635
wed -.0038874 .0346548 -0.11 0.911 -.0718253 .0640505
thu .0038715 .0308216 0.13 0.900 -.0565517 .0642948
q1 -.0189154 .0787957 -0.24 0.810 -.1733882 .1355575
q2 .0799625 .0627906 1.27 0.203 -.0431334 .2030585
q3 -.0271554 .0598398 -0.45 0.650 -.1444666 .0901557

_cons .016167 .0213163 0.76 0.448 -.025622 .057956

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5223
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5211) = 187.48

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .3318942 .0205605 16.14 0.000 .291587 .3722014
sector_exc~s .215774 .0232637 9.28 0.000 .1701674 .2613807

win .0415814 .0812957 0.51 0.609 -.1177922 .200955
loss .0908264 .1039381 0.87 0.382 -.1129359 .2945887
mon -.0455484 .0321332 -1.42 0.156 -.1085429 .0174462
tue -.0389735 .0335329 -1.16 0.245 -.1047121 .026765
wed -.0492546 .0327888 -1.50 0.133 -.1135343 .0150252
thu -.0482141 .0304397 -1.58 0.113 -.1078887 .0114605
q1 .0861518 .0704547 1.22 0.221 -.0519689 .2242726
q2 .0644307 .06471 1.00 0.319 -.062428 .1912893
q3 .0533406 .0574167 0.93 0.353 -.0592202 .1659013

_cons .067423 .0228261 2.95 0.003 .0226743 .1121716

-> club = 5
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Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5189
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5177) = 140.19

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8822855 .0289491 30.48 0.000 .8255331 .9390378
sector_exc~s -.2744181 .0192899 -14.23 0.000 -.3122345 -.2366018

win -.0850664 .0771067 -1.10 0.270 -.2362281 .0660954
loss -.0128022 .1362806 -0.09 0.925 -.2799697 .2543654
mon -.0307919 .0292237 -1.05 0.292 -.0880827 .0264989
tue -.0371902 .0298855 -1.24 0.213 -.0957783 .0213979
wed -.0089009 .0297274 -0.30 0.765 -.0671792 .0493774
thu -.015596 .0312248 -0.50 0.617 -.0768098 .0456178
q1 .1391792 .1243711 1.12 0.263 -.1046406 .3829991
q2 -.0164598 .0939253 -0.18 0.861 -.2005932 .1676735
q3 -.0104703 .0643339 -0.16 0.871 -.1365919 .1156512

_cons .0481997 .020652 2.33 0.020 .007713 .0886864

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5123) = 23.24

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1043904 .0109352 9.55 0.000 .0829529 .125828
sector_exc~s .0516891 .0107244 4.82 0.000 .0306647 .0727135

win -.0409244 .0366319 -1.12 0.264 -.1127385 .0308898
loss -.1264727 .0647185 -1.95 0.051 -.2533487 .0004032
mon -.0657222 .029835 -2.20 0.028 -.1242116 -.0072328
tue -.0667148 .0300533 -2.22 0.026 -.1256322 -.0077975
wed .0070846 .0368393 0.19 0.848 -.0651363 .0793054
thu -.0076498 .0323225 -0.24 0.813 -.0710157 .0557161
q1 .0911864 .0395484 2.31 0.021 .0136546 .1687182
q2 .0020566 .0387065 0.05 0.958 -.0738247 .0779379
q3 .0662906 .040008 1.66 0.098 -.0121422 .1447233

_cons .0618773 .0269009 2.30 0.021 .0091401 .1146146

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5218
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5206) = 383.96

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5908737 .0205878 28.70 0.000 .5505129 .6312345
sector_exc~s .2475735 .0164932 15.01 0.000 .2152399 .279907

win .0332039 .0639486 0.52 0.604 -.0921623 .1585701
loss .0417579 .0698383 0.60 0.550 -.0951545 .1786703
mon -.0177992 .0259209 -0.69 0.492 -.0686151 .0330167
tue -.0354888 .0267239 -1.33 0.184 -.087879 .0169013
wed -.0088932 .0237329 -0.37 0.708 -.0554196 .0376332
thu -.0219598 .025352 -0.87 0.386 -.0716604 .0277408
q1 .0699573 .0623523 1.12 0.262 -.0522794 .192194
q2 .0111908 .0489565 0.23 0.819 -.0847845 .1071662
q3 .0006506 .0424854 0.02 0.988 -.0826388 .0839399

_cons .0387854 .018842 2.06 0.040 .0018473 .0757236
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-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5201) = 314.75

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8218937 .1386814 5.93 0.000 .5500199 1.093767
sector_exc~s .0671239 .1224289 0.55 0.584 -.1728882 .307136

win .045336 .0832469 0.54 0.586 -.117863 .208535
loss .04454 .0654293 0.68 0.496 -.0837289 .172809
mon .0070211 .0274552 0.26 0.798 -.0468027 .0608448
tue -.0248923 .0300163 -0.83 0.407 -.0837369 .0339523
wed .024324 .0274815 0.89 0.376 -.0295513 .0781993
thu .0126562 .0265086 0.48 0.633 -.0393117 .0646241
q1 -.0210031 .0710689 -0.30 0.768 -.1603279 .1183217
q2 -.0089544 .057454 -0.16 0.876 -.1215884 .1036797
q3 -.1074822 .0587583 -1.83 0.067 -.2226732 .0077089

_cons .0138098 .0202691 0.68 0.496 -.0259261 .0535458

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5179
maximum lag: 10 F( 11, 5167) = 113.04

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7792348 .0242805 32.09 0.000 .7316347 .8268349
sector_exc~s .0152282 .0127642 1.19 0.233 -.009795 .0402514

win .0467716 .0938063 0.50 0.618 -.1371285 .2306717
loss .0302648 .0884543 0.34 0.732 -.1431431 .2036728
mon .0095321 .0291288 0.33 0.743 -.0475727 .0666369
tue -.0015863 .0317845 -0.05 0.960 -.0638974 .0607249
wed .0403968 .0375629 1.08 0.282 -.0332423 .114036
thu .0123882 .0296299 0.42 0.676 -.0456989 .0704753
q1 .0723208 .0720526 1.00 0.316 -.0689327 .2135744
q2 -.0930992 .0446876 -2.08 0.037 -.1807058 -.0054926
q3 -.0278343 .0477534 -0.58 0.560 -.1214511 .0657825

_cons -.0058678 .0214156 -0.27 0.784 -.0478514 .0361157

17 . // Model 3
18 . by club: newey value_premium lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_

> equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5252
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5234) = 152.38

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0012595 .0071648 0.18 0.860 -.0127865 .0153055
rpm .7767211 .0214259 36.25 0.000 .7347174 .8187248

lag_rpm .0107266 .0078978 1.36 0.174 -.0047564 .0262097
lag2_rpm -.0100346 .0086595 -1.16 0.247 -.0270108 .0069417

sector_exc~s .1037754 .011777 8.81 0.000 .0806876 .1268632
lag_equal .0008847 .0003226 2.74 0.006 .0002524 .001517
lag2_equal .0003419 .0004491 0.76 0.446 -.0005385 .0012223
lag3_equal -.0003853 .0006815 -0.57 0.572 -.0017212 .0009507
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win -.1665836 .0644142 -2.59 0.010 -.2928624 -.0403049
loss .0578959 .0493694 1.17 0.241 -.0388887 .1546805
mon .0007875 .0204915 0.04 0.969 -.0393845 .0409595
tue .0016249 .0199347 0.08 0.935 -.0374555 .0407054
wed .052336 .0335822 1.56 0.119 -.0134991 .118171
thu .0141756 .0202598 0.70 0.484 -.0255421 .0538933
q1 -.0089844 .0547641 -0.16 0.870 -.1163448 .098376
q2 .0379958 .047365 0.80 0.422 -.0548595 .130851
q3 -.0452564 .0464999 -0.97 0.330 -.1364155 .0459027

_cons .0227628 .0140981 1.61 0.106 -.0048754 .050401

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5086
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5068) = 67.52

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0145263 .0168995 0.86 0.390 -.0186041 .0476567
rpm .303778 .0309629 9.81 0.000 .2430773 .3644787

lag_rpm -.00756 .0258408 -0.29 0.770 -.0582191 .043099
lag2_rpm -.0099069 .0239934 -0.41 0.680 -.0569444 .0371305

sector_exc~s .2624187 .0264911 9.91 0.000 .2104848 .3143526
lag_equal -.0112336 .038827 -0.29 0.772 -.0873513 .0648841
lag2_equal .0087038 .0203264 0.43 0.669 -.0311446 .0485523
lag3_equal .0213025 .0175282 1.22 0.224 -.0130603 .0556653

win -.2460473 .1542471 -1.60 0.111 -.5484384 .0563438
loss -.176495 .2550324 -0.69 0.489 -.6764688 .3234788
mon .0002071 .0562118 0.00 0.997 -.1099924 .1104066
tue -.0822567 .0533425 -1.54 0.123 -.1868311 .0223178
wed .0534519 .098405 0.54 0.587 -.1394645 .2463682
thu .0061637 .1019859 0.06 0.952 -.1937727 .2061001
q1 -.1242543 .2018166 -0.62 0.538 -.519902 .2713934
q2 .0950404 .1279163 0.74 0.458 -.1557309 .3458116
q3 -.1167416 .0995869 -1.17 0.241 -.311975 .0784919

_cons .0584951 .0381467 1.53 0.125 -.0162888 .1332791

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5137
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5119) = 274.21

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0083162 .0124552 -0.67 0.504 -.0327338 .0161013
rpm 1.06018 .0171356 61.87 0.000 1.026587 1.093773

lag_rpm -.0024324 .0133975 -0.18 0.856 -.0286972 .0238324
lag2_rpm -.0015002 .0116851 -0.13 0.898 -.024408 .0214075

sector_exc~s -.064718 .0140531 -4.61 0.000 -.0922682 -.0371678
lag_equal -.0002256 .0010112 -0.22 0.823 -.002208 .0017569
lag2_equal .0022921 .00097 2.36 0.018 .0003905 .0041937
lag3_equal .0006114 .0010093 0.61 0.545 -.0013673 .00259

win .1270336 .0818597 1.55 0.121 -.0334465 .2875136
loss -.2300031 .1263864 -1.82 0.069 -.4777745 .0177684
mon .0438733 .0284004 1.54 0.122 -.0118037 .0995503
tue -.0181922 .0317419 -0.57 0.567 -.0804199 .0440354
wed -.0015829 .0349099 -0.05 0.964 -.0700212 .0668553
thu .0067004 .0308979 0.22 0.828 -.0538727 .0672735
q1 -.1702125 .110326 -1.54 0.123 -.3864987 .0460738
q2 .0723495 .0662968 1.09 0.275 -.0576205 .2023196
q3 -.0254326 .0588826 -0.43 0.666 -.1408676 .0900025

_cons .01461 .0213926 0.68 0.495 -.0273287 .0565488
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F( 17, 5000) = 15.80
Prob > F = 0.0000

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5168
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5150) = 131.04

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0189549 .0093587 -2.03 0.043 -.0373019 -.0006079
rpm .3477663 .0209976 16.56 0.000 .3066021 .3889304

lag_rpm .0572423 .0095699 5.98 0.000 .0384813 .0760033
lag2_rpm .0206454 .0106601 1.94 0.053 -.0002529 .0415437

sector_exc~s .1968682 .0236547 8.32 0.000 .1504948 .2432415
lag_equal .0008231 .0108288 0.08 0.939 -.0204058 .0220521
lag2_equal .0117708 .0094721 1.24 0.214 -.0067986 .0303402
lag3_equal .0200903 .0096554 2.08 0.038 .0011616 .039019

win .0024031 .0783521 0.03 0.976 -.1512002 .1560064
loss .103703 .1031352 1.01 0.315 -.0984858 .3058918
mon -.0488002 .031897 -1.53 0.126 -.1113319 .0137315
tue -.0375327 .0338005 -1.11 0.267 -.1037961 .0287308
wed -.0516138 .0332992 -1.55 0.121 -.1168944 .0136669
thu -.047174 .0305593 -1.54 0.123 -.1070831 .0127352
q1 .0166204 .0903303 0.18 0.854 -.1604653 .1937061
q2 .0450271 .0642662 0.70 0.484 -.080962 .1710161
q3 .0286113 .0564706 0.51 0.612 -.0820951 .1393177

_cons .0643943 .0229021 2.81 0.005 .0194964 .1092921

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5085
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5067) = 89.53

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0068293 .0075183 0.91 0.364 -.0079098 .0215683
rpm .8841674 .0294835 29.99 0.000 .826367 .9419677

lag_rpm .0068351 .0121883 0.56 0.575 -.0170592 .0307294
lag2_rpm .0092126 .0114102 0.81 0.419 -.0131562 .0315815

sector_exc~s -.2754771 .0195435 -14.10 0.000 -.3137908 -.2371633
lag_equal -.0092097 .0180921 -0.51 0.611 -.0446781 .0262586
lag2_equal -.0075664 .0190534 -0.40 0.691 -.0449193 .0297864
lag3_equal -.0097063 .0132549 -0.73 0.464 -.0356915 .016279

win -.084146 .0787269 -1.07 0.285 -.2384847 .0701927
loss -.0201882 .1397272 -0.14 0.885 -.2941139 .2537375
mon -.0342881 .0282125 -1.22 0.224 -.0895967 .0210206
tue -.0320062 .0291687 -1.10 0.273 -.0891895 .0251771
wed -.0051195 .0297921 -0.17 0.864 -.0635249 .053286
thu -.0162616 .03137 -0.52 0.604 -.0777603 .0452371
q1 .4997136 .2521388 1.98 0.048 .0054125 .9940147
q2 -.0674501 .0935222 -0.72 0.471 -.2507941 .1158939
q3 -.0023932 .0670369 -0.04 0.972 -.1338145 .1290282

_cons .049508 .0206951 2.39 0.017 .0089368 .0900793

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5018
maximum lag: 10
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F( 17, 5117) = 221.75
Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .003487 .0076837 0.45 0.650 -.0115764 .0185504
rpm .1117286 .0111695 10.00 0.000 .0898315 .1336257

lag_rpm .0573465 .0077248 7.42 0.000 .0422024 .0724906
lag2_rpm .0262383 .0092219 2.85 0.004 .0081594 .0443173

sector_exc~s .0450368 .01055 4.27 0.000 .0243541 .0657195
lag_equal .0007387 .0007146 1.03 0.301 -.0006622 .0021396
lag2_equal .0006692 .0004875 1.37 0.170 -.0002865 .001625
lag3_equal .0005627 .0004452 1.26 0.206 -.0003101 .0014355

win -.0411409 .0363758 -1.13 0.258 -.1124535 .0301717
loss -.1402346 .0633947 -2.21 0.027 -.2645161 -.0159532
mon -.0701139 .0301157 -2.33 0.020 -.1291539 -.0110739
tue -.0738236 .0302622 -2.44 0.015 -.1331508 -.0144965
wed .0051577 .0371427 0.14 0.890 -.0676582 .0779735
thu -.0062386 .0324052 -0.19 0.847 -.069767 .0572898
q1 .014585 .0527785 0.28 0.782 -.0888839 .1180539
q2 -.0094225 .0354521 -0.27 0.790 -.0789241 .0600792
q3 .0595987 .0402789 1.48 0.139 -.0193655 .138563

_cons .0628782 .0268914 2.34 0.019 .0101593 .1155971

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5164
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5146) = 268.68

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0151925 .0084323 1.80 0.072 -.0013384 .0317234
rpm .5980097 .0203174 29.43 0.000 .5581789 .6378404

lag_rpm .055187 .0120121 4.59 0.000 .0316381 .0787359
lag2_rpm .0009981 .0142389 0.07 0.944 -.0269163 .0289124

sector_exc~s .238387 .0165951 14.36 0.000 .2058535 .2709206
lag_equal -.0285448 .0111096 -2.57 0.010 -.0503244 -.0067652
lag2_equal -.0020429 .0158358 -0.13 0.897 -.0330877 .029002
lag3_equal .0020554 .0086997 0.24 0.813 -.0149996 .0191105

win .0362389 .0643319 0.56 0.573 -.089879 .1623569
loss .0563716 .0694925 0.81 0.417 -.0798633 .1926065
mon -.0221509 .0256367 -0.86 0.388 -.0724097 .0281079
tue -.0379102 .0267535 -1.42 0.157 -.0903585 .0145381
wed -.0177924 .0237318 -0.75 0.453 -.0643169 .0287321
thu -.0253109 .0251388 -1.01 0.314 -.0745936 .0239718
q1 .0182359 .0654987 0.28 0.781 -.1101695 .1466412
q2 .0064854 .0506106 0.13 0.898 -.0927329 .1057036
q3 .0055804 .0428644 0.13 0.896 -.078452 .0896129

_cons .0420338 .0186418 2.25 0.024 .0054879 .0785796

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0003489 .011849 -0.03 0.977 -.023578 .0228802
rpm .8214288 .1374216 5.98 0.000 .5520238 1.090834

lag_rpm .0405629 .0194014 2.09 0.037 .0025278 .078598
lag2_rpm .01582 .0150375 1.05 0.293 -.01366 .0452999

sector_exc~s .0646666 .1199425 0.54 0.590 -.170472 .2998052
lag_equal -.0036772 .003126 -1.18 0.240 -.0098054 .0024511
lag2_equal -.0017903 .0037468 -0.48 0.633 -.0091357 .005555
lag3_equal -.000925 .0016464 -0.56 0.574 -.0041526 .0023026

win .0445309 .083829 0.53 0.595 -.1198097 .2088715
loss .0703233 .0619601 1.13 0.256 -.0511449 .1917915
mon -.000201 .0281566 -0.01 0.994 -.0553999 .0549979
tue -.0321878 .0305795 -1.05 0.293 -.0921366 .0277611
wed .0137978 .0272862 0.51 0.613 -.0396948 .0672904
thu .0051327 .0266184 0.19 0.847 -.0470508 .0573161
q1 -.0020281 .1655192 -0.01 0.990 -.3265164 .3224603
q2 -.010681 .0620263 -0.17 0.863 -.1322791 .110917
q3 -.1168568 .0614398 -1.90 0.057 -.2373051 .0035915

_cons .0207242 .020533 1.01 0.313 -.0195293 .0609776

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5034
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5016) = 84.92

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0181031 .0118538 1.53 0.127 -.0051356 .0413417
rpm .7735327 .0247077 31.31 0.000 .7250949 .8219706

lag_rpm .0209197 .0118082 1.77 0.077 -.0022295 .0440689
lag2_rpm .0200263 .0110497 1.81 0.070 -.001636 .0416885

sector_exc~s .0134055 .012916 1.04 0.299 -.0119155 .0387265
lag_equal -.0003281 .0024259 -0.14 0.892 -.0050839 .0044278
lag2_equal .0005987 .0026573 0.23 0.822 -.0046108 .0058081
lag3_equal .0115557 .0045303 2.55 0.011 .0026743 .0204371

win .0745418 .0870385 0.86 0.392 -.0960916 .2451752
loss .0263995 .0856327 0.31 0.758 -.1414781 .1942771
mon .0012015 .028902 0.04 0.967 -.0554591 .0578621
tue -.0054097 .0318912 -0.17 0.865 -.0679304 .0571111
wed .0357764 .038587 0.93 0.354 -.039871 .1114237
thu .0132283 .0294515 0.45 0.653 -.0445095 .0709661
q1 .4479601 .0375824 11.92 0.000 .3742821 .521638
q2 -.0844892 .0490375 -1.72 0.085 -.1806242 .0116458
q3 -.0264555 .0478322 -0.55 0.580 -.1202276 .0673166

_cons -.0062348 .0213596 -0.29 0.770 -.0481091 .0356394

19 . // Model 4
20 . by club: newey value_premium rpm smb hml mom win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2

> q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5157
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5143) = 207.85

Prob > F = 0.0000
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Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8673338 .0179398 48.35 0.000 .8321641 .9025034
smb .026891 .0238033 1.13 0.259 -.0197737 .0735556
hml -.104387 .0194417 -5.37 0.000 -.1425009 -.0662731
mom .0292286 .0123024 2.38 0.018 .0051107 .0533465
win -.201027 .0645669 -3.11 0.002 -.3276056 -.0744484

loss .0683893 .0434999 1.57 0.116 -.016889 .1536676
mon -.0032687 .0211894 -0.15 0.877 -.0448089 .0382716
tue .0003541 .0202454 0.02 0.986 -.0393354 .0400437
wed .0487942 .0336202 1.45 0.147 -.0171157 .114704
thu .0033561 .0209231 0.16 0.873 -.0376621 .0443744
q1 .0421068 .057436 0.73 0.464 -.0704921 .1547057
q2 .0393155 .0485852 0.81 0.418 -.0559322 .1345633
q3 -.00819 .0486643 -0.17 0.866 -.1035926 .0872127

_cons .0299115 .0145881 2.05 0.040 .0013127 .0585103

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5061
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5047) = 77.61

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5462604 .0265928 20.54 0.000 .4941271 .5983937
smb .1130722 .0632963 1.79 0.074 -.0110161 .2371604
hml -.2110196 .0458061 -4.61 0.000 -.3008193 -.1212198
mom .0218321 .032254 0.68 0.499 -.0413998 .0850641
win -.1618744 .1781744 -0.91 0.364 -.5111736 .1874247

loss -.297737 .255497 -1.17 0.244 -.7986221 .203148
mon -.0421965 .0571711 -0.74 0.461 -.1542767 .0698836
tue -.075722 .0543362 -1.39 0.164 -.1822444 .0308005
wed .0151127 .0981746 0.15 0.878 -.1773523 .2075776
thu -.0116522 .101649 -0.11 0.909 -.2109284 .1876239
q1 .3066091 .2144404 1.43 0.153 -.1137872 .7270055
q2 -.0281489 .1363056 -0.21 0.836 -.295367 .2390692
q3 -.032474 .1180496 -0.28 0.783 -.2639024 .1989544

_cons .077847 .0390723 1.99 0.046 .0012483 .1544456

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5087
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5073) = 488.43

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm 1.024918 .0140326 73.04 0.000 .9974084 1.052428
smb .0018445 .0244252 0.08 0.940 -.0460395 .0497285
hml .135103 .027611 4.89 0.000 .0809734 .1892325
mom .0265037 .0200215 1.32 0.186 -.012747 .0657545
win .1103094 .0865257 1.27 0.202 -.0593183 .2799371

loss -.2904077 .1476961 -1.97 0.049 -.5799558 -.0008596
mon .0403841 .0292905 1.38 0.168 -.0170378 .0978061
tue -.0284412 .0309312 -0.92 0.358 -.0890797 .0321974
wed .00012 .034023 0.00 0.997 -.0665798 .0668198
thu .0151699 .0312308 0.49 0.627 -.0460559 .0763958
q1 -.005241 .0780886 -0.07 0.946 -.1583283 .1478464
q2 .0814005 .0630553 1.29 0.197 -.0422151 .2050162
q3 -.04293 .0599737 -0.72 0.474 -.1605043 .0746443

_cons .0089881 .0215415 0.42 0.677 -.0332424 .0512187
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F( 13, 5010) = 21.39
Prob > F = 0.0000

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5090
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5076) = 147.38

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5055679 .0121922 41.47 0.000 .4816658 .5294699
smb .0941713 .0250369 3.76 0.000 .0450882 .1432544
hml .0405288 .0234803 1.73 0.084 -.0055027 .0865602
mom .0489319 .0142939 3.42 0.001 .0209097 .076954
win .0492199 .0829252 0.59 0.553 -.1133492 .211789

loss .115949 .1094474 1.06 0.289 -.0986152 .3305132
mon -.0480195 .0334599 -1.44 0.151 -.1136154 .0175764
tue -.0482315 .0341615 -1.41 0.158 -.1152027 .0187397
wed -.0433993 .0330346 -1.31 0.189 -.1081614 .0213627
thu -.0397438 .0308026 -1.29 0.197 -.1001302 .0206426
q1 .1055554 .0716128 1.47 0.141 -.0348365 .2459474
q2 .05697 .0652525 0.87 0.383 -.070953 .184893
q3 .0805725 .0592315 1.36 0.174 -.0355468 .1966918

_cons .0663691 .0232625 2.85 0.004 .0207646 .1119736

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5058
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5044) = 91.60

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5485837 .0168853 32.49 0.000 .5154812 .5816861
smb .003768 .0231995 0.16 0.871 -.0417132 .0492492
hml -.062215 .0227748 -2.73 0.006 -.1068634 -.0175666
mom .0589132 .0155632 3.79 0.000 .0284026 .0894238
win -.0726382 .0702025 -1.03 0.301 -.2102656 .0649892

loss -.0116576 .1278469 -0.09 0.927 -.2622931 .2389779
mon -.0323174 .0322357 -1.00 0.316 -.0955134 .0308785
tue -.0342248 .0309399 -1.11 0.269 -.0948805 .0264308
wed -.0043007 .0305339 -0.14 0.888 -.0641604 .055559
thu -.017871 .0322769 -0.55 0.580 -.0811477 .0454058
q1 .1327624 .1255904 1.06 0.291 -.1134493 .3789741
q2 -.0150153 .0957556 -0.16 0.875 -.2027379 .1727074
q3 -.0104511 .0644053 -0.16 0.871 -.1367135 .1158112

_cons .0445207 .0214043 2.08 0.038 .0025589 .0864825

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5024
maximum lag: 10
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Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .14635 .01019 14.36 0.000 .126373 .1663269
smb .1052867 .0204346 5.15 0.000 .0652259 .1453475
hml .0469978 .0179422 2.62 0.009 .0118232 .0821724
mom .0221928 .0113012 1.96 0.050 .0000375 .044348
win -.0464087 .0364568 -1.27 0.203 -.11788 .0250625

loss -.1158118 .0678733 -1.71 0.088 -.2488732 .0172495
mon -.0512543 .0307712 -1.67 0.096 -.1115794 .0090708
tue -.0631009 .0298924 -2.11 0.035 -.121703 -.0044988
wed .0176873 .0366493 0.48 0.629 -.0541613 .0895359
thu -.0002075 .0320922 -0.01 0.995 -.0631222 .0627071
q1 .1020216 .0400284 2.55 0.011 .0235485 .1804947
q2 .0002357 .0374965 0.01 0.995 -.073274 .0737453
q3 .0629361 .0408574 1.54 0.124 -.0171622 .1430345

_cons .0549243 .0264889 2.07 0.038 .0029944 .1068542

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5081
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5067) = 214.98

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8081271 .0160132 50.47 0.000 .7767343 .83952
smb -.0293517 .0217034 -1.35 0.176 -.0718997 .0131963
hml -.0805 .0159628 -5.04 0.000 -.111794 -.049206
mom .0140535 .0119601 1.18 0.240 -.0093934 .0375004
win .040198 .0660201 0.61 0.543 -.0892299 .169626

loss .0407356 .0878343 0.46 0.643 -.1314577 .2129289
mon -.0237159 .0279251 -0.85 0.396 -.0784611 .0310293
tue -.0591093 .0281273 -2.10 0.036 -.114251 -.0039677
wed -.0209704 .0250221 -0.84 0.402 -.0700246 .0280837
thu -.0345229 .0264482 -1.31 0.192 -.0863729 .0173271
q1 .0930552 .06586 1.41 0.158 -.036059 .2221693
q2 -.001014 .0496674 -0.02 0.984 -.0983836 .0963556
q3 .009958 .0426761 0.23 0.816 -.0737056 .0936215

_cons .0555241 .0197358 2.81 0.005 .0168334 .0942149

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5085
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5071) = 134.48

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8706642 .0564308 15.43 0.000 .7600355 .981293
smb -.042969 .0651181 -0.66 0.509 -.1706286 .0846905
hml .0073546 .0250908 0.29 0.769 -.0418341 .0565433
mom .00287 .0228446 0.13 0.900 -.0419153 .0476554
win .0426736 .0839238 0.51 0.611 -.1218532 .2072004

loss .0543386 .0646156 0.84 0.400 -.0723359 .1810131
mon .0065528 .0279122 0.23 0.814 -.0481671 .0612727
tue -.022622 .0304987 -0.74 0.458 -.0824125 .0371686
wed .0300233 .0292766 1.03 0.305 -.0273714 .087418
thu .0135284 .0258824 0.52 0.601 -.0372124 .0642692
q1 -.012415 .0727565 -0.17 0.865 -.1550492 .1302192
q2 .0002423 .0581396 0.00 0.997 -.1137365 .1142211
q3 -.1068952 .0586919 -1.82 0.069 -.2219567 .0081662

_cons .0143043 .0198711 0.72 0.472 -.0246515 .0532602
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Group variable: club Number of obs = 46894
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5135
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5210.444

Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0176
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 11) = 909.76
Estimated coefficients = 12 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5046
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5032) = 92.66

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7865623 .0231545 33.97 0.000 .7411693 .8319553
smb -.0060782 .0219957 -0.28 0.782 -.0491994 .037043
hml -.0068963 .0196711 -0.35 0.726 -.0454603 .0316677
mom -.0127599 .0132279 -0.96 0.335 -.0386922 .0131725
win .0912734 .097424 0.94 0.349 -.0997201 .2822668

loss .0370369 .0923672 0.40 0.688 -.1440431 .2181169
mon .0066658 .0304685 0.22 0.827 -.0530657 .0663973
tue -.0045083 .0319777 -0.14 0.888 -.0671986 .0581821
wed .0335976 .0375987 0.89 0.372 -.0401123 .1073074
thu .0111576 .0301532 0.37 0.711 -.0479559 .070271
q1 .0697177 .072693 0.96 0.338 -.0727921 .2122276
q2 -.098601 .0444479 -2.22 0.027 -.1857383 -.0114637
q3 -.0302318 .0477459 -0.63 0.527 -.1238345 .0633709

_cons -.0007802 .0215671 -0.04 0.971 -.0430613 .0415008

21 .
22 . // Panel regression on different models using PCSE: equal weighted
23 . tsset, clear

24 . xtset club date
panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 28mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

25 . // Model 1
26 . xtpcse equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, cor

> relation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10004
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5290

Panel-corrected
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .4861661 .0346477 14.03 0.000 .4182578 .5540744
sector_exc~s .1319531 .0298654 4.42 0.000 .0734181 .1904882

win -.1438401 .2188423 -0.66 0.511 -.5727631 .285083
loss -.2177305 .3160231 -0.69 0.491 -.8371245 .4016634
mon .0422997 .0872058 0.49 0.628 -.1286205 .2132199
tue -.1081275 .0867812 -1.25 0.213 -.2782154 .0619605
wed .2112993 .0869321 2.43 0.015 .0409156 .3816831
thu .033456 .0848979 0.39 0.694 -.1329409 .1998529
q1 .0873512 .1968014 0.44 0.657 -.2983725 .4730749
q2 -.0513392 .1787982 -0.29 0.774 -.4017771 .2990987
q3 .076104 .1736901 0.44 0.661 -.2643224 .4165304

_cons .1230087 .0617298 1.99 0.046 .0020206 .2439969

rhos = .0019151 .0164311 .003588 .0678315 .0447616 ... .0056618
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27 . // Model 3
28 . xtpcse equal_premium lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 9880
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 46127
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5018
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5125.222
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5252
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0189
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 916.63
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0333097 .0211048 1.58 0.114 -.0080549 .0746742
rpm .5004284 .0355174 14.09 0.000 .4308156 .5700412

lag_rpm .1241731 .0216593 5.73 0.000 .0817216 .1666245
lag2_rpm .0534761 .0217507 2.46 0.014 .0108455 .0961067

sector_exc~s .1205322 .0305306 3.95 0.000 .0606933 .180371
lag_equal .0058629 .0086428 0.68 0.498 -.0110768 .0228025
lag2_equal .0208817 .0086607 2.41 0.016 .0039071 .0378564
lag3_equal .006276 .0085781 0.73 0.464 -.0105368 .0230889

win -.1406019 .2239362 -0.63 0.530 -.5795088 .298305
loss -.2176782 .3245494 -0.67 0.502 -.8537834 .4184269
mon .0358994 .0888612 0.40 0.686 -.1382654 .2100642
tue -.1102797 .0885231 -1.25 0.213 -.2837817 .0632223
wed .2146583 .0884609 2.43 0.015 .0412781 .3880385
thu .0363684 .0861311 0.42 0.673 -.1324454 .2051822
q1 -.0118537 .413105 -0.03 0.977 -.8215246 .7978172
q2 -.1017848 .1956073 -0.52 0.603 -.485168 .2815985
q3 .0524092 .1807411 0.29 0.772 -.3018369 .4066552

_cons .1147073 .0627191 1.83 0.067 -.0082198 .2376344

rhos = -.0041083 .0606344 -.0040364 .0953738 .1012781 ... .0003061

29 . // Model 4
30 . xtpcse equal_premium rpm smb hml mom win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, corre

> lation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10272
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 45726
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5024
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5080.667
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5157
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0169
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 13) = 829.05
Estimated coefficients = 14 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000
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Panel-corrected
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5918823 .0213034 27.78 0.000 .5501283 .6336362
smb .0301849 .0482074 0.63 0.531 -.0642999 .1246698
hml .0314497 .0471005 0.67 0.504 -.0608655 .1237649
mom -.02134 .03186 -0.67 0.503 -.0837845 .0411045
win -.1508313 .2268108 -0.67 0.506 -.5953723 .2937096

loss -.2213507 .3210654 -0.69 0.491 -.8506273 .4079259
mon .0175281 .089554 0.20 0.845 -.1579945 .1930507
tue -.1125072 .0869612 -1.29 0.196 -.2829479 .0579335
wed .2142845 .0870781 2.46 0.014 .0436145 .3849544
thu .0344565 .0854282 0.40 0.687 -.1329796 .2018927
q1 .1014633 .1976707 0.51 0.608 -.2859641 .4888907
q2 -.0466816 .1802764 -0.26 0.796 -.4000169 .3066536
q3 .0786184 .1742681 0.45 0.652 -.2629408 .4201775

_cons .1264798 .0619718 2.04 0.041 .0050173 .2479423

rhos = .0025338 .0133797 .0051044 .064772 .0495403 ... .0053053

31 .
32 . // Panel regression on different models using PCSE: value weighted
33 . // Model 1
34 . xtpcse value_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, cor

> relation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10007
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 46840
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5135
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5204.444
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5290
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.4263
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 11) = 30448.29
Estimated coefficients = 12 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .6213745 .0058147 106.86 0.000 .609978 .632771
sector_exc~s .0617447 .0053502 11.54 0.000 .0512585 .072231

win -.0202721 .040224 -0.50 0.614 -.0991097 .0585655
loss -.0340984 .0526419 -0.65 0.517 -.1372747 .0690779
mon -.0070026 .0147893 -0.47 0.636 -.0359891 .0219838
tue -.0367098 .0146665 -2.50 0.012 -.0654557 -.0079639
wed .0113172 .0147013 0.77 0.441 -.0174968 .0401311
thu -.0044905 .0146187 -0.31 0.759 -.0331427 .0241616
q1 .0854727 .0321778 2.66 0.008 .0224054 .14854
q2 -.00511 .028862 -0.18 0.859 -.0616784 .0514584
q3 -.0026283 .0279184 -0.09 0.925 -.0573473 .0520907

_cons .0368588 .0103817 3.55 0.000 .016511 .0572065

rhos = .0166789 -.0014687 .0222921 -.0162889 .0407586 ... .0105204
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35 . // Model 3
36 . xtpcse value_premium lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 9883
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 46079
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5018
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5119.889
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5252
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.4270
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 29558.30
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0076667 .0039135 1.96 0.050 -3.55e-06 .015337
rpm .6251965 .0059145 105.71 0.000 .6136044 .6367887

lag_rpm .0267114 .0039576 6.75 0.000 .0189547 .0344681
lag2_rpm .0070952 .0039497 1.80 0.072 -.000646 .0148364

sector_exc~s .0568759 .0054564 10.42 0.000 .0461815 .0675703
lag_equal -.0003601 .0006614 -0.54 0.586 -.0016563 .0009361
lag2_equal .0004131 .0006622 0.62 0.533 -.0008847 .0017109
lag3_equal .0007689 .000659 1.17 0.243 -.0005226 .0020604

win -.0292895 .0405417 -0.72 0.470 -.1087499 .0501708
loss -.0342915 .0532595 -0.64 0.520 -.1386781 .0700951
mon -.0117741 .0149582 -0.79 0.431 -.0410917 .0175434
tue -.0376937 .0148922 -2.53 0.011 -.0668818 -.0085055
wed .010377 .0148603 0.70 0.485 -.0187487 .0395027
thu -.006159 .0147953 -0.42 0.677 -.0351573 .0228393
q1 .0052364 .0478437 0.11 0.913 -.0885355 .0990083
q2 .0007691 .031072 0.02 0.980 -.0601309 .0616691
q3 -.0150792 .028292 -0.53 0.594 -.0705305 .0403721

_cons .0378997 .0104903 3.61 0.000 .0173391 .0584604

rhos = -.0028348 .0022439 .0081259 -.0066819 .0750233 ... .0300755

37 . // Model 4
38 . xtpcse value_premium rpm smb hml mom win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, corre

> lation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10272
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 45689
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5024
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5076.556
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5157
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.4224
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 13) = 29483.42
Estimated coefficients = 14 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000



Panel-corrected
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .6764078 .0040047 168.90 0.000 .6685586 .6842569
smb .0325757 .0081619 3.99 0.000 .0165786 .0485727
hml -.0271612 .0079922 -3.40 0.001 -.0428256 -.0114968
mom .0226968 .0053919 4.21 0.000 .012129 .0332647
win -.0195976 .0411708 -0.48 0.634 -.1002909 .0610957

loss -.0387039 .0543656 -0.71 0.477 -.1452585 .0678508
mon -.0114984 .0152346 -0.75 0.450 -.0413577 .0183609
tue -.037033 .0147719 -2.51 0.012 -.0659855 -.0080805
wed .0119248 .0148043 0.81 0.421 -.0170911 .0409406
thu -.006413 .0147498 -0.43 0.664 -.0353222 .0224961
q1 .0905605 .0323903 2.80 0.005 .0270768 .1540443
q2 -.0055313 .028976 -0.19 0.849 -.0623232 .0512606
q3 .003937 .0279764 0.14 0.888 -.0508958 .0587698

_cons .0377406 .0104786 3.60 0.000 .0172029 .0582783

rhos = .0208048 -.0040021 .0389399 -.0185618 .0383064 ... .0079815

39 .
40 .

end of do-file

41 .



Appendix 5: Regression Results: Win and Loss Portfolios for All Games and Important
Games

12 . tsset date
time variable: date, 17sep1992 to 13mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

13 . newey win_premium rpm_internat , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 407
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 405) = 102.52

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
win_premium Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .6036467 .0596184 10.13 0.000 .4864466 .7208468
_cons .0855626 .0506109 1.69 0.092 -.0139302 .1850554

14 . newey win_premium rpm_internat smb hml mom , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 386
maximum lag: 1 F( 4, 381) = 26.51

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
win_premium Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .5949482 .0618045 9.63 0.000 .4734275 .7164688
smb .1787545 .1008506 1.77 0.077 -.019539 .377048
hml -.1665766 .1139741 -1.46 0.145 -.3906737 .0575204
mom -.0602861 .0592366 -1.02 0.309 -.1767576 .0561855

_cons .1031738 .0520543 1.98 0.048 .0008242 .2055234

15 .
16 . drop if Imp_WinPF ==.

(316 observations deleted)

17 . gen imp_win_prem = Imp_WinPF - rf_internat

18 . tsset date
time variable: date, 28apr1994 to 21may2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

19 . newey imp_win_prem rpm_internat , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 91
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 89) = 38.39

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
imp_win_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .6650184 .1073246 6.20 0.000 .4517667 .8782701
_cons .0656658 .0864278 0.76 0.449 -.1060645 .2373961

20 . newey imp_win_prem rpm_internat smb hml mom , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 90
maximum lag: 1 F( 4, 85) = 12.86

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
imp_win_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .5901448 .1064407 5.54 0.000 .3785122 .8017775
smb .2199085 .1615655 1.36 0.177 -.1013271 .541144



hml -.0101738 .1263301 -0.08 0.936 -.2613518 .2410043
mom -.1388571 .0694949 -2.00 0.049 -.2770317 -.0006825

_cons .0283247 .0882833 0.32 0.749 -.1472062 .2038555

21 .
end of do-file
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26 . // create PF time series
27 . foreach var of varlist LossPF {

2. drop if `var'==.
3. }

(46630 observations deleted)

28 . gen loss_premium = LossPF -rf_internat

29 . tsset date
time variable: date, 05nov1992 to 14mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

30 . newey loss_premium rpm_internat , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 264
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 262) = 60.30

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
loss_premium Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .4610333 .059371 7.77 0.000 .3441282 .5779384
_cons -.0102903 .0600221 -0.17 0.864 -.1284773 .1078967

31 . newey loss_premium rpm_internat smb hml mom , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 254
maximum lag: 1 F( 4, 249) = 14.73

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
loss_premium Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .4568305 .0608472 7.51 0.000 .3369896 .5766714
smb .0003996 .124192 0.00 0.997 -.244201 .2450002
hml -.2032146 .1293794 -1.57 0.118 -.4580322 .0516029
mom -.0580374 .0713109 -0.81 0.416 -.1984869 .082412

_cons -.0027855 .0603213 -0.05 0.963 -.1215905 .1160195

32 .
33 .
34 . drop if Imp_LossPF ==.

(200 observations deleted)

35 . gen imp_loss_prem = Imp_LossPF - rf_internat

36 . tsset date
time variable: date, 27may1993 to 21may2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

37 . newey imp_loss_prem rpm_internat , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 64
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 62) = 11.31

Prob > F = 0.0013

Newey-West
imp_loss_p~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .401017 .1192364 3.36 0.001 .1626668 .6393672
_cons -.0513253 .1394017 -0.37 0.714 -.3299853 .2273346



38 . newey imp_loss_prem rpm_internat smb hml mom , force lag(1)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 64
maximum lag: 1 F( 4, 59) = 11.23

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-
West

imp_loss_p~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .3249953 .1166309 2.79 0.007 .0916174 .5583733
smb .2074952 .3101816 0.67 0.506 -.4131767 .8281671
hml -.2461733 .2415521 -1.02 0.312 -.7295178 .2371713
mom -.2160882 .0760088 -2.84 0.006 -.3681815 -.0639949

_cons -.0868582 .1462987 -0.59 0.555 -.3796012 .2058849

39 .
40 .

end of do-file

41 .



Appendix 6: Regression Results: OLS and TSCS Regressions Segmented by Firm
Characteristics

4 . // Individual regressions per city: equally weighted return
5 . tsset club date

panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 31dec2012, but with

gaps
delta: 1 day

6 .
7 . // Model 3
8 . by club: newey low_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess l

> ag_equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(1
> 0)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5179
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5161) = 36.54

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-
West

low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0260627 .0293542 0.89 0.375 -.031484 .0836093
rpm .6651013 .0575363 11.56 0.000 .5523057 .7778968

lag_rpm .0957412 .0320095 2.99 0.003 .0329889 .1584934
lag2_rpm .0612384 .0299002 2.05 0.041 .0026214 .1198554

sector_exc~s .1501275 .050249 2.99 0.003 .0516181 .2486369
lag_equal .0007604 .0030046 0.25 0.800 -.00513 .0066507
lag2_equal -.0010964 .0022381 -0.49 0.624 -.005484 .0032912
lag3_equal .0013682 .0020064 0.68 0.495 -.0025653 .0053016

win -.1812291 .2193782 -0.83 0.409 -.6113033 .2488451
loss -.4143398 .3647013 -1.14 0.256 -1.129309 .3006292
mon .0812046 .0989005 0.82 0.412 -.1126822 .2750915
tue -.1208065 .1022268 -1.18 0.237 -.3212144 .0796013
wed .2269202 .1227305 1.85 0.065 -.0136836 .4675241
thu .219397 .1105621 1.98 0.047 .0026483 .4361456
q1 .0417835 .2800167 0.15 0.881 -.5071679 .5907349
q2 .3710428 .2855444 1.30 0.194 -.1887452 .9308309
q3 -.0142347 .188303 -0.08 0.940 -.3833884 .3549191

_cons -.0467935 .0698983 -0.67 0.503 -.1838239 .0902368

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4673
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4655) = 15.67

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0587654 .0386196 -1.52 0.128 -.1344782 .0169474
rpm .3265197 .0603127 5.41 0.000 .2082782 .4447612

lag_rpm .0347296 .0482489 0.72 0.472 -.059861 .1293202
lag2_rpm .0492919 .0501318 0.98 0.326 -.0489901 .147574

sector_exc~s .3713996 .0452875 8.20 0.000 .2826148 .4601845
lag_equal .0378659 .0636488 0.59 0.552 -.0869159 .1626477
lag2_equal .0664538 .0614621 1.08 0.280 -.054041 .1869486
lag3_equal .0856168 .0466179 1.84 0.066 -.0057763 .17701

win -.2163037 .3309155 -0.65 0.513 -.8650548 .4324474
loss -.0549678 .5293693 -0.10 0.917 -1.092782 .9828468
mon .2909682 .1838759 1.58 0.114 -.0695156 .651452
tue -.0685619 .158321 -0.43 0.665 -.3789461 .2418223
wed -.0450379 .1664617 -0.27 0.787 -.3713817 .281306
thu .016939 .1730833 0.10 0.922 -.3223863 .3562643
q1 2.179059 1.587809 1.37 0.170 -.9337993 5.291918



F( 17, 5082) = 14.90
Prob > F = 0.0000

q2 .6401803 .3421875 1.87 0.061 -.0306694 1.31103
q3 -.6775353 .2630957 -2.58 0.010 -1.193328 -.1617431

_cons -.0837454 .1143529 -0.73 0.464 -.3079312 .1404405

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5072
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5054) = 30.36

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0049873 .0336409 -0.15 0.882 -.0709381 .0609635
rpm .5436666 .0449545 12.09 0.000 .4555363 .6317968

lag_rpm .3030741 .0303237 9.99 0.000 .2436265 .3625217
lag2_rpm .1617579 .0295776 5.47 0.000 .103773 .2197428

sector_exc~s .0850633 .0317067 2.68 0.007 .0229044 .1472222
lag_equal .0149663 .0054809 2.73 0.006 .0042214 .0257112
lag2_equal .0100733 .004195 2.40 0.016 .0018492 .0182973
lag3_equal .0052057 .0084413 0.62 0.537 -.0113429 .0217542

win .8507885 .3138171 2.71 0.007 .2355708 1.466006
loss .7270669 .4289846 1.69 0.090 -.1139289 1.568063
mon -.1076674 .0939291 -1.15 0.252 -.2918091 .0764743
tue -.4415478 .1037164 -4.26 0.000 -.6448768 -.2382188
wed -.2057495 .0988744 -2.08 0.037 -.3995861 -.0119128
thu -.1233756 .0900899 -1.37 0.171 -.2999908 .0532396
q1 .2194229 .2666939 0.82 0.411 -.3034127 .7422585
q2 .3921282 .2003313 1.96 0.050 -.0006079 .7848644
q3 .3006971 .2131943 1.41 0.158 -.1172562 .7186504

_cons .1623942 .0710584 2.29 0.022 .0230889 .3016996

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5100
maximum lag: 10



-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 4144)
Prob > F

4162
4.65

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0113382 .0248982 -0.46 0.649 -.0601494 .037473
rpm .1344606 .0366711 3.67 0.000 .0625695 .2063517

lag_rpm .1121426 .0249835 4.49 0.000 .0631642 .161121
lag2_rpm .0225375 .0229351 0.98 0.326 -.0224252 .0675003

sector_exc~s .1850276 .0415402 4.45 0.000 .103591 .2664642
lag_equal .0583305 .0255442 2.28 0.022 .0082528 .1084082
lag2_equal .0892533 .0252324 3.54 0.000 .0397869 .1387196
lag3_equal .0803954 .0267485 3.01 0.003 .0279568 .1328341

win .4057237 .2469833 1.64 0.101 -.0784699 .8899173
loss -.0619124 .3185458 -0.19 0.846 -.6863995 .5625747
mon -.1430393 .0763646 -1.87 0.061 -.2927468 .0066683
tue -.1799267 .0870824 -2.07 0.039 -.3506456 -.0092077
wed -.0802783 .0808424 -0.99 0.321 -.2387643 .0782077
thu -.1081268 .0756053 -1.43 0.153 -.2563458 .0400923
q1 -.1128636 .3081923 -0.37 0.714 -.7170534 .4913262
q2 -.1052706 .1498335 -0.70 0.482 -.3990088 .1884676
q3 -.1377729 .1458076 -0.94 0.345 -.4236187 .1480728

_cons .1232586 .0530462 2.32 0.020 .0192652 .2272519

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4998
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4980) = 45.81

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0158971 .0250591 0.63 0.526 -.0332299 .065024
rpm 1.06773 .0773346 13.81 0.000 .9161199 1.21934

lag_rpm .0716841 .03652 1.96 0.050 .0000887 .1432794
lag2_rpm .0556175 .0424205 1.31 0.190 -.0275454 .1387803

sector_exc~s -.2574957 .0537355 -4.79 0.000 -.362841 -.1521504
lag_equal .0996278 .0550705 1.81 0.070 -.0083345 .2075902
lag2_equal .0158821 .0536435 0.30 0.767 -.0892827 .1210469
lag3_equal .0479282 .0373138 1.28 0.199 -.0252234 .1210797

win -.2044572 .1892372 -1.08 0.280 -.5754454 .166531
loss -.3901286 .2624632 -1.49 0.137 -.9046721 .124415
mon .2199195 .1035085 2.12 0.034 .0169972 .4228418
tue .0265633 .0987987 0.27 0.788 -.1671256 .2202522
wed .0459974 .0902443 0.51 0.610 -.1309212 .2229159
thu .0614346 .0978071 0.63 0.530 -.1303105 .2531797
q1 1.389954 .740595 1.88 0.061 -.0619381 2.841847
q2 .0546713 .2081799 0.26 0.793 -.353453 .4627956
q3 -.1698214 .2143532 -0.79 0.428 -.590048 .2504052

_cons -.0249143 .0648309 -0.38 0.701 -.1520114 .1021828



-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5048)
Prob > F

5066
5.36

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.003346 .1007519 -0.03 0.974 -.2008738 .1941817
rpm .3715443 .1119004 3.32 0.001 .1521594 .5909291

lag_rpm .5336181 .1130859 4.72 0.000 .3119091 .7553271
lag2_rpm .1087848 .1065958 1.02 0.308 -.1002002 .3177698

sector_exc~s .1970983 .0949316 2.08 0.038 .0109813 .3832152
lag_equal -.0006551 .0048413 -0.14 0.892 -.0101465 .0088364
lag2_equal .0046639 .0027651 1.69 0.092 -.0007571 .0100849
lag3_equal .0076404 .0035653 2.14 0.032 .0006506 .0146303

win .430001 .8590982 0.50 0.617 -1.254292 2.114294
loss -1.031038 2.137668 -0.48 0.630 -5.222015 3.159939
mon .2630234 .2836579 0.93 0.354 -.2930982 .8191451
tue .2049654 .3438792 0.60 0.551 -.4692223 .879153
wed -.1349473 .2882665 -0.47 0.640 -.7001042 .4302096
thu .6348216 .3368828 1.88 0.060 -.0256495 1.295293
q1 -.1278796 .6487594 -0.20 0.844 -1.399796 1.144037
q2 -.1650854 .4486048 -0.37 0.713 -1.044592 .7144208
q3 .7791865 .4509688 1.73 0.084 -.1049544 1.663327

_cons -.2512293 .2114355 -1.19 0.235 -.6657564 .1632977

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5101
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5083) = 130.37

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0010255 .0156272 0.07 0.948 -.0296105 .0316616
rpm .5260645 .0292422 17.99 0.000 .4687372 .5833917

lag_rpm .0977659 .02203 4.44 0.000 .0545777 .1409541
lag2_rpm -.0097434 .0251531 -0.39 0.699 -.0590543 .0395674

sector_exc~s .167041 .0358072 4.67 0.000 .0968434 .2372386
lag_equal .0637538 .0269023 2.37 0.018 .0110138 .1164939
lag2_equal .1016968 .0331157 3.07 0.002 .0367759 .1666178
lag3_equal .043275 .0156583 2.76 0.006 .0125779 .0739721

win .0689031 .1337723 0.52 0.607 -.1933482 .3311543
loss .1515382 .1879994 0.81 0.420 -.2170215 .520098
mon .0560075 .0475769 1.18 0.239 -.0372638 .1492788
tue -.0512471 .0459448 -1.12 0.265 -.1413186 .0388245
wed -.0146447 .047255 -0.31 0.757 -.1072849 .0779955
thu -.0114835 .0468478 -0.25 0.806 -.1033254 .0803585
q1 .0291752 .1816083 0.16 0.872 -.3268552 .3852057
q2 .1380348 .1105582 1.25 0.212 -.0787068 .3547765
q3 .0871854 .106166 0.82 0.412 -.1209456 .2953164

_cons -.0438377 .0311461 -1.41 0.159 -.1048974 .0172221



Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .1597994 .0943279 1.69 0.090 -.0251242 .344723
rpm .3543599 .1146994 3.09 0.002 .1294993 .5792204

lag_rpm .1955644 .081567 2.40 0.017 .0356576 .3554713
lag2_rpm .4267734 .2013709 2.12 0.034 .0319991 .8215477

sector_exc~s .005634 .1048462 0.05 0.957 -.19991 .2111781
lag_equal .0046817 .0236207 0.20 0.843 -.0416251 .0509885
lag2_equal -.0329294 .0396412 -0.83 0.406 -.1106434 .0447846
lag3_equal .026569 .0308918 0.86 0.390 -.0339923 .0871304

win .4741053 .866863 0.55 0.584 -1.225322 2.173533
loss .2265125 .4605962 0.49 0.623 -.676456 1.129481
mon .0211863 .1614155 0.13 0.896 -.2952582 .3376307
tue .368321 .2169643 1.70 0.090 -.0570232 .7936652
wed .5401061 .422601 1.28 0.201 -.2883752 1.368587
thu .2695646 .1647885 1.64 0.102 -.0534923 .5926215
q1 -.2695288 .509987 -0.53 0.597 -1.269325 .7302671
q2 -.4800978 .5856416 -0.82 0.412 -1.628209 .6680139
q3 .653429 1.033357 0.63 0.527 -1.3724 2.679258

_cons .1137752 .095565 1.19 0.234 -.0735738 .3011241

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4722
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4704) = 150.61

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0122336 .0383256 0.32 0.750 -.0629025 .0873697
rpm .7487431 .052641 14.22 0.000 .6455421 .8519441

lag_rpm -.0173466 .0419468 -0.41 0.679 -.0995818 .0648887
lag2_rpm .0404987 .0410743 0.99 0.324 -.0400262 .1210236

sector_exc~s .1294556 .0396613 3.26 0.001 .0517009 .2072102
lag_equal -.0072896 .0108251 -0.67 0.501 -.0285118 .0139327
lag2_equal .018512 .0087425 2.12 0.034 .0013726 .0356514
lag3_equal -.007146 .0126634 -0.56 0.573 -.0319721 .0176802

win -.0742096 .3171855 -0.23 0.815 -.6960418 .5476226
loss -.1764826 .4991527 -0.35 0.724 -1.155056 .8020904
mon .0247067 .1502521 0.16 0.869 -.2698577 .3192711
tue .0209975 .146959 0.14 0.886 -.2671111 .309106
wed -.0278975 .1512808 -0.18 0.854 -.3244786 .2686836
thu .1016629 .1562593 0.65 0.515 -.2046784 .4080043
q1 2.213603 .1205196 18.37 0.000 1.977328 2.449878
q2 -.19202 .2302024 -0.83 0.404 -.6433246 .2592845
q3 .4110911 .2252556 1.82 0.068 -.0305153 .8526976

_cons -.0322135 .1173655 -0.27 0.784 -.2623049 .197878

9 . by club: newey high_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess
> lag_equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(
> 10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5176
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5158) = 139.33

Prob > F = 0.0000
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-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5058)
Prob > F

5076
86.21

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .031696 .0179864 1.76 0.078 -.0035649 .0669569
rpm .5068435 .0263718 19.22 0.000 .4551436 .5585435

lag_rpm .0337853 .0165871 2.04 0.042 .0012676 .066303
lag2_rpm -.0046603 .0165107 -0.28 0.778 -.0370282 .0277076

sector_exc~s .3993881 .0284022 14.06 0.000 .3437078 .4550684
lag_equal .0005434 .0003704 1.47 0.142 -.0001828 .0012696
lag2_equal .001283 .0006391 2.01 0.045 .0000302 .0025359
lag3_equal -.001011 .0007273 -1.39 0.165 -.0024368 .0004148

win -.0181361 .138984 -0.13 0.896 -.2906037 .2543315
loss -.2149443 .1316827 -1.63 0.103 -.4730982 .0432095
mon -.0030581 .0488323 -0.06 0.950 -.09879 .0926739
tue -.0596392 .0457813 -1.30 0.193 -.1493899 .0301116
wed .0258568 .0497722 0.52 0.603 -.0717178 .1234313
thu .0297065 .0484491 0.61 0.540 -.0652743 .1246872
q1 -.0255277 .1464247 -0.17 0.862 -.3125822 .2615268
q2 -.1251548 .1226142 -1.02 0.307 -.3655306 .1152211
q3 .0541885 .0917169 0.59 0.555 -.1256155 .2339925

_cons .0228847 .032282 0.71 0.478 -.0404017 .0861712

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4982
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4964) = 27.80

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0295355 .0234077 1.26 0.207 -.0163539 .0754249
rpm .2817727 .0396085 7.11 0.000 .2041227 .3594228

lag_rpm -.0363583 .0347065 -1.05 0.295 -.1043984 .0316817
lag2_rpm -.049808 .0371876 -1.34 0.181 -.1227122 .0230961

sector_exc~s .2496502 .0336527 7.42 0.000 .183676 .3156244
lag_equal .0791666 .0420774 1.88 0.060 -.0033237 .1616569
lag2_equal .0436829 .044558 0.98 0.327 -.0436704 .1310362
lag3_equal .0244731 .0300953 0.81 0.416 -.0345269 .0834732

win -.3304992 .2015368 -1.64 0.101 -.7256004 .0646019
loss -.1052197 .2995198 -0.35 0.725 -.692411 .4819716
mon .0411034 .0935376 0.44 0.660 -.1422716 .2244784
tue .0402864 .0896638 0.45 0.653 -.1354942 .216067
wed .0967007 .1030763 0.94 0.348 -.1053743 .2987757
thu .0917559 .1686077 0.54 0.586 -.2387897 .4223015
q1 .1214626 .7551621 0.16 0.872 -1.358989 1.601914
q2 -.0130475 .1840245 -0.07 0.943 -.3738168 .3477218
q3 -.3545576 .1641687 -2.16 0.031 -.6764009 -.0327143

_cons .0028448 .0588411 0.05 0.961 -.1125098 .1181993
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-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 4979)
Prob > F

4997
83.88

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0164369 .024403 -0.67 0.501 -.0642773 .0314036
rpm .8161186 .0407122 20.05 0.000 .736305 .8959321

lag_rpm .1874553 .0206882 9.06 0.000 .1468974 .2280131
lag2_rpm .0676832 .0244869 2.76 0.006 .0196783 .1156881

sector_exc~s .1117017 .0352625 3.17 0.002 .042572 .1808313
lag_equal .0041343 .002221 1.86 0.063 -.0002198 .0084883
lag2_equal .0029314 .0023606 1.24 0.214 -.0016965 .0075592
lag3_equal .0046492 .003436 1.35 0.176 -.0020869 .0113852

win -.1977932 .1481882 -1.33 0.182 -.4883062 .0927199
loss .1268109 .2519703 0.50 0.615 -.36716 .6207818
mon -.0886154 .0566799 -1.56 0.118 -.1997326 .0225018
tue -.2676229 .0573368 -4.67 0.000 -.3800279 -.1552178
wed -.2120659 .0556418 -3.81 0.000 -.321148 -.1029838
thu -.1259575 .0552654 -2.28 0.023 -.2343015 -.0176134
q1 .2687883 .1645643 1.63 0.102 -.0538289 .5914055
q2 -.0241584 .1123128 -0.22 0.830 -.2443401 .1960232
q3 .2817284 .1241795 2.27 0.023 .0382829 .5251739

_cons .1916004 .0387454 4.95 0.000 .1156426 .2675582

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5105
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5087) = 37.72

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0006822 .0196729 -0.03 0.972 -.0392495 .0378851
rpm .1993842 .0459317 4.34 0.000 .1093384 .28943

lag_rpm .1231846 .0223793 5.50 0.000 .0793115 .1670577
lag2_rpm .0920394 .021885 4.21 0.000 .0491353 .1349435

sector_exc~s .3660637 .0530214 6.90 0.000 .262119 .4700084
lag_equal .0722224 .0201891 3.58 0.000 .032643 .1118018
lag2_equal .0361872 .0235081 1.54 0.124 -.0098987 .0822731
lag3_equal .0717755 .0207036 3.47 0.001 .0311876 .1123635

win .2539166 .1777938 1.43 0.153 -.0946358 .602469
loss .1837469 .3281607 0.56 0.576 -.4595893 .8270831
mon -.2206342 .0697493 -3.16 0.002 -.3573728 -.0838956
tue -.2059523 .0703255 -2.93 0.003 -.3438206 -.068084
wed -.2325228 .0671434 -3.46 0.001 -.3641527 -.100893
thu -.2832463 .0643077 -4.40 0.000 -.4093171 -.1571756
q1 -.1772785 .1898349 -0.93 0.350 -.5494366 .1948797
q2 -.0163356 .1345332 -0.12 0.903 -.2800786 .2474075
q3 .1403758 .1345129 1.04 0.297 -.1233273 .4040789

_cons .2660559 .0457216 5.82 0.000 .1764218 .3556901
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-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5085)
Prob > F

5103
217.84
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0050015 .0176043 -0.28 0.776 -.0395136 .0295106
rpm .8672307 .0475462 18.24 0.000 .7740193 .9604422

lag_rpm -.0060122 .0210308 -0.29 0.775 -.0472419 .0352174
lag2_rpm -.0070454 .0211698 -0.33 0.739 -.0485476 .0344568

sector_exc~s -.1522312 .0357566 -4.26 0.000 -.2223299 -.0821326
lag_equal .081909 .0304632 2.69 0.007 .0221877 .1416303
lag2_equal .0103429 .0275966 0.37 0.708 -.0437585 .0644444
lag3_equal .0091937 .0193625 0.47 0.635 -.0287653 .0471527

win -.0195146 .1280923 -0.15 0.879 -.2706319 .2316027
loss -.1064489 .2091073 -0.51 0.611 -.5163913 .3034936
mon .0394066 .0559333 0.70 0.481 -.0702473 .1490604
tue .0581438 .0593331 0.98 0.327 -.0581753 .1744629
wed .0454331 .0570652 0.80 0.426 -.0664397 .157306
thu -.0122471 .0559064 -0.22 0.827 -.1218483 .097354
q1 .470175 .3047398 1.54 0.123 -.1272494 1.067599
q2 -.0539311 .1182818 -0.46 0.648 -.2858156 .1779534
q3 .0654234 .1101457 0.59 0.553 -.1505106 .2813575

_cons .004121 .0416228 0.10 0.921 -.0774779 .0857199

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4653
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4635) = 33.67

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .5363148 .5560119 0.96 0.335 -.5537332 1.626363
rpm .5031382 .2993242 1.68 0.093 -.0836797 1.089956

lag_rpm .6392218 .3898799 1.64 0.101 -.1251284 1.403572
lag2_rpm .0639475 .0564064 1.13 0.257 -.0466359 .174531

sector_exc~s .0431763 .2263612 0.19 0.849 -.4005995 .486952
lag_equal .0150616 .0063914 2.36 0.018 .0025314 .0275918
lag2_equal .0104013 .0010556 9.85 0.000 .0083317 .0124708
lag3_equal .011093 .0017692 6.27 0.000 .0076246 .0145613

win -1.918012 1.827686 -1.05 0.294 -5.501146 1.665121
loss -2.3687 1.689435 -1.40 0.161 -5.680797 .9433964
mon -.2294995 .1467843 -1.56 0.118 -.5172666 .0582675
tue -.4081407 .1475962 -2.77 0.006 -.6974995 -.1187819
wed 3.624304 4.133515 0.88 0.381 -4.479353 11.72796
thu -.1473536 .2138738 -0.69 0.491 -.566648 .2719407
q1 -.1325423 .404124 -0.33 0.743 -.9248177 .6597331
q2 -2.281464 2.320472 -0.98 0.326 -6.830693 2.267766
q3 -.3568105 .5232354 -0.68 0.495 -1.382601 .66898

_cons .4116759 .1035413 3.98 0.000 .2086857 .6146661
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-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 4852)
Prob > F

4870
217.03
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0006424 .0116464 -0.06 0.956 -.0234744 .0221895
rpm .5043855 .0248686 20.28 0.000 .4556323 .5531387

lag_rpm .0785314 .0207302 3.79 0.000 .0378913 .1191715
lag2_rpm -.0332479 .0175735 -1.89 0.059 -.0676996 .0012037

sector_exc~s .2820506 .0247186 11.41 0.000 .2335914 .3305097
lag_equal .0509116 .0153344 3.32 0.001 .0208496 .0809736
lag2_equal .0542202 .0215154 2.52 0.012 .0120407 .0963997
lag3_equal .0308689 .0155073 1.99 0.047 .000468 .0612698

win -.1527702 .0705041 -2.17 0.030 -.2909885 -.0145518
loss -.0723438 .0827429 -0.87 0.382 -.2345555 .089868
mon .0565173 .0891528 0.63 0.526 -.1182606 .2312951
tue -.0453122 .0354968 -1.28 0.202 -.1149012 .0242768
wed -.0641302 .0330784 -1.94 0.053 -.1289782 .0007177
thu -.011529 .034816 -0.33 0.741 -.0797835 .0567254
q1 .0689847 .1189744 0.58 0.562 -.1642564 .3022258
q2 .1440344 .0753165 1.91 0.056 -.0036184 .2916872
q3 .0371084 .0739942 0.50 0.616 -.107952 .1821688

_cons .0441667 .0246099 1.79 0.073 -.0040793 .0924126

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5048
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5030) = 14.79

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0256839 .0310494 0.83 0.408 -.0351865 .0865543
rpm .5386248 .1472031 3.66 0.000 .2500426 .8272071

lag_rpm .0836312 .0562371 1.49 0.137 -.0266181 .1938805
lag2_rpm .1089256 .0462903 2.35 0.019 .0181764 .1996748

sector_exc~s -.0597279 .1494741 -0.40 0.689 -.3527623 .2333066
lag_equal -.0085317 .0205506 -0.42 0.678 -.0488199 .0317564
lag2_equal .0192701 .0214915 0.90 0.370 -.0228627 .0614028
lag3_equal -.0074962 .0074185 -1.01 0.312 -.0220396 .0070472

win -.4240962 .2324468 -1.82 0.068 -.8797933 .0316008
loss -.0563984 .4583163 -0.12 0.902 -.9548981 .8421013
mon -.1047906 .1043563 -1.00 0.315 -.3093745 .0997932
tue -.215276 .0928262 -2.32 0.020 -.3972558 -.0332962
wed -.1069474 .2116625 -0.51 0.613 -.521898 .3080033
thu -.0734588 .0915234 -0.80 0.422 -.2528844 .1059669
q1 -.6978969 1.617524 -0.43 0.666 -3.868949 2.473155
q2 2.479696 2.636249 0.94 0.347 -2.6885 7.647893
q3 -.2995596 .8765022 -0.34 0.733 -2.017886 1.418767

_cons .2062774 .061613 3.35 0.001 .085489 .3270658
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F( 17, 4420) = 10.74
Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0285155 .0234188 -1.22 0.223 -.074427 .0173961
rpm .9251112 .0396448 23.34 0.000 .8473895 1.002833

lag_rpm .0759799 .0242705 3.13 0.002 .0283987 .123561
lag2_rpm .0494954 .0257926 1.92 0.055 -.0010698 .1000606

sector_exc~s .0726714 .0313382 2.32 0.020 .0112343 .1341086
lag_equal .0060982 .0058539 1.04 0.298 -.0053782 .0175746
lag2_equal .0184573 .0172178 1.07 0.284 -.0152974 .052212
lag3_equal .0075395 .0091934 0.82 0.412 -.0104837 .0255627

win .1481064 .2255952 0.66 0.512 -.2941624 .5903751
loss .1229782 .1904381 0.65 0.518 -.2503668 .4963231
mon -.0819218 .0672452 -1.22 0.223 -.2137528 .0499092
tue -.0016852 .0686516 -0.02 0.980 -.1362735 .132903
wed -.0560706 .0708456 -0.79 0.429 -.19496 .0828188
thu .0017739 .0642105 0.03 0.978 -.1241077 .1276556
q1 -.3401191 .078482 -4.33 0.000 -.4939793 -.1862588
q2 .0493013 .122238 0.40 0.687 -.1903405 .2889431
q3 -.0493377 .1526434 -0.32 0.747 -.348588 .2499126

_cons .0599656 .0471165 1.27 0.203 -.0324041 .1523353

10 . by club: newey small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess
> lag_equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag
> (10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5180
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5162) = 1.97

Prob > F = 0.0097

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .1660167 .2496466 0.67 0.506 -.3233963 .6554298
rpm .6763344 .4509877 1.50 0.134 -.2077926 1.560461

lag_rpm .1990042 .1565423 1.27 0.204 -.107885 .5058935
lag2_rpm -.1585074 .1962022 -0.81 0.419 -.5431469 .2261321

sector_exc~s -.1421436 .2201413 -0.65 0.519 -.5737137 .2894266
lag_equal -.010892 .0110612 -0.98 0.325 -.0325766 .0107925
lag2_equal .2642594 .2797852 0.94 0.345 -.284238 .8127569
lag3_equal -.006666 .0059288 -1.12 0.261 -.018289 .0049571

win -.1680591 .3964724 -0.42 0.672 -.945313 .6091949
loss .1747432 .6545517 0.27 0.790 -1.108455 1.457942
mon 3.548928 1.764449 2.01 0.044 .0898592 7.007996
tue .6222795 .4583153 1.36 0.175 -.2762128 1.520772
wed 1.533149 .9501527 1.61 0.107 -.3295532 3.39585
thu .5940814 .3905682 1.52 0.128 -.1715977 1.35976
q1 -.8955329 .5578325 -1.61 0.108 -1.989121 .1980551
q2 -.5597618 .5638714 -0.99 0.321 -1.665189 .545665
q3 -.2127127 .3760607 -0.57 0.572 -.949951 .5245256

_cons -.3407846 .3704255 -0.92 0.358 -1.066976 .3854063

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4438
maximum lag: 10
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-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5049)
Prob > F

5067
7.95

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0501122 .0397475 -1.26 0.207 -.1280373 .0278129
rpm .2526935 .0647311 3.90 0.000 .1257881 .379599

lag_rpm .041739 .0490478 0.85 0.395 -.0544193 .1378972
lag2_rpm .0305148 .0523379 0.58 0.560 -.0720936 .1331233

sector_exc~s .2992643 .0457515 6.54 0.000 .2095685 .3889601
lag_equal .0533006 .06664 0.80 0.424 -.0773472 .1839483
lag2_equal .0844994 .0622079 1.36 0.174 -.0374592 .2064581
lag3_equal .1130206 .0514823 2.20 0.028 .0120894 .2139517

win -.021851 .3630156 -0.06 0.952 -.7335433 .6898413
loss -.202549 .5348025 -0.38 0.705 -1.25103 .8459318
mon .0967302 .1901022 0.51 0.611 -.2759654 .4694257
tue -.1543282 .1737154 -0.89 0.374 -.4948973 .186241
wed -.2283542 .1716237 -1.33 0.183 -.5648225 .1081141
thu -.4064457 .1779515 -2.28 0.022 -.7553198 -.0575716
q1 2.194208 1.650572 1.33 0.184 -1.041741 5.430156
q2 .524968 .3646949 1.44 0.150 -.1900167 1.239953
q3 -.2237755 .2982074 -0.75 0.453 -.8084113 .3608603

_cons .0700226 .1216995 0.58 0.565 -.1685693 .3086145

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4962
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4944) = 7.51

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .2122717 .3025513 0.70 0.483 -.3808631 .8054065
rpm 1.064098 .4074273 2.61 0.009 .2653595 1.862836

lag_rpm .4891704 .1955398 2.50 0.012 .1058255 .8725153
lag2_rpm .3831639 .1851987 2.07 0.039 .0200922 .7462356

sector_exc~s -.0200885 .1968938 -0.10 0.919 -.4060877 .3659107
lag_equal .0186874 .0142265 1.31 0.189 -.0092029 .0465777
lag2_equal .0413931 .0109058 3.80 0.000 .0200128 .0627733
lag3_equal .0171629 .0277124 0.62 0.536 -.0371657 .0714914

win .4792056 .998342 0.48 0.631 -1.477988 2.436399
loss .3846456 1.369192 0.28 0.779 -2.299578 3.068869
mon -.240946 .2827902 -0.85 0.394 -.7953403 .3134484
tue -.3960741 .4998774 -0.79 0.428 -1.376056 .5839075
wed .6390331 1.523976 0.42 0.675 -2.348636 3.626703
thu -.5543652 .2856161 -1.94 0.052 -1.1143 .0055693
q1 .3034371 .830187 0.37 0.715 -1.324098 1.930972
q2 -.8701995 1.146291 -0.76 0.448 -3.117439 1.37704
q3 1.859428 1.027649 1.81 0.070 -.1552207 3.874076

_cons .3661144 .2089616 1.75 0.080 -.043543 .7757718
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-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 3317)
Prob > F

3335
4.19

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0216772 .0363047 -0.60 0.550 -.0928502 .0494958
rpm .102795 .0610174 1.68 0.092 -.0168256 .2224156

lag_rpm .1038936 .0376183 2.76 0.006 .0301455 .1776417
lag2_rpm .0018587 .0543238 0.03 0.973 -.1046395 .108357

sector_exc~s .1507213 .0655733 2.30 0.022 .0221692 .2792734
lag_equal .1553706 .053914 2.88 0.004 .0496757 .2610655
lag2_equal .180702 .0835887 2.16 0.031 .016832 .344572
lag3_equal .1010796 .046799 2.16 0.031 .0093333 .1928259

win .6883107 .3641339 1.89 0.059 -.0255499 1.402171
loss -.9475681 .4057272 -2.34 0.020 -1.742969 -.1521667
mon -.1977361 .1170915 -1.69 0.091 -.4272863 .0318142
tue -.0768327 .1322813 -0.58 0.561 -.3361615 .1824961
wed -.0860051 .1450896 -0.59 0.553 -.3704437 .1984336
thu -.0440039 .1306547 -0.34 0.736 -.3001438 .2121359
q1 -.5808076 .5720329 -1.02 0.310 -1.70224 .5406251
q2 -.3442959 .2674028 -1.29 0.198 -.8685214 .1799296
q3 .2035055 .2262716 0.90 0.368 -.240085 .6470959

_cons .1701773 .0820089 2.08 0.038 .0094043 .3309503

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4954
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4936) = 44.22

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0424255 .0255177 1.66 0.096 -.0076005 .0924515
rpm 1.0128 .079647 12.72 0.000 .8566568 1.168944

lag_rpm .0274965 .0529788 0.52 0.604 -.0763655 .1313585
lag2_rpm .0292762 .0503523 0.58 0.561 -.0694366 .127989

sector_exc~s -.2041986 .0543227 -3.76 0.000 -.3106952 -.0977019
lag_equal .1665479 .0982653 1.69 0.090 -.0260958 .3591917
lag2_equal .0594441 .0839918 0.71 0.479 -.1052172 .2241054
lag3_equal .07537 .0487528 1.55 0.122 -.0202073 .1709472

win -.0903091 .2515361 -0.36 0.720 -.5834317 .4028134
loss .1209042 .3068558 0.39 0.694 -.4806695 .722478
mon .314205 .1074569 2.92 0.003 .1035416 .5248684
tue .0792394 .1171512 0.68 0.499 -.1504291 .3089079
wed -.0324377 .1202611 -0.27 0.787 -.2682031 .2033276
thu .0854007 .11946 0.71 0.475 -.1487941 .3195955
q1 1.14372 1.135038 1.01 0.314 -1.081459 3.368898
q2 -.1484569 .2770219 -0.54 0.592 -.691543 .3946292
q3 -.0645836 .2582228 -0.25 0.803 -.570815 .4416479

_cons -.0342143 .0806984 -0.42 0.672 -.192419 .1239903
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-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5009)
Prob > F

5027
3.38

0.0000
=
=

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0865504 .1738906 -0.50 0.619 -.4274942 .2543933
rpm .2308656 .236655 0.98 0.329 -.233139 .6948702

lag_rpm .8673905 .1823033 4.76 0.000 .5099521 1.224829
lag2_rpm .2249804 .2448377 0.92 0.358 -.2550679 .7050286

sector_exc~s .3285595 .1375719 2.39 0.017 .058825 .598294
lag_equal .0074759 .0067778 1.10 0.270 -.0058132 .0207649
lag2_equal .1740908 .1031561 1.69 0.092 -.0281652 .3763468
lag3_equal .0059202 .0032539 1.82 0.069 -.0004597 .0123002

win 2.63106 1.8913 1.39 0.164 -1.077172 6.339292
loss -1.678786 2.693028 -0.62 0.533 -6.95895 3.601378
mon -.2598284 .491131 -0.53 0.597 -1.222779 .7031221
tue -1.046072 .5112262 -2.05 0.041 -2.048423 -.0437217
wed -.9908305 .5305887 -1.87 0.062 -2.031145 .049484
thu -.1772362 .5173942 -0.34 0.732 -1.19168 .8372079
q1 -.5138048 .9871031 -0.52 0.603 -2.449198 1.421588
q2 -1.26033 .7598459 -1.66 0.097 -2.750145 .229484
q3 .4959063 .7254726 0.68 0.494 -.926513 1.918326

_cons .1758032 .3678537 0.48 0.633 -.5454399 .8970463

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5103
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5085) = 58.71

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0084445 .0186851 -0.45 0.651 -.0450754 .0281863
rpm .3987489 .0312711 12.75 0.000 .3374441 .4600538

lag_rpm .0840772 .0275804 3.05 0.002 .0300078 .1381466
lag2_rpm -.0303228 .0319496 -0.95 0.343 -.0929577 .0323121

sector_exc~s .124231 .0398044 3.12 0.002 .0461973 .2022648
lag_equal .125285 .0341277 3.67 0.000 .05838 .19219
lag2_equal .1475114 .0424953 3.47 0.001 .0642022 .2308205
lag3_equal .0453029 .0209871 2.16 0.031 .0041592 .0864467

win -.0538809 .150517 -0.36 0.720 -.348959 .2411972
loss .1311257 .2777551 0.47 0.637 -.4133939 .6756453
mon .0636336 .0672151 0.95 0.344 -.0681369 .195404
tue -.0789636 .0630649 -1.25 0.211 -.2025979 .0446707
wed -.0293721 .063549 -0.46 0.644 -.1539555 .0952112
thu -.0757731 .066921 -1.13 0.258 -.2069671 .055421
q1 -.0714335 .2634069 -0.27 0.786 -.5878244 .4449574
q2 -.0177015 .1432602 -0.12 0.902 -.2985531 .2631501
q3 .2084387 .1174012 1.78 0.076 -.0217182 .4385956

_cons -.0260167 .0462182 -0.56 0.574 -.1166243 .0645909
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Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .1927422 .1578609 1.22 0.222 -.1167342 .5022187
rpm .6951291 .3346734 2.08 0.038 .0390227 1.351236

lag_rpm .3518514 .1338038 2.63 0.009 .0895374 .6141654
lag2_rpm .2509955 .4194381 0.60 0.550 -.5712868 1.073278

sector_exc~s -.4927808 .3295855 -1.50 0.135 -1.138913 .1533509
lag_equal .076918 .0539956 1.42 0.154 -.028937 .182773
lag2_equal -.0973893 .0556781 -1.75 0.080 -.2065427 .0117642
lag3_equal .0039787 .0377875 0.11 0.916 -.0701013 .0780587

win -.9964729 1.108754 -0.90 0.369 -3.170115 1.177169
loss -.8823668 .7842627 -1.13 0.261 -2.419865 .6551314
mon -.0097893 .276153 -0.04 0.972 -.5511701 .5315915
tue .4159444 .3121083 1.33 0.183 -.1959245 1.027813
wed 2.167861 1.292718 1.68 0.094 -.3664321 4.702154
thu .2336525 .2518789 0.93 0.354 -.2601403 .7274454
q1 -2.847319 1.552712 -1.83 0.067 -5.891315 .1966767
q2 1.245647 2.517145 0.49 0.621 -3.689058 6.180352
q3 .1096147 1.464553 0.07 0.940 -2.761549 2.980779

_cons .4788663 .1548902 3.09 0.002 .1752137 .7825189

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4422
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4404) = 217.58

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0117306 .0481431 0.24 0.808 -.0826542 .1061153
rpm .6273173 .0548604 11.43 0.000 .5197634 .7348713

lag_rpm .0540907 .0506356 1.07 0.285 -.0451806 .1533621
lag2_rpm .048348 .0465988 1.04 0.300 -.0430091 .1397052

sector_exc~s .0494383 .0381633 1.30 0.195 -.025381 .1242576
lag_equal -.0192948 .0111575 -1.73 0.084 -.0411691 .0025795
lag2_equal .0138988 .0109293 1.27 0.204 -.007528 .0353256
lag3_equal -.0063958 .0142607 -0.45 0.654 -.034354 .0215624

win .1590682 .4480448 0.36 0.723 -.7193248 1.037461
loss -.8884045 .6160749 -1.44 0.149 -2.096221 .3194121
mon -.1140107 .1839724 -0.62 0.535 -.4746891 .2466678
tue -.2387049 .1713127 -1.39 0.164 -.5745639 .0971541
wed -.1383832 .181111 -0.76 0.445 -.4934519 .2166854
thu -.0849866 .2108249 -0.40 0.687 -.4983095 .3283362
q1 3.027578 .1415319 21.39 0.000 2.750104 3.305052
q2 .0313853 .3072997 0.10 0.919 -.5710766 .6338471
q3 .7277221 .3461944 2.10 0.036 .049007 1.406437

_cons .1193581 .1437353 0.83 0.406 -.1624354 .4011517

11 . by club: newey big_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess l
> ag_equal lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(1
> 0)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5173
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5155) = 599.97

Prob > F = 0.0000
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-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5058)
Prob > F

5076
200.70
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0295156 .0107791 2.74 0.006 .0083841 .0506472
rpm .8296881 .0167654 49.49 0.000 .7968208 .8625553

lag_rpm .011243 .008753 1.28 0.199 -.0059167 .0284026
lag2_rpm -.0061209 .0091027 -0.67 0.501 -.0239661 .0117243

sector_exc~s .1684832 .0157763 10.68 0.000 .137555 .1994114
lag_equal .0015659 .0004858 3.22 0.001 .0006136 .0025182
lag2_equal .0002 .0004516 0.44 0.658 -.0006854 .0010853
lag3_equal -.0006145 .0004745 -1.30 0.195 -.0015447 .0003156

win -.0541204 .0758982 -0.71 0.476 -.2029131 .0946722
loss .1255868 .0956805 1.31 0.189 -.0619875 .313161
mon -.022347 .0250559 -0.89 0.372 -.0714672 .0267733
tue -.0132327 .0242876 -0.54 0.586 -.0608466 .0343812
wed .0390331 .0286645 1.36 0.173 -.0171614 .0952276
thu -.0114731 .0247026 -0.46 0.642 -.0599007 .0369546
q1 .1969652 .1240278 1.59 0.112 -.0461818 .4401123
q2 -.0163669 .074566 -0.22 0.826 -.1625479 .129814
q3 -.076987 .0549499 -1.40 0.161 -.1847121 .0307381

_cons .0193105 .0174112 1.11 0.267 -.0148229 .0534439

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5016
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4998) = 118.16

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0067761 .015985 0.42 0.672 -.0245615 .0381137
rpm .3331323 .0277562 12.00 0.000 .2787179 .3875467

lag_rpm -.014177 .0168497 -0.84 0.400 -.0472098 .0188558
lag2_rpm .0050767 .016392 0.31 0.757 -.0270589 .0372123

sector_exc~s .3703169 .022561 16.41 0.000 .3260874 .4145463
lag_equal .0008786 .0199912 0.04 0.965 -.0383129 .0400702
lag2_equal .0140254 .018213 0.77 0.441 -.02168 .0497308
lag3_equal .0169503 .0172441 0.98 0.326 -.0168557 .0507564

win -.0714781 .1289483 -0.55 0.579 -.3242732 .1813171
loss -.0663242 .2006632 -0.33 0.741 -.4597121 .3270638
mon .0293409 .0611912 0.48 0.632 -.0906207 .1493025
tue -.0632008 .0584287 -1.08 0.279 -.1777467 .051345
wed .0356856 .05967 0.60 0.550 -.0812937 .152665
thu -.068409 .0579372 -1.18 0.238 -.1819913 .0451733
q1 -.3170162 .3285048 -0.97 0.335 -.9610297 .3269974
q2 .1566867 .1480892 1.06 0.290 -.133633 .4470064
q3 -.0626369 .1178507 -0.53 0.595 -.293676 .1684022

_cons .0157159 .0428419 0.37 0.714 -.068273 .0997049
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-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 4998)
Prob > F

5016
126.15
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0011826 .0147454 -0.08 0.936 -.0300899 .0277247
rpm 1.029357 .0226964 45.35 0.000 .9848623 1.073852

lag_rpm .067584 .0190874 3.54 0.000 .0301644 .1050035
lag2_rpm .0198568 .0126906 1.56 0.118 -.0050222 .0447358

sector_exc~s .0415624 .0162791 2.55 0.011 .0096483 .0734764
lag_equal .0019589 .0008468 2.31 0.021 .0002989 .0036189
lag2_equal .0034113 .001558 2.19 0.029 .0003569 .0064657
lag3_equal -.0009354 .0012234 -0.76 0.445 -.0033339 .0014631

win -.044861 .0923218 -0.49 0.627 -.2258517 .1361296
loss -.2220762 .1463333 -1.52 0.129 -.5089528 .0648004
mon -.0400668 .0306939 -1.31 0.192 -.1002402 .0201065
tue -.0662705 .0318724 -2.08 0.038 -.1287542 -.0037868
wed .0206478 .0320631 0.64 0.520 -.0422097 .0835053
thu .0111504 .0314036 0.36 0.723 -.0504142 .0727149
q1 .1267395 .1035351 1.22 0.221 -.0762342 .3297132
q2 -.0189239 .0669319 -0.28 0.777 -.1501395 .1122916
q3 .0720861 .0612671 1.18 0.239 -.0480239 .1921962

_cons .0248355 .0224375 1.11 0.268 -.0191517 .0688227

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5107
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5089) = 120.99

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0068969 .0126046 -0.55 0.584 -.0316072 .0178135
rpm .3375457 .0278437 12.12 0.000 .28296 .3921314

lag_rpm .1209527 .0140373 8.62 0.000 .0934336 .1484718
lag2_rpm .0525812 .0127621 4.12 0.000 .027562 .0776003

sector_exc~s .3029973 .0329679 9.19 0.000 .2383661 .3676285
lag_equal .0285423 .0147024 1.94 0.052 -.0002807 .0573653
lag2_equal .0234636 .0161133 1.46 0.145 -.0081253 .0550525
lag3_equal .0267417 .0138763 1.93 0.054 -.0004619 .0539452

win .1356839 .1250132 1.09 0.278 -.1093958 .3807636
loss .1671196 .1449361 1.15 0.249 -.1170175 .4512567
mon -.0753754 .0390615 -1.93 0.054 -.1519528 .001202
tue -.090998 .0417713 -2.18 0.029 -.1728877 -.0091083
wed -.0668301 .042092 -1.59 0.112 -.1493485 .0156883
thu -.0778651 .0393435 -1.98 0.048 -.1549953 -.0007348
q1 -.0280277 .1295443 -0.22 0.829 -.2819902 .2259349
q2 .0698678 .0990159 0.71 0.480 -.124246 .2639815
q3 .0683121 .0823817 0.83 0.407 -.0931914 .2298157

_cons .0751436 .0278703 2.70 0.007 .0205058 .1297814
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-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 5084)
Prob > F

5102
680.56
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0007349 .0130564 0.06 0.955 -.0248613 .0263312
rpm 1.144661 .0431674 26.52 0.000 1.060034 1.229288

lag_rpm -.0127556 .0182991 -0.70 0.486 -.0486298 .0231186
lag2_rpm -.0032272 .0168732 -0.19 0.848 -.036306 .0298517

sector_exc~s -.3049538 .0287725 -10.60 0.000 -.3613605 -.2485471
lag_equal -.0386255 .0294063 -1.31 0.189 -.0962747 .0190237
lag2_equal -.0025522 .0240709 -0.11 0.916 -.0497418 .0446373
lag3_equal -.0318784 .0184293 -1.73 0.084 -.068008 .0042512

win .0026762 .1137133 0.02 0.981 -.2202517 .2256041
loss .016591 .1673984 0.10 0.921 -.3115834 .3447654
mon -.089573 .0449478 -1.99 0.046 -.1776904 -.0014556
tue -.0181572 .0458871 -0.40 0.692 -.108116 .0718017
wed .005377 .0462009 0.12 0.907 -.0851971 .0959511
thu -.0615453 .0456895 -1.35 0.178 -.1511168 .0280263
q1 .3776957 .6351765 0.59 0.552 -.8675288 1.62292
q2 -.115369 .1108337 -1.04 0.298 -.3326517 .1019136
q3 -.1053716 .1058854 -1.00 0.320 -.3129534 .1022101

_cons .0571704 .030983 1.85 0.065 -.0035699 .1179108

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4822
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 4804) = 28.55

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0122916 .0181046 0.68 0.497 -.0232018 .047785
rpm .3031447 .0257816 11.76 0.000 .2526009 .3536886

lag_rpm .1514585 .018187 8.33 0.000 .1158037 .1871133
lag2_rpm .1076926 .0195904 5.50 0.000 .0692865 .1460987

sector_exc~s .0982188 .0245059 4.01 0.000 .0501761 .1462615
lag_equal .0022892 .0016922 1.35 0.176 -.0010284 .0056067
lag2_equal .0009373 .0013272 0.71 0.480 -.0016646 .0035392
lag3_equal .0009093 .0009452 0.96 0.336 -.0009437 .0027624

win .0933339 .1227294 0.76 0.447 -.1472719 .3339398
loss -.1470039 .2036563 -0.72 0.470 -.5462635 .2522558
mon -.1831088 .0575052 -3.18 0.001 -.2958453 -.0703722
tue -.1384453 .0640762 -2.16 0.031 -.264064 -.0128266
wed -.1001903 .0605423 -1.65 0.098 -.218881 .0185005
thu -.0720361 .0535186 -1.35 0.178 -.1769571 .0328849
q1 .1859962 .2183256 0.85 0.394 -.242022 .6140144
q2 -.0033245 .1056234 -0.03 0.975 -.2103947 .2037456
q3 .1367999 .1043241 1.31 0.190 -.067723 .3413229

_cons .1735198 .0435555 3.98 0.000 .0881309 .2589086
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-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors
maximum lag: 10

Number of obs =
F( 17, 4876)
Prob > F

4894
329.92
0.0000

=
=

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .016782 .0063889 2.63 0.009 .0042571 .0293069
rpm .781839 .0176363 44.33 0.000 .7472643 .8164136

lag_rpm .0343074 .0116168 2.95 0.003 .0115335 .0570814
lag2_rpm .0226033 .0114554 1.97 0.049 .0001458 .0450607

sector_exc~s .2638978 .018192 14.51 0.000 .2282337 .2995618
lag_equal -.0274051 .0122035 -2.25 0.025 -.0513292 -.003481
lag2_equal -.0135547 .0138062 -0.98 0.326 -.0406208 .0135115
lag3_equal .0058121 .0076518 0.76 0.448 -.0091887 .0208128

win -.0650449 .0463249 -1.40 0.160 -.1558616 .0257718
loss .0631591 .0515262 1.23 0.220 -.0378544 .1641726
mon -.0016917 .0225316 -0.08 0.940 -.0458634 .04248
tue -.0028148 .0225884 -0.12 0.901 -.0470977 .0414682
wed .0216466 .0225725 0.96 0.338 -.0226053 .0658985
thu .0050523 .0219515 0.23 0.818 -.037982 .0480867
q1 -.0567498 .0847242 -0.67 0.503 -.2228457 .1093461
q2 -.0748096 .0453785 -1.65 0.099 -.1637709 .0141517
q3 .0671929 .0490663 1.37 0.171 -.0289982 .1633839

_cons .00639 .0155842 0.41 0.682 -.0241618 .0369418

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5074
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5056) = 204.86

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0150859 .0132574 1.14 0.255 -.0109043 .0410761
rpm .7615079 .1344801 5.66 0.000 .4978687 1.025147

lag_rpm .0858498 .015372 5.58 0.000 .055714 .1159856
lag2_rpm .0393255 .0140963 2.79 0.005 .0116908 .0669603

sector_exc~s .1683367 .1186932 1.42 0.156 -.0643534 .4010269
lag_equal .0005056 .0035355 0.14 0.886 -.0064255 .0074367
lag2_equal .0022026 .0017718 1.24 0.214 -.0012709 .0056761
lag3_equal -.0023361 .0025007 -0.93 0.350 -.0072386 .0025664

win .0938402 .0851141 1.10 0.270 -.0730203 .2607007
loss -.1428254 .0738039 -1.94 0.053 -.2875131 .0018623
mon .0132155 .0327945 0.40 0.687 -.0510759 .0775068
tue -.0294764 .036412 -0.81 0.418 -.1008597 .0419069
wed -.0155998 .0304317 -0.51 0.608 -.075259 .0440594
thu -.0243186 .0305147 -0.80 0.426 -.0841407 .0355035
q1 .5809108 .2001562 2.90 0.004 .1885179 .9733037
q2 -.1075428 .1035799 -1.04 0.299 -.3106043 .0955187
q3 .1665394 .1723277 0.97 0.334 -.1712976 .5043765

_cons .0257243 .0208623 1.23 0.218 -.0151749 .0666234
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Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0197204 .0174022 1.13 0.257 -.0143958 .0538365
rpm 1.195654 .0310058 38.56 0.000 1.134869 1.256439

lag_rpm .0024239 .0188552 0.13 0.898 -.0345407 .0393885
lag2_rpm .0176318 .0184683 0.95 0.340 -.0185745 .0538381

sector_exc~s .0090661 .0219838 0.41 0.680 -.034032 .0521642
lag_equal .0041119 .0045016 0.91 0.361 -.0047133 .0129372
lag2_equal -.00494 .0042839 -1.15 0.249 -.0133384 .0034584
lag3_equal .0235838 .0080277 2.94 0.003 .007846 .0393217

win .0415497 .1740832 0.24 0.811 -.2997318 .3828311
loss .1483163 .1649901 0.90 0.369 -.1751387 .4717713
mon .0159059 .0491629 0.32 0.746 -.0804755 .1122874
tue .010314 .0515 0.20 0.841 -.0906493 .1112773
wed .0086045 .0528548 0.16 0.871 -.0950148 .1122237
thu .0193188 .0516952 0.37 0.709 -.0820272 .1206647
q1 -.1119792 .0612008 -1.83 0.067 -.2319605 .008002
q2 -.0019553 .0930454 -0.02 0.983 -.1843662 .1804556
q3 -.0144761 .0729008 -0.20 0.843 -.1573944 .1284423

_cons -.0346053 .0356421 -0.97 0.332 -.1044799 .0352693

12 .
13 . // Panel regression on different models using PCSE
14 . xtset club date

panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 31dec2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

15 . xtpcse low_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal
> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10270
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 44073
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 4162
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 4897
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5179
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0417
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 1712.62
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0199832 .0161041 1.24 0.215 -.0115803 .0515467
rpm .4481255 .0255528 17.54 0.000 .3980428 .4982081

lag_rpm .1614889 .0163313 9.89 0.000 .1294802 .1934976
lag2_rpm .1059553 .0163327 6.49 0.000 .0739437 .1379668

sector_exc~s .1718425 .0214762 8.00 0.000 .12975 .213935
lag_equal .0012118 .004196 0.29 0.773 -.0070122 .0094358
lag2_equal .0033087 .0042123 0.79 0.432 -.0049473 .0115646
lag3_equal .006325 .0041774 1.51 0.130 -.0018625 .0145124

win .1708669 .1797094 0.95 0.342 -.181357 .5230909
loss -.129689 .2440357 -0.53 0.595 -.6079901 .3486122
mon .0772398 .0662564 1.17 0.244 -.0526205 .2071
tue -.0227523 .065859 -0.35 0.730 -.1518335 .106329
wed .0448236 .0658509 0.68 0.496 -.0842418 .1738891
thu .1113037 .0663347 1.68 0.093 -.01871 .2413174
q1 .0279923 .2536329 0.11 0.912 -.4691191 .5251036
q2 .0135906 .1427311 0.10 0.924 -.2661572 .2933385
q3 .2091855 .1332757 1.57 0.117 -.05203 .470401

_cons -.0038413 .0466756 -0.08 0.934 -.0953239 .0876412

rhos = -.0746632 -.1098956 .1281276 -.0136951 .0454274 ... .0969873



16 . xtpcse high_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equa
> l lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 9927
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 45010
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 4653
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5001.111
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5176
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0025
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 125.41
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0554888 .0640227 0.87 0.386 -.0699934 .1809709
rpm .5436081 .1209645 4.49 0.000 .306522 .7806941

lag_rpm .1269363 .0670086 1.89 0.058 -.0043981 .2582706
lag2_rpm .0361251 .0669546 0.54 0.590 -.0951036 .1673537

sector_exc~s .1425119 .1093946 1.30 0.193 -.0718977 .3569215
lag_equal .0101644 .0316395 0.32 0.748 -.0518478 .0721766
lag2_equal .0071934 .0317089 0.23 0.821 -.0549549 .0693417
lag3_equal .0055898 .0313342 0.18 0.858 -.0558241 .0670037

win -.2962697 .8559737 -0.35 0.729 -1.973947 1.381408
loss -.3151919 1.065086 -0.30 0.767 -2.402723 1.772339
mon -.0646362 .2800739 -0.23 0.817 -.613571 .4842986
tue -.1129385 .2794723 -0.40 0.686 -.6606942 .4348171
wed .3052026 .2796196 1.09 0.275 -.2428417 .8532469
thu -.058855 .2735895 -0.22 0.830 -.5950805 .4773705
q1 -.0146701 1.494326 -0.01 0.992 -2.943495 2.914155
q2 .0680395 .7203694 0.09 0.925 -1.343858 1.479938
q3 -.0275069 .6719625 -0.04 0.967 -1.344529 1.289515

_cons .1372769 .1994065 0.69 0.491 -.2535527 .5281064

rhos = -.022563 .0379389 .0990111 .0788961 .0380186 ... -.0014473

17 . xtpcse small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equ
> al lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1
> )

Number of gaps in sample: 10508
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)
(note: the number of observations per panel, e(n_sigma) = 2327,

used to compute the disturbance of covariance matrix e(Sigma)
is less than half of the average number of observations per panel,
e(n_avg) = 4720.8889; you may want to consider the pairwise option)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 42488
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 3335
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 4720.889
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5180
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0069
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 160.57
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0528364 .0601525 0.88 0.380 -.0650603 .1707332
rpm .4802924 .0986662 4.87 0.000 .2869102 .6736747

lag_rpm .234678 .0606701 3.87 0.000 .1157669 .3535892
lag2_rpm .0142214 .0623661 0.23 0.820 -.1080139 .1364567

sector_exc~s .0799835 .0820295 0.98 0.330 -.0807913 .2407583
lag_equal .0050942 .01632 0.31 0.755 -.0268925 .0370809
lag2_equal .1803028 .0279967 6.44 0.000 .1254302 .2351754
lag3_equal .0053355 .0162899 0.33 0.743 -.0265921 .0372631



win .2147233 .6092679 0.35 0.725 -.9794199 1.408866
loss -.4502734 .8982615 -0.50 0.616 -2.210834 1.310287
mon .3963037 .2511402 1.58 0.115 -.0959221 .8885295
tue -.049376 .2506617 -0.20 0.844 -.5406639 .441912
wed .3686197 .2507373 1.47 0.142 -.1228163 .8600558
thu -.0237151 .2533048 -0.09 0.925 -.5201835 .4727533
q1 -.5226616 1.135465 -0.46 0.645 -2.748131 1.702808
q2 -.2157741 .5208734 -0.41 0.679 -1.236667 .8051191
q3 .4088888 .47756 0.86 0.392 -.5271115 1.344889

_cons .0992686 .1780777 0.56 0.577 -.2497573 .4482944

rhos = -.0092273 -.1026889 -.001352 .0319553 .0257583 ... .0652095

18 . xtpcse big_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal
> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 9849
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 45280
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 4822
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5031.111
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5173
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.5070
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 17) = 44550.85
Estimated coefficients = 18 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0144553 .0039368 3.67 0.000 .0067392 .0221713
rpm .7182404 .0060669 118.39 0.000 .7063494 .7301314

lag_rpm .0465629 .003982 11.69 0.000 .0387583 .0543675
lag2_rpm .0244173 .003981 6.13 0.000 .0166147 .0322198

sector_exc~s .1256426 .0054898 22.89 0.000 .1148828 .1364025
lag_equal .0014477 .0008923 1.62 0.105 -.0003012 .0031967
lag2_equal .0007197 .0008943 0.80 0.421 -.0010332 .0024725
lag3_equal .0007958 .0008866 0.90 0.369 -.000942 .0025335

win .0242367 .0411241 0.59 0.556 -.0563651 .1048385
loss -.0102587 .057462 -0.18 0.858 -.1228821 .1023647
mon -.0373396 .0160655 -2.32 0.020 -.0688274 -.0058519
tue -.0477052 .0159841 -2.98 0.003 -.0790334 -.016377
wed -.0047574 .0159698 -0.30 0.766 -.0360575 .0265428
thu -.0323752 .0159386 -2.03 0.042 -.0636143 -.0011361
q1 .122765 .0580294 2.12 0.034 .0090294 .2365006
q2 -.0118767 .0345612 -0.34 0.731 -.0796155 .055862
q3 .0528534 .0319127 1.66 0.098 -.0096943 .1154011

_cons .0413593 .0113253 3.65 0.000 .0191622 .0635565

rhos = -.0208565 -.0022897 .119767 .0089648 .0458384 ... .0826091



F( 1, 245) = 170.26
Prob > F = 0.0000

Appendix 7: Regression Results: Win and Loss Portfolios Segmented by Firm
Characteristics on All Games and Important Games

20 . tsset date
time variable: date, 05nov1992 to 06dec2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

21 . foreach var of varlist LossPF_low_prem LossPF_high_prem LossPF_small_prem Los
> sPF_big_prem {

2. newey `var' rpm_internat , force lag(1)
3. }

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 247
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 245) = 4.63

Prob > F = 0.0324

Newey-West
LossPF_low~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .3909118 .1816774 2.15 0.032 .033063 .7487607
_cons -.1042668 .3088578 -0.34 0.736 -.7126221 .5040885

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 247
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 245) = 55.84

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
LossPF_hig~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .6522039 .0872814 7.47 0.000 .4802863 .8241214
_cons -.1496758 .1069183 -1.40 0.163 -.360272 .0609205

Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 245) =

247
0.96

Prob > F = 0.3291

Newey-West
LossPF_sma~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .2169828 .2219083 0.98 0.329 -.2201087 .6540743
_cons -.2768116 .3435409 -0.81 0.421 -.9534821 .399859

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 247
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West
LossPF_big~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .7777887 .0596081 13.05 0.000 .660379 .8951983
_cons .0011288 .061692 0.02 0.985 -.1203856 .1226432

22 .
23 . foreach var of varlist LossPF_low_imp LossPF_high_imp LossPF_small_imp LossPF

> _big_imp {
2. drop if `var'==.
3. }

(186 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)

24 .
25 . foreach var of varlist LossPF_low_imp LossPF_high_imp LossPF_small_imp Los

> sPF_big_imp {
2. gen `var'_prem= `var'-rf_internat
3. }

26 .



27 . tsset date
time variable: date, 27may1993 to 21may2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

28 . foreach var of varlist LossPF_low_imp_prem LossPF_high_imp_prem LossPF_small_
> imp_prem LossPF_big_imp_prem {

2. newey `var' rpm_internat , force lag(1)
3. }

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 61
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 59) = 0.06

Prob > F = 0.8110

Newey-West
L~w_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat -.1561001 .6497892 -0.24 0.811 -1.456325 1.144125
_cons -.8674587 .9749232 -0.89 0.377 -2.818276 1.083358

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 61
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 59) = 12.94

Prob > F = 0.0007

Newey-West
L~h_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .7441749 .2068824 3.60 0.001 .3302042 1.158146
_cons .1087979 .2748219 0.40 0.694 -.4411194 .6587152

Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 59) =

61
1.15

Prob > F = 0.2878

Newey-West
L~l_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat -.7819446 .7289833 -1.07 0.288 -2.240637 .6767476
_cons -1.193283 1.030857 -1.16 0.252 -3.256024 .8694577



Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 61
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 59) = 42.02

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
L~g_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .7803974 .1203826 6.48 0.000 .5395123 1.021282
_cons -.048476 .1228547 -0.39 0.695 -.2943076 .1973556

29 .
end of do-file

30 . use "\\sp-data\users$\haho11ac\MASTER\firm character.dta", clear

31 . do "C:\DOCUME~1\haho11ac\LOCALS~1\Temp\STD00000000.tmp"

32 . // Win PF
33 .
34 .
35 . // Regular PF
36 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low WinPF_high WinPF_small WinPF_big {

2. drop if `var'==.
3. }

(45940 observations deleted)
(1 observation deleted)
(12 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)

37 .
38 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low WinPF_high WinPF_small WinPF_big {

2. gen `var'_prem= `var'-rf_internat
3. }

39 .
40 . tsset date

time variable: date, 17sep1992 to 06dec2012, but with gaps
delta: 1 day

43 . gen rpm_internat = rm_internat-rf_internat

44 . tsset date
time variable: date, 17sep1992 to 06dec2012, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

45 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low_prem WinPF_high_prem WinPF_small_prem WinP
> F_big_prem {

2. newey `var' rpm_internat , force lag(1)
3. }

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 383
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 381) = 8.24

Prob > F = 0.0043

Newey-West
WinPF_low_~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .694283 .2419274 2.87 0.004 .218603 1.169963
_cons .2005541 .1678178 1.20 0.233 -.1294109 .530519

Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 381) =

383
109.93

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
WinPF_high~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .6344479 .0605124 10.48 0.000 .5154679 .753428
_cons -.0622576 .0678428 -0.92 0.359 -.1956508 .0711357



Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 381) =

383
1.85

Prob > F = 0.1747

Newey-West
WinPF_smal~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .5688326 .4183263 1.36 0.175 -.2536848 1.39135
_cons .4193996 .2261869 1.85 0.064 -.0253313 .8641304

Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 381) =

383
179.55

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
WinPF_big_~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .6342763 .0473349 13.40 0.000 .5412059 .7273467
_cons .0481691 .0507604 0.95 0.343 -.0516364 .1479747

46 .
47 . // Important games PF
48 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low_imp WinPF_high_imp WinPF_small_imp WinPF_b

> ig_imp {
2. drop if `var'==.
3. }

(297 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)
(0 observations deleted)

49 .
50 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low_imp WinPF_high_imp WinPF_small_imp WinPF_

> big_imp {
2. gen `var'_prem= `var'-rf_internat
3. }

51 .
52 .
53 .
54 . tsset date

time variable: date, 28apr1994 to 21may2012, but with gaps
delta: 1 day

55 . foreach var of varlist WinPF_low_imp_prem WinPF_high_imp_prem WinPF_small_imp
> _prem WinPF_big_imp_prem {

2. newey `var' rpm_internat , force lag(1)
3. }

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 86
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 84) = 1.75

Prob > F = 0.1890

Newey-West
W~w_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .5563744 .4201787 1.32 0.189 -.279197 1.391946
_cons -.0901123 .4784445 -0.19 0.851 -1.041552 .8613271

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 86
maximum lag: 1 F( 1, 84) = 16.44

Prob > F = 0.0001

Newey-West
W~h_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .7440704 .1835006 4.05 0.000 .3791593 1.108981
_cons .0704984 .1380405 0.51 0.611 -.2040103 .3450071



Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 84) =

86
4.79

Prob > F = 0.0315

Newey-West
W~l_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .8742491 .399594 2.19 0.031 .0796125 1.668886
_cons -.0519104 .4477525 -0.12 0.908 -.9423153 .8384944

Regression with
maximum lag: 1

Newey-West standard errors Number
F(

of obs =
1, 84) =

86
37.38

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
W~g_imp_prem Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm_internat .7892541 .1290995 6.11 0.000 .5325255 1.045983
_cons .1549153 .1143699 1.35 0.179 -.0725217 .3823524

56 .
end of do-file



F( 13, 5208) = 61.24
Prob > F = 0.0000

Appendix 8: Regression Results: OLS and TSCS regressions on Important Games

4 . // Important games
5 . // Individual per city
6 . tsset club date

panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 28mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

7 . // Model 1b
8 . by club: newey equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss imp_win imp_loss mon

> tue wed thu q1 q2 q3, force lag(10)

-> club = 1

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5290
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5276) = 24.87

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5297941 .0845642 6.26 0.000 .3640133 .6955748
sector_exc~s .2970323 .0685412 4.33 0.000 .1626632 .4314014

win -.4410475 .1839921 -2.40 0.017 -.8017481 -.0803469
loss -.4665598 .3142051 -1.48 0.138 -1.082532 .1494121

imp_win .4355796 .2855723 1.53 0.127 -.1242603 .9954195
imp_loss .9462827 .4456773 2.12 0.034 .0725708 1.819994

mon .4834441 .2631247 1.84 0.066 -.0323893 .9992774
tue .0214325 .0624826 0.34 0.732 -.1010592 .1439242
wed 1.241244 .6542225 1.90 0.058 -.0413027 2.523791
thu .0725706 .0464879 1.56 0.119 -.0185649 .163706
q1 -.3878 .2054244 -1.89 0.059 -.7905169 .0149169
q2 -.2315411 .183136 -1.26 0.206 -.5905633 .1274812
q3 -.5065668 .3027002 -1.67 0.094 -1.099984 .0868508

_cons .0559494 .02769 2.02 0.043 .0016655 .1102332

-> club = 2

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5222
maximum lag: 10

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .2015572 .0193712 10.41 0.000 .1635815 .2395328
sector_exc~s .2191959 .016994 12.90 0.000 .1858806 .2525112

win -.0987184 .084031 -1.17 0.240 -.2634545 .0660177
loss -.052054 .1785126 -0.29 0.771 -.4020136 .2979057

imp_win .0126864 .1861645 0.07 0.946 -.3522741 .3776468
imp_loss .1938614 .2257736 0.86 0.391 -.2487497 .6364724

mon .0705385 .0434908 1.62 0.105 -.0147217 .1557987
tue -.039397 .0432201 -0.91 0.362 -.1241266 .0453326
wed -.0244754 .0461795 -0.53 0.596 -.1150065 .0660558
thu -.079018 .0433345 -1.82 0.068 -.1639718 .0059357
q1 .1037271 .1190998 0.87 0.384 -.1297584 .3372127
q2 .0815642 .1012328 0.81 0.420 -.1168945 .280023
q3 -.1253189 .0885608 -1.42 0.157 -.2989352 .0482974

_cons .0460198 .0317083 1.45 0.147 -.0161419 .1081814

-> club = 3

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5201
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5187) = 34.50

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .8735848 .1069332 8.17 0.000 .6639507 1.083219
sector_exc~s .0999236 .036874 2.71 0.007 .0276351 .1722121



win -.3309929 .2336452 -1.42 0.157 -.7890359 .1270501
loss -.1895075 .2578585 -0.73 0.462 -.6950189 .3160039

imp_win .0159216 .2171625 0.07 0.942 -.4098085 .4416517
imp_loss -.2726244 .3429337 -0.79 0.427 -.944919 .3996702

mon .1411783 .1940136 0.73 0.467 -.2391703 .5215268
tue -.233273 .0621672 -3.75 0.000 -.3551468 -.1113991
wed .1051099 .1704619 0.62 0.538 -.2290672 .4392869
thu .3880579 .3290752 1.18 0.238 -.2570681 1.033184
q1 .3418407 .1255651 2.72 0.007 .0956801 .5880012
q2 -.1538443 .1413923 -1.09 0.277 -.4310327 .1233441
q3 .1360096 .2505389 0.54 0.587 -.3551522 .6271714

_cons .1672505 .0304713 5.49 0.000 .1075139 .2269871

-> club = 4

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5223
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5209) = 283.07

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1290665 .0287611 4.49 0.000 .0726827 .1854503
sector_exc~s .2777292 .0269183 10.32 0.000 .2249581 .3305003

win .2077719 .1397168 1.49 0.137 -.0661316 .4816754
loss -.1016597 .1609423 -0.63 0.528 -.4171741 .2138546

imp_win .8024486 .139995 5.73 0.000 .5279997 1.076898
imp_loss .039699 .2938016 0.14 0.893 -.5362754 .6156735

mon -.0830699 .04498 -1.85 0.065 -.1712495 .0051097
tue -.14791 .0418209 -3.54 0.000 -.2298966 -.0659234
wed -.1422057 .0419448 -3.39 0.001 -.2244352 -.0599763
thu -.0990494 .0429348 -2.31 0.021 -.1832197 -.0148792
q1 .1132837 .1154621 0.98 0.327 -.1130704 .3396377
q2 .1080231 .1072721 1.01 0.314 -.1022752 .3183214
q3 .1406464 .0719208 1.96 0.051 -.0003485 .2816413

_cons .1836498 .0306526 5.99 0.000 .1235579 .2437417

-> club = 5

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5199) = 96.65

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7523146 .02926 25.71 0.000 .6949528 .8096765
sector_exc~s -.1892604 .0195959 -9.66 0.000 -.2276767 -.1508441

win -.1649783 .0785192 -2.10 0.036 -.318909 -.0110477
loss -.0858159 .1582155 -0.54 0.588 -.3959848 .2243531

imp_win .2349176 .1283268 1.83 0.067 -.0166569 .4864922
imp_loss .2386778 .2586643 0.92 0.356 -.2684129 .7457686

mon .0482865 .0305868 1.58 0.114 -.0116765 .1082495
tue .0148807 .0314385 0.47 0.636 -.046752 .0765133
wed .0012423 .0311593 0.04 0.968 -.0598429 .0623275
thu .0068081 .0323233 0.21 0.833 -.0565591 .0701754
q1 .0238885 .1097512 0.22 0.828 -.19127 .2390469
q2 .0825219 .0804389 1.03 0.305 -.0751721 .2402159
q3 -.040859 .0623511 -0.66 0.512 -.1630935 .0813754

_cons .0261151 .0227729 1.15 0.252 -.0185293 .0707595

-> club = 6

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5121) = 24.53

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]



F( 13, 5204) = 436.14
Prob > F = 0.0000

rpm .3204415 .0679741 4.71 0.000 .1871833 .4536997
sector_exc~s .1730709 .0524038 3.30 0.001 .070337 .2758048

win -.296317 .4279144 -0.69 0.489 -1.135212 .5425781
loss -.5034075 .5031635 -1.00 0.317 -1.489823 .483008

imp_win .5316435 .3817806 1.39 0.164 -.2168096 1.280097
imp_loss -.3169416 .8458836 -0.37 0.708 -1.975235 1.341352

mon -.1629018 .0807323 -2.02 0.044 -.3211716 -.004632
tue -.458593 .0784443 -5.85 0.000 -.6123772 -.3048087
wed .4796579 .849673 0.56 0.572 -1.186064 2.14538
thu -.0985524 .0809688 -1.22 0.224 -.2572859 .060181
q1 .4037636 .1296534 3.11 0.002 .1495876 .6579396
q2 -.5535661 .4320623 -1.28 0.200 -1.400593 .2934607
q3 .1893763 .1507135 1.26 0.209 -.1060866 .4848391

_cons .2338155 .0615361 3.80 0.000 .1131785 .3544524

-> club = 7

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5218
maximum lag: 10

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .4846156 .015133 32.02 0.000 .4549487 .5142826
sector_exc~s .2499592 .0168161 14.86 0.000 .2169926 .2829258

win .0102476 .0622548 0.16 0.869 -.1117979 .1322932
loss -.0399317 .0803255 -0.50 0.619 -.1974034 .1175399

imp_win -.1005638 .1353833 -0.74 0.458 -.3659718 .1648443
imp_loss -.1963877 .1435356 -1.37 0.171 -.4777777 .0850022

mon .0224872 .0289114 0.78 0.437 -.0341913 .0791656
tue -.040546 .0245827 -1.65 0.099 -.0887384 .0076463
wed -.0128174 .0228494 -0.56 0.575 -.0576119 .031977
thu -.0006571 .0230344 -0.03 0.977 -.0458142 .0445
q1 .0513262 .0578662 0.89 0.375 -.0621159 .1647682
q2 .0646415 .0503276 1.28 0.199 -.0340217 .1633046
q3 .1746536 .0448367 3.90 0.000 .0867548 .2625523

_cons -.0037466 .017392 -0.22 0.829 -.0378422 .0303491

-> club = 8

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5199) = 29.53

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .5678472 .117845 4.82 0.000 .3368216 .7988729
sector_exc~s .0118238 .1102751 0.11 0.915 -.2043618 .2280094

win -.0475015 .2351741 -0.20 0.840 -.5085415 .4135385
loss -.1746015 .1705067 -1.02 0.306 -.5088663 .1596634

imp_win .0295165 .293492 0.10 0.920 -.5458512 .6048843
imp_loss .0824455 .2929318 0.28 0.778 -.491824 .6567151

mon -.0321002 .0520444 -0.62 0.537 -.1341291 .0699286
tue -.0604131 .0596593 -1.01 0.311 -.1773703 .0565442
wed .2096334 .2032864 1.03 0.302 -.1888934 .6081601
thu -.012724 .0469956 -0.27 0.787 -.104855 .0794071
q1 -.0302461 .2295361 -0.13 0.895 -.4802334 .4197412
q2 .1872395 .3667934 0.51 0.610 -.5318298 .9063088
q3 .3032322 .2597968 1.17 0.243 -.2060787 .8125431

_cons .1609074 .0319783 5.03 0.000 .0982164 .2235984

-> club = 9

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5179
maximum lag: 10 F( 13, 5165) = 49.42

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]



rpm .7648673 .0476769 16.04 0.000 .6714004 .8583343
sector_exc~s .1404071 .040733 3.45 0.001 .0605532 .2202611

win .0736716 .2269741 0.32 0.746 -.3712937 .5186369
loss -.2815723 .1742407 -1.62 0.106 -.6231578 .0600132

imp_win -.8037464 .7720382 -1.04 0.298 -2.317268 .7097753
imp_loss .6962698 .5456267 1.28 0.202 -.3733895 1.765929

mon -.1121586 .0887912 -1.26 0.207 -.2862271 .0619098
tue -.1123306 .090298 -1.24 0.214 -.2893528 .0646917
wed .0800325 .1661739 0.48 0.630 -.2457387 .4058038
thu .0256936 .1087557 0.24 0.813 -.1875136 .2389008
q1 .1328056 .2024589 0.66 0.512 -.2640997 .5297108
q2 .0755399 .133991 0.56 0.573 -.1871393 .338219
q3 -.0253546 .1347516 -0.19 0.851 -.2895247 .2388155

_cons .1781974 .0693193 2.57 0.010 .0423023 .3140926

9 .
end of do-file

10 . do "C:\DOCUME~1\haho11ac\LOCALS~1\Temp\STD00000000.tmp"

11 . // TSCS regression on important games
12 . xtset club date

panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 28mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

13 . // Model 1b
14 . xtpcse equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss imp_win imp_loss mon tue wed

> thu q1 q2 q3, correlation(psar1)

Number of gaps in sample: 10004
(note: computations for rho restarted at each gap)

Prais-Winsten regression, correlated panels corrected standard errors (PCSEs)

Group variable: club Number of obs = 46894
Time variable: date Number of groups = 9
Panels: correlated (unbalanced) Obs per group: min = 5135
Autocorrelation: panel-specific AR(1) avg = 5210.444
Sigma computed by casewise selection max = 5290
Estimated covariances = 45 R-squared = 0.0176
Estimated autocorrelations = 9 Wald chi2( 13) = 909.80
Estimated coefficients = 14 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Panel-corrected
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .4861704 .0346471 14.03 0.000 .4182633 .5540774
sector_exc~s .1319571 .0298644 4.42 0.000 .073424 .1904902

win -.155537 .2344773 -0.66 0.507 -.615104 .30403
loss -.2266413 .353283 -0.64 0.521 -.9190633 .4657808

imp_win .0746697 .6241064 0.12 0.905 -1.148556 1.297896
imp_loss .0421926 .7797776 0.05 0.957 -1.486143 1.570529

mon .042272 .0872046 0.48 0.628 -.1286458 .2131898
tue -.1081382 .0867795 -1.25 0.213 -.2782229 .0619465
wed .211361 .0869291 2.43 0.015 .0409831 .381739
thu .0334573 .084899 0.39 0.694 -.1329416 .1998562
q1 .0874902 .1968014 0.44 0.657 -.2982334 .4732139
q2 -.0515316 .1787899 -0.29 0.773 -.4019534 .2988902
q3 .0750425 .1737828 0.43 0.666 -.2655656 .4156507

_cons .123031 .0617286 1.99 0.046 .0020452 .2440168

rhos = .0019236 .0164963 .0035973 .0677676 .0446918 ... .0056586

15 .
end of do-file

16 .



Appendix 9: Regression Results: Tests for Reversal Effects

5 . tsset club date
panel variable: club (unbalanced)
time variable: date, 01sep1992 to 28mar2013, but with gaps

delta: 1 day

6 . // Equal returns
7 .
8 . newey equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 w1 w2

> w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 if club==4 , force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5223
maximum lag: 10 F( 19, 5203) = 34.28

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1286119 .0288335 4.46 0.000 .0720862 .1851377
sector_exc~s .2790534 .0272387 10.24 0.000 .225654 .3324527

win .2259251 .1385914 1.63 0.103 -.0457723 .4976224
loss -.0875481 .1425822 -0.61 0.539 -.367069 .1919729
mon -.0818363 .0453788 -1.80 0.071 -.1707977 .0071251
tue -.127639 .0428617 -2.98 0.003 -.211666 -.0436121
wed -.118974 .0432067 -2.75 0.006 -.2036774 -.0342706
thu -.0836654 .0434766 -1.92 0.054 -.1688977 .001567
q1 .1151422 .1159614 0.99 0.321 -.1121909 .3424752
q2 .1054473 .1078428 0.98 0.328 -.1059699 .3168645
q3 .1467582 .0718249 2.04 0.041 .0059513 .2875652
w1 .0613074 .1494486 0.41 0.682 -.2316746 .3542893
w2 .6061267 .3709782 1.63 0.102 -.1211464 1.3334
w3 .1097634 .1117836 0.98 0.326 -.1093794 .3289062
w4 -.1233009 .1321506 -0.93 0.351 -.3823716 .1357697
l1 .1422212 .182042 0.78 0.435 -.2146577 .4991
l2 .0984872 .2213671 0.44 0.656 -.3354854 .5324597
l3 -.0442572 .166346 -0.27 0.790 -.3703653 .281851
l4 .0314402 .1821566 0.17 0.863 -.3256632 .3885436

_cons .1629821 .032265 5.05 0.000 .0997292 .2262351

9 . test w1+w2+w3+w4=0

( 1) w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 0

F( 1, 5203) = 2.08
Prob > F = 0.1495

10 .
11 . // Value returns
12 . newey value_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 w1 w2

> w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 if club==3 , force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5201
maximum lag: 10 F( 19, 5181) = 261.86

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm 1.060325 .0171922 61.67 0.000 1.026621 1.094029
sector_exc~s -.0643432 .0138147 -4.66 0.000 -.0914259 -.0372606

win .1225903 .0805127 1.52 0.128 -.0352486 .2804292
loss -.2529727 .1318111 -1.92 0.055 -.5113782 .0054327
mon .0430905 .0285014 1.51 0.131 -.0127842 .0989653
tue -.032492 .0318314 -1.02 0.307 -.0948949 .0299109
wed -.00993 .0350297 -0.28 0.777 -.078603 .058743
thu .003638 .0309835 0.12 0.907 -.0571026 .0643787
q1 -.0078551 .0787667 -0.10 0.921 -.162271 .1465609
q2 .0830203 .0627747 1.32 0.186 -.0400445 .2060852
q3 -.0345532 .0594474 -0.58 0.561 -.1510951 .0819887
w1 .0344757 .0957168 0.36 0.719 -.1531696 .2221211
w2 .0111947 .0914289 0.12 0.903 -.1680446 .190434
w3 .1804979 .1024984 1.76 0.078 -.0204422 .381438



w4 .1078193 .0935795 1.15 0.249 -.075636 .2912746
l1 .0910296 .1446507 0.63 0.529 -.1925468 .3746061
l2 -.0001694 .1856994 -0.00 0.999 -.3642184 .3638797
l3 -.0567987 .1435602 -0.40 0.692 -.3382374 .2246399
l4 .4775981 .1350886 3.54 0.000 .2127674 .7424289

_cons .0136574 .022104 0.62 0.537 -.0296759 .0569906

13 . test l1+l2+l3+l4=0

( 1) l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 = 0

F( 1, 5181) = 2.97
Prob > F = 0.0848

14 . newey value_premium rpm sector_excess win loss mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 w1 w2
> w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 if club==6 , force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5135
maximum lag: 10 F( 19, 5115) = 14.36

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
value_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1043686 .0109608 9.52 0.000 .0828808 .1258565
sector_exc~s .0520509 .0106639 4.88 0.000 .0311451 .0729566

win -.0421298 .0371458 -1.13 0.257 -.1149515 .0306919
loss -.1287443 .0653205 -1.97 0.049 -.2568004 -.0006881
mon -.0651994 .0308211 -2.12 0.034 -.125622 -.0047767
tue -.0726025 .0324374 -2.24 0.025 -.1361937 -.0090113
wed -.0006003 .0383967 -0.02 0.988 -.0758742 .0746736
thu -.01312 .0331444 -0.40 0.692 -.0780972 .0518573
q1 .0934505 .0398447 2.35 0.019 .0153379 .1715632
q2 .0015957 .0389231 0.04 0.967 -.0747103 .0779017
q3 .065289 .0402031 1.62 0.104 -.0135263 .1441042
w1 -.0534448 .038566 -1.39 0.166 -.1290507 .022161
w2 -.1017999 .0505274 -2.01 0.044 -.2008552 -.0027445

w3 -.0135834 .0536832 -0.25 0.800 -.1188254 .0916585
w4 .0121022 .0761897 0.16 0.874 -.1372623 .1614667
l1 .0192645 .0815948 0.24 0.813 -.1406961 .1792252
l2 -.0492412 .0570751 -0.86 0.388 -.1611328 .0626505
l3 -.0393244 .058642 -0.67 0.503 -.1542878 .075639
l4 -.0193508 .0664677 -0.29 0.771 -.1496559 .1109543

_cons .0696921 .0290768 2.40 0.017 .012689 .1266952

15 . test l1+l2+l3+l4=0

( 1) l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 = 0

F( 1, 5115) = 0.40
Prob > F = 0.5293

16 . // Important games: equal returns
17 . newey equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss imp_win imp_loss mon tue wed t

> hu q1 q2 q3 iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3 il4 if club==4 , force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5223
maximum lag: 10 F( 17, 5201) = 37.31

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .1293244 .0287913 4.49 0.000 .0728813 .1857675
sector_exc~s .2769639 .026928 10.29 0.000 .2241736 .3297541

win .2089475 .1398336 1.49 0.135 -.0651852 .4830801
loss -.1004392 .161093 -0.62 0.533 -.4162491 .2153707

imp_win .8019654 .1401072 5.72 0.000 .5272964 1.076634
imp_loss .0903231 .3137718 0.29 0.773 -.5248014 .7054476

mon -.0829957 .0450495 -1.84 0.065 -.1713116 .0053202
tue -.1462718 .041865 -3.49 0.000 -.2283447 -.0641988
wed -.1403499 .0419731 -3.34 0.001 -.2226348 -.0580651
thu -.0988134 .0430323 -2.30 0.022 -.1831749 -.014452
q1 .11849 .1165625 1.02 0.309 -.1100214 .3470015



F( 21, 5191) = 60.01
Prob > F = 0.0000

q2 .1100927 .1087859 1.01 0.312 -.1031733 .3233587
q3 .1418656 .0726817 1.95 0.051 -.0006211 .2843522

iw1 .1336789 .0429024 3.12 0.002 .0495721 .2177857
iw2 -.4839218 .1895403 -2.55 0.011 -.8555005 -.1123431
iw3 .1068542 .1208349 0.88 0.377 -.130033 .3437414
iw4 -.1992901 .2813451 -0.71 0.479 -.7508446 .3522645
il1 .6247333 .5329811 1.17 0.241 -.4201335 1.6696
il2 .3201608 .1062698 3.01 0.003 .1118273 .5284943
il3 .4602613 .3028978 1.52 0.129 -.1335457 1.054068
il4 -.058894 .678576 -0.09 0.931 -1.389188 1.2714

_cons .1814376 .0307648 5.90 0.000 .1211257 .2417494

18 . test iw1+iw2+iw3+iw4=0

( 1) iw1 + iw2 + iw3 + iw4 = 0

F( 1, 5201) = 1.18
Prob > F = 0.2775

19 .
20 . newey equal_premium rpm sector_excess win loss imp_win imp_loss mon tue wed t

> hu q1 q2 q3 iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3 il4 if club==5 , force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5213
maximum lag: 10



Newey-West
equal_prem~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

rpm .7526919 .029317 25.67 0.000 .6952183 .8101655
sector_exc~s -.1893149 .0196295 -9.64 0.000 -.2277971 -.1508327

win -.1627772 .0785682 -2.07 0.038 -.316804 -.0087505
loss -.083555 .1583478 -0.53 0.598 -.3939834 .2268735

imp_win .2344404 .1285172 1.82 0.068 -.0175074 .4863882
imp_loss .212678 .2460299 0.86 0.387 -.2696443 .6950002

mon .0492309 .0308095 1.60 0.110 -.0111687 .1096305
tue .0138908 .0318007 0.44 0.662 -.0484521 .0762336
wed -.0023205 .0313918 -0.07 0.941 -.0638617 .0592207
thu .0060971 .0324243 0.19 0.851 -.0574681 .0696624
q1 .0263172 .1101194 0.24 0.811 -.1895632 .2421975
q2 .0833416 .0805194 1.04 0.301 -.0745104 .2411935
q3 -.0388925 .0622631 -0.62 0.532 -.1609544 .0831693

iw1 .0389617 .0778386 0.50 0.617 -.1136348 .1915582
iw2 .1284032 .1830678 0.70 0.483 -.2304868 .4872932
iw3 -.0387372 .0886399 -0.44 0.662 -.2125087 .1350342
iw4 .2843987 .1421055 2.00 0.045 .0058121 .5629852
il1 .0603252 .1316 0.46 0.647 -.1976662 .3183167
il2 -.2692655 .126483 -2.13 0.033 -.5172254 -.0213056
il3 -.1120787 .1988668 -0.56 0.573 -.5019414 .2777839
il4 .1949914 .1944215 1.00 0.316 -.1861565 .5761394

_cons .0256792 .0230673 1.11 0.266 -.0195424 .0709008

21 . test iw1+iw2+iw3+iw4=0

( 1) iw1 + iw2 + iw3 + iw4 = 0

F( 1, 5191) = 3.27
Prob > F = 0.0705

22 .
end of do-file

23 . clear

24 . use "\\sp-data\users$\haho11ac\MASTER\firm character.dta", clear

25 . do "C:\DOCUME~1\haho11ac\LOCALS~1\Temp\STD00000000.tmp"

26 . // Reversals Low BTM
27 . newey low_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2
> q3 if club==3, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5072
maximum lag: 10 F( 25, 5046) = 22.22

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0030531 .033627 -0.09 0.928 -.0689767 .0628706
rpm .543874 .0450785 12.07 0.000 .4555006 .6322475

lag_rpm .3041382 .0302839 10.04 0.000 .2447685 .3635079
lag2_rpm .1623039 .0296403 5.48 0.000 .1041961 .2204117

sector_exc~s .0845286 .0317827 2.66 0.008 .0222206 .1468365
lag_equal .0151063 .0055488 2.72 0.007 .0042282 .0259845
lag2_equal .0102745 .004302 2.39 0.017 .0018408 .0187083
lag3_equal .0051925 .008383 0.62 0.536 -.0112418 .0216267

win .8380783 .3147705 2.66 0.008 .2209915 1.455165
loss .683547 .429375 1.59 0.111 -.1582144 1.525308

w1 .0850512 .2828981 0.30 0.764 -.469552 .6396544
w2 -.269877 .2845088 -0.95 0.343 -.8276378 .2878837
w3 -.2459347 .2434274 -1.01 0.312 -.7231581 .2312888
w4 .2572928 .2169323 1.19 0.236 -.1679887 .6825744
l1 -.4336535 .3460665 -1.25 0.210 -1.112094 .244787
l2 -.5570159 .3357537 -1.66 0.097 -1.215239 .1012071



l3 -.0876966 .4567238 -0.19 0.848 -.9830735 .8076803
l4 .7720223 .5655151 1.37 0.172 -.3366329 1.880677

mon -.1004941 .0954004 -1.05 0.292 -.2875204 .0865322
tue -.4649246 .106105 -4.38 0.000 -.6729365 -.2569126
wed -.2369226 .1005273 -2.36 0.018 -.4339998 -.0398455
thu -.1352378 .0908227 -1.49 0.137 -.3132898 .0428141
q1 .2457998 .2675009 0.92 0.358 -.2786181 .7702177
q2 .4091781 .2002306 2.04 0.041 .0166392 .8017169
q3 .2896244 .21451 1.35 0.177 -.1309084 .7101572

_cons .1780849 .0729962 2.44 0.015 .0349807 .3211891

28 . test w1+w2+w3+w4=0

( 1) w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 0

F( 1, 5046) = 0.09
Prob > F = 0.7589

29 .
30 . newey low_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2
> q3 if club==5, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4998
maximum lag: 10 F( 25, 4972) = 32.44

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0164383 .0253094 0.65 0.516 -.0331793 .0660559
rpm 1.069237 .0771427 13.86 0.000 .9180036 1.220471

lag_rpm .071265 .0364852 1.95 0.051 -.0002621 .142792
lag2_rpm .0552415 .0424755 1.30 0.193 -.0280294 .1385123

sector_exc~s -.2602745 .053699 -4.85 0.000 -.3655482 -.1550008
lag_equal .1020239 .0553614 1.84 0.065 -.0065087 .2105566
lag2_equal .0132634 .0537374 0.25 0.805 -.0920855 .1186124
lag3_equal .0473135 .0372678 1.27 0.204 -.0257478 .1203748

win -.2016586 .1890553 -1.07 0.286 -.5722904 .1689733
loss -.3922088 .262489 -1.49 0.135 -.906803 .1223854

w1 .1460833 .2093752 0.70 0.485 -.2643845 .5565511
w2 -.2291286 .2129544 -1.08 0.282 -.6466132 .188356
w3 -.0936803 .2053368 -0.46 0.648 -.4962311 .3088704
w4 -.0440309 .1907712 -0.23 0.817 -.4180265 .3299648
l1 -.001255 .3646142 -0.00 0.997 -.7160598 .7135498
l2 -.5303997 .3498156 -1.52 0.130 -1.216193 .1553932
l3 .3495318 .4753044 0.74 0.462 -.5822745 1.281338
l4 -.516119 .2670653 -1.93 0.053 -1.039685 .0074468

mon .2321 .1071593 2.17 0.030 .0220205 .4421794
tue .0264169 .1035875 0.26 0.799 -.1766602 .229494
wed .0489579 .0945582 0.52 0.605 -.136418 .2343337
thu .0475133 .0990973 0.48 0.632 -.1467611 .2417876
q1 1.382748 .7438867 1.86 0.063 -.0755977 2.841095
q2 .0545698 .2086802 0.26 0.794 -.3545354 .463675
q3 -.1698775 .2145537 -0.79 0.429 -.5904974 .2507424

_cons -.0146825 .0681329 -0.22 0.829 -.1482531 .1188881

31 . test w1+w2+w3+w4=0

( 1) w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 0

F( 1, 4972) = 0.30
Prob > F = 0.5855



32 . // Reversals High BTM
33 . newey high_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2
> q3 if club==1, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5175
maximum lag: 10 F( 25, 5149) = 95.51

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
high_retur~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0316181 .0180111 1.76 0.079 -.0036913 .0669275
rpm .5068158 .0263916 19.20 0.000 .455077 .5585545

lag_rpm .0337151 .0165996 2.03 0.042 .0011728 .0662574
lag2_rpm -.0045853 .0165245 -0.28 0.781 -.0369803 .0278097

sector_exc~s .3996055 .0284122 14.06 0.000 .3439055 .4553055
lag_equal .0005305 .0003672 1.44 0.149 -.0001894 .0012504
lag2_equal .0013102 .0006423 2.04 0.041 .000051 .0025693
lag3_equal -.0010704 .0007038 -1.52 0.128 -.0024501 .0003093

win -.0194872 .1391331 -0.14 0.889 -.2922471 .2532727
loss -.2166125 .1321066 -1.64 0.101 -.4755976 .0423726

w1 -.0472642 .1170225 -0.40 0.686 -.276678 .1821497
w2 .0809721 .1265722 0.64 0.522 -.1671631 .3291073
w3 -.1890234 .1504365 -1.26 0.209 -.4839429 .1058961
w4 .0491145 .1573804 0.31 0.755 -.2594181 .357647
l1 -.0595659 .1771416 -0.34 0.737 -.4068387 .2877068
l2 .0418416 .1898319 0.22 0.826 -.3303095 .4139928
l3 -.1365358 .1523067 -0.90 0.370 -.4351217 .1620501
l4 -.1839692 .1105506 -1.66 0.096 -.4006954 .0327569

mon -.0054083 .050613 -0.11 0.915 -.1046313 .0938147
tue -.0508721 .0474745 -1.07 0.284 -.1439422 .0421981
wed .0260596 .0508352 0.51 0.608 -.0735991 .1257182
thu .0292683 .048848 0.60 0.549 -.0664945 .1250312
q1 -.0271821 .1472282 -0.18 0.854 -.3158119 .2614478
q2 -.1279612 .1228329 -1.04 0.298 -.3687659 .1128434
q3 .0550216 .0919093 0.60 0.549 -.1251597 .2352029

_cons .0247735 .033471 0.74 0.459 -.0408438 .0903908

34 . test l1+l2+l3+l4=0

( 1) l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 = 0

F( 1, 5149) = 1.48
Prob > F = 0.2233

35 .
36 . // Reversals Small MV
37 . newey small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equa

> l lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q
> 2 q3 if club==4, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5067
maximum lag: 10 F( 25, 5041) = 5.97

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0200098 .0362972 -0.55 0.581 -.0911682 .0511486
rpm .1038201 .0608849 1.71 0.088 -.0155407 .2231809

lag_rpm .102866 .03775 2.72 0.006 .0288596 .1768724
lag2_rpm .0018814 .0536098 0.04 0.972 -.1032172 .10698

sector_exc~s .1517011 .0658029 2.31 0.021 .0226988 .2807034
lag_equal .1549229 .0541146 2.86 0.004 .0488348 .261011
lag2_equal .1821146 .0823227 2.21 0.027 .0207264 .3435028
lag3_equal .0995286 .0467606 2.13 0.033 .0078575 .1911997

win .6985884 .3671133 1.90 0.057 -.0211132 1.41829
loss -.9217487 .4117647 -2.24 0.025 -1.728987 -.1145109

w1 -.0529343 .3961141 -0.13 0.894 -.8294901 .7236214



w2 1.026196 .410486 2.50 0.012 .2214648 1.830927
w3 .348545 .5318839 0.66 0.512 -.6941786 1.391269
w4 -.6110159 .4349434 -1.40 0.160 -1.463694 .2416622
l1 .3948716 .4325709 0.91 0.361 -.4531553 1.242899
l2 .141503 .4656337 0.30 0.761 -.7713415 1.054348
l3 .0059266 .4316994 0.01 0.989 -.8403918 .852245
l4 .34007 .5747103 0.59 0.554 -.7866121 1.466752

mon -.203008 .1177051 -1.72 0.085 -.4337611 .0277451
tue -.0438583 .1331291 -0.33 0.742 -.3048491 .2171325
wed -.042193 .146833 -0.29 0.774 -.3300496 .2456635
thu -.0172462 .1308957 -0.13 0.895 -.2738586 .2393662
q1 -.5880588 .5710104 -1.03 0.303 -1.707487 .5313697
q2 -.3514858 .2682728 -1.31 0.190 -.8774171 .1744456
q3 .2133832 .2259529 0.94 0.345 -.2295826 .656349

_cons .136846 .0832624 1.64 0.100 -.0263845 .3000764

38 . test w1+w2+w3+w4=0

( 1) w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 0

F( 1, 5041) = 0.67
Prob > F = 0.4127

39 . test l1+l2+l3+l4=0

( 1) l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 = 0

F( 1, 5041) = 0.75
Prob > F = 0.3862

40 . // Reversals Big MV
41 . newey big_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 l3 l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2
> q3 if club==8, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5074
maximum lag: 10 F( 25, 5048) = 148.77

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0151208 .0131594 1.15 0.251 -.0106773 .0409188
rpm .762418 .1329112 5.74 0.000 .5018544 1.022982

lag_rpm .085587 .0154318 5.55 0.000 .0553341 .11584
lag2_rpm .0394239 .0139807 2.82 0.005 .0120156 .0668321

sector_exc~s .1664467 .117029 1.42 0.155 -.062981 .3958744
lag_equal .0004643 .0035662 0.13 0.896 -.006527 .0074556
lag2_equal .0022484 .0017868 1.26 0.208 -.0012544 .0057513
lag3_equal -.0022181 .0024694 -0.90 0.369 -.0070591 .0026229

win .1047073 .0838079 1.25 0.212 -.0595925 .2690072
loss -.1413927 .0747102 -1.89 0.058 -.2878571 .0050716

w1 .1606338 .0749273 2.14 0.032 .0137437 .3075239
w2 .158675 .0893165 1.78 0.076 -.0164241 .333774
w3 -.1296115 .0893237 -1.45 0.147 -.3047248 .0455018
w4 -.223527 .1907248 -1.17 0.241 -.5974305 .1503764
l1 .037942 .1339096 0.28 0.777 -.224579 .300463
l2 -.1195746 .1002649 -1.19 0.233 -.3161374 .0769882
l3 .0894679 .1051518 0.85 0.395 -.1166752 .295611
l4 .2189357 .1306485 1.68 0.094 -.0371921 .4750636

mon .0251961 .0330833 0.76 0.446 -.0396615 .0900537
tue -.006114 .0370798 -0.16 0.869 -.0788066 .0665786
wed .0054611 .0315209 0.17 0.862 -.0563335 .0672557
thu -.0157411 .0305565 -0.52 0.606 -.0756451 .0441629
q1 .5719797 .1960409 2.92 0.004 .1876544 .9563051
q2 -.1073902 .1036096 -1.04 0.300 -.3105099 .0957296
q3 .1760164 .1724642 1.02 0.307 -.1620883 .5141211

_cons .0112334 .0213489 0.53 0.599 -.0306197 .0530865



42 . test l1+l2+l3+l4=0

( 1) l1 + l2 + l3 + l4 = 0

F( 1, 5048) = 0.86
Prob > F = 0.3525

43 . // Important games
44 . // Reversal low BTM important
45 . newey low_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss Imp_win Imp_loss iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3 i
> l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 if club==7, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5101
maximum lag: 10 F( 27, 5073) = 86.20

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
low_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0005702 .0156366 0.04 0.971 -.0300842 .0312246
rpm .5267563 .0292844 17.99 0.000 .4693462 .5841665

lag_rpm .0983959 .0220154 4.47 0.000 .0552363 .1415556
lag2_rpm -.0095821 .0251783 -0.38 0.704 -.0589426 .0397783

sector_exc~s .165418 .0358385 4.62 0.000 .095159 .2356769
lag_equal .0637671 .0269178 2.37 0.018 .0109966 .1165376
lag2_equal .1011829 .0331132 3.06 0.002 .0362668 .1660991
lag3_equal .0440745 .0156825 2.81 0.005 .0133301 .074819

win .122017 .1463204 0.83 0.404 -.1648341 .4088682
loss .2734893 .2153001 1.27 0.204 -.1485918 .6955704

Imp_win -.2783602 .353881 -0.79 0.432 -.9721196 .4153993
Imp_loss -.6909599 .3263468 -2.12 0.034 -1.330741 -.0511792

iw1 .1095719 .3617272 0.30 0.762 -.5995696 .8187133
iw2 -.4178619 .2796346 -1.49 0.135 -.9660664 .1303426
iw3 -.3418863 .1568665 -2.18 0.029 -.6494124 -.0343602
iw4 -.1237157 .3606377 -0.34 0.732 -.8307213 .5832898
il1 .1735442 .482217 0.36 0.719 -.7718094 1.118898
il2 -.0311579 .2591716 -0.12 0.904 -.5392461 .4769303
il3 .8847001 .3579173 2.47 0.013 .1830276 1.586372
il4 .0318571 .2039271 0.16 0.876 -.367928 .4316421
mon .0603776 .047828 1.26 0.207 -.033386 .1541411
tue -.0508241 .0465427 -1.09 0.275 -.1420678 .0404197
wed -.0141123 .0473743 -0.30 0.766 -.1069864 .0787618
thu -.0123116 .0472736 -0.26 0.795 -.1049882 .080365
q1 .0345551 .1814821 0.19 0.849 -.3212282 .3903384
q2 .1358842 .1092875 1.24 0.214 -.0783664 .3501349
q3 .087756 .1059933 0.83 0.408 -.1200366 .2955486

_cons -.0439426 .0318372 -1.38 0.168 -.1063574 .0184721

46 . test il1+il2+il3+il4=0

( 1) il1 + il2 + il3 + il4 = 0

F( 1, 5073) = 2.06
Prob > F = 0.1512

47 .
48 . // Reversal small MV important
49 . newey small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equa

> l lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss Imp_win Imp_loss iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3
> il4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 if club==4, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5067
maximum lag: 10 F( 23, 5039) = 364.63

Prob > F = 0.0000



Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.021947 .0363975 -0.60 0.547 -.0933019 .0494079
rpm .1022892 .0610504 1.68 0.094 -.0173962 .2219745

lag_rpm .104151 .0378062 2.75 0.006 .0300344 .1782676
lag2_rpm .0033054 .0544061 0.06 0.952 -.1033542 .109965

sector_exc~s .1500696 .0656612 2.29 0.022 .0213452 .2787941
lag_equal .1571355 .0542578 2.90 0.004 .0507665 .2635044
lag2_equal .1781903 .0837228 2.13 0.033 .0140571 .3423235
lag3_equal .1023455 .0470066 2.18 0.030 .0101921 .1944988

win .6651388 .37026 1.80 0.072 -.0607319 1.39101
loss -1.085898 .4170567 -2.60 0.009 -1.90351 -.2682851

Imp_win 1.234089 .4233331 2.92 0.004 .404172 2.064006
Imp_loss 1.678008 1.498415 1.12 0.263 -1.259536 4.615553

iw1 -.9420153 .2121297 -4.44 0.000 -1.357882 -.5261488
iw2 2.866148 .7881451 3.64 0.000 1.321041 4.411255
iw3 -2.195973 .2802729 -7.84 0.000 -2.74543 -1.646517
iw4 -3.140268 1.468296 -2.14 0.033 -6.018768 -.2617689
il1 1.398806 .974986 1.43 0.151 -.5125909 3.310202
il2 .1741363 1.295469 0.13 0.893 -2.365547 2.713819
il3 .4489703 .5090111 0.88 0.378 -.5489128 1.446853
il4 -.9857542 .878253 -1.12 0.262 -2.707512 .7360037
mon -.1960788 .117262 -1.67 0.095 -.4259633 .0338057
tue -.0732753 .1327329 -0.55 0.581 -.3334894 .1869388
wed -.0823811 .1454298 -0.57 0.571 -.3674867 .2027245
thu -.0426857 .130804 -0.33 0.744 -.2991185 .2137471
q1 -.6343224 .5820528 -1.09 0.276 -1.775399 .5067541
q2 -.3468561 .2714624 -1.28 0.201 -.8790405 .1853283
q3 .2319704 .2272568 1.02 0.307 -.2135519 .6774926

_cons .1667543 .0820237 2.03 0.042 .0059521 .3275565

50 . test iw1+iw2+iw3+iw4=0

( 1) iw1 + iw2 + iw3 + iw4 = 0

F( 1, 5039) = 3.66
Prob > F = 0.0559

51 . newey small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equa
> l lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss Imp_win Imp_loss iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3
> il4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 if club==7, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5103
maximum lag: 10 F( 27, 5075) = 37.50

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm -.0088529 .018688 -0.47 0.636 -.0454895 .0277837
rpm .3989805 .0313552 12.72 0.000 .3375109 .4604501

lag_rpm .0839491 .0274495 3.06 0.002 .0301363 .1377619
lag2_rpm -.0299246 .0319068 -0.94 0.348 -.0924756 .0326264

sector_exc~s .1228707 .039896 3.08 0.002 .0446573 .2010841
lag_equal .1261456 .0339527 3.72 0.000 .0595838 .1927075
lag2_equal .1469082 .0422933 3.47 0.001 .063995 .2298214
lag3_equal .0455956 .0210663 2.16 0.030 .0042966 .0868946

win .0735005 .1676477 0.44 0.661 -.2551614 .4021624
loss .3132076 .3166384 0.99 0.323 -.3075402 .9339555

Imp_win -.690242 .3462449 -1.99 0.046 -1.369031 -.0114526
Imp_loss -1.039374 .5132401 -2.03 0.043 -2.045546 -.0332018

iw1 .0904114 .6181766 0.15 0.884 -1.121481 1.302304
iw2 -.1855697 .4951037 -0.37 0.708 -1.156187 .7850472
iw3 .0246843 .2969788 0.08 0.934 -.5575224 .6068909
iw4 -.1384921 .3631594 -0.38 0.703 -.8504413 .573457
il1 -.0756465 .3445946 -0.22 0.826 -.7512006 .5999076
il2 .3193362 .4925309 0.65 0.517 -.646237 1.284909
il3 .2163652 .4087262 0.53 0.597 -.5849144 1.017645
il4 .1058395 .9598768 0.11 0.912 -1.775933 1.987612
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mon .0644661 .0680564 0.95 0.344 -.0689539 .197886
tue -.0790708 .0638153 -1.24 0.215 -.2041764 .0460347
wed -.0287205 .0634622 -0.45 0.651 -.1531338 .0956928
thu -.075591 .0673739 -1.12 0.262 -.207673 .056491
q1 -.0751931 .2601944 -0.29 0.773 -.5852864 .4349002
q2 -.0133706 .141762 -0.09 0.925 -.2912852 .2645441
q3 .2252992 .1181809 1.91 0.057 -.0063863 .4569847

_cons -.0269174 .0469296 -0.57 0.566 -.1189196 .0650848

52 . test il1+il2+il3+il4=0

( 1) il1 + il2 + il3 + il4 = 0

F( 1, 5075) = 0.26
Prob > F = 0.6090

53 . newey small_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equa
> l lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss Imp_win Imp_loss iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3
> il4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 if club==9, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 4422
maximum lag: 10 F( 27, 4394) = 144.24

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
small_retu~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0096545 .0481524 0.20 0.841 -.0847485 .1040574
rpm .6282241 .0550587 11.41 0.000 .5202813 .7361669

lag_rpm .0560486 .0504119 1.11 0.266 -.0427841 .1548812
lag2_rpm .0494523 .0464915 1.06 0.288 -.0416946 .1405991

sector_exc~s .0546935 .0383422 1.43 0.154 -.0204764 .1298635
lag_equal -.0194623 .0111304 -1.75 0.080 -.0412835 .0023589
lag2_equal .0138267 .0108865 1.27 0.204 -.0075164 .0351697
lag3_equal -.0064285 .0142436 -0.45 0.652 -.0343531 .0214961

win .1531069 .453302 0.34 0.736 -.7355936 1.041807
loss -.3181783 .4825097 -0.66 0.510 -1.26414 .6277839

Imp_win -.065204 2.354763 -0.03 0.978 -4.681727 4.551319
Imp_loss -5.679681 3.486594 -1.63 0.103 -12.51516 1.155801

iw1 -3.852597 1.916059 -2.01 0.044 -7.609038 -.0961555
iw2 .8473673 1.086772 0.78 0.436 -1.283254 2.977989
iw3 .9081467 .5761762 1.58 0.115 -.221449 2.037742
iw4 .030825 .8357906 0.04 0.971 -1.607746 1.669396
il1 -6.084432 6.185273 -0.98 0.325 -18.21068 6.041821
il2 -.8071587 1.089281 -0.74 0.459 -2.942699 1.328382
il3 .8986136 .5752098 1.56 0.118 -.2290874 2.026315
il4 -.9576774 .8100693 -1.18 0.237 -2.545822 .6304668
mon -.1283447 .1842097 -0.70 0.486 -.4894885 .2327991
tue -.2579118 .1715565 -1.50 0.133 -.594249 .0784255
wed -.1595816 .1825686 -0.87 0.382 -.5175081 .1983448
thu -.0802443 .2115142 -0.38 0.704 -.4949186 .3344301
q1 3.029063 .142113 21.31 0.000 2.75045 3.307676
q2 .0159167 .3063703 0.05 0.959 -.5847234 .6165569
q3 .7870332 .3493195 2.25 0.024 .102191 1.471875

_cons .1326227 .1431512 0.93 0.354 -.1480258 .4132712

54 . test il1+il2+il3+il4=0

( 1) il1 + il2 + il3 + il4 = 0

F( 1, 4394) = 1.77
Prob > F = 0.1834
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55 . // Reversal big MV imporant
56 . newey big_returns_prem lead_rpm rpm lag_rpm lag2_rpm sector_excess lag_equal

> lag2_equal lag3_equal win loss Imp_win Imp_loss iw1 iw2 iw3 iw4 il1 il2 il3 i
> l4 mon tue wed thu q1 q2 q3 if club==8, force lag(10)

Regression with Newey-West standard errors Number of obs = 5074
maximum lag: 10 F( 27, 5046) = 130.14

Prob > F = 0.0000

Newey-West
big_return~m Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

lead_rpm .0151761 .0132932 1.14 0.254 -.0108844 .0412366
rpm .7613231 .1347246 5.65 0.000 .4972043 1.025442

lag_rpm .0864192 .0153761 5.62 0.000 .0562754 .1165629
lag2_rpm .0394593 .0140894 2.80 0.005 .0118379 .0670807

sector_exc~s .16863 .1188678 1.42 0.156 -.0644026 .4016626
lag_equal .0004888 .0035544 0.14 0.891 -.0064795 .007457
lag2_equal .0022398 .001766 1.27 0.205 -.0012224 .0057019
lag3_equal -.0022808 .0024896 -0.92 0.360 -.0071614 .0025999

win .0157566 .0938143 0.17 0.867 -.1681602 .1996735
loss -.1306053 .083171 -1.57 0.116 -.2936566 .032446

Imp_win .3913031 .1900814 2.06 0.040 .018661 .7639451
Imp_loss -.0439727 .1739797 -0.25 0.800 -.3850484 .297103

iw1 .3198858 .1629545 1.96 0.050 .0004243 .6393474
iw2 .011241 .2472017 0.05 0.964 -.4733816 .4958636
iw3 -.0057333 .1491945 -0.04 0.969 -.2982192 .2867526
iw4 .0671293 .1434184 0.47 0.640 -.2140331 .3482917
il1 -.0169811 .142414 -0.12 0.905 -.2961744 .2622123
il2 -.2437074 .1215339 -2.01 0.045 -.4819666 -.0054482
il3 .2460379 .2028572 1.21 0.225 -.1516504 .6437261
il4 -.1135398 .2582746 -0.44 0.660 -.6198702 .3927906
mon .0182249 .0327141 0.56 0.577 -.045909 .0823588
tue -.0279013 .0370095 -0.75 0.451 -.100456 .0446535
wed -.0115112 .0304935 -0.38 0.706 -.0712917 .0482692
thu -.0241099 .0305642 -0.79 0.430 -.0840291 .0358093
q1 .581402 .1956698 2.97 0.003 .1978042 .9649998
q2 -.1057258 .10416 -1.02 0.310 -.3099246 .0984729
q3 .1598455 .1751076 0.91 0.361 -.1834414 .5031324

_cons .0223692 .0209416 1.07 0.285 -.0186853 .0634238

57 . test iw1+iw2+iw3+iw4=0

( 1) iw1 + iw2 + iw3 + iw4 = 0

F( 1, 5046) = 2.11
Prob > F = 0.1465
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